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Bleief's, Attitudes, tnd Be)iavio,, off Lowlan, Vietnamese.

JANE M4. MURPHY, GAR'( D. MURFIN, N'71IL L; JAWi:SON, III, A. TERR.Y RAMB,,
J- XRY ADRIAN~ GLENN, LEROY P. JONE,13, A1,1) ALEXANDER H. LEIGHTON'

-SECTION -I. IJN7RODUCTION -

Purpo s e

The 'general purpose off this part off the study wa , .:o d~scover and

describe the effects 6ff hefbicidcs onE people- -psychologibil, social, and

cultural. The exigencies off time, resources, and war conditions Trade it

ncssary t ranslatethe purpoeit a limited set off goals. These

1. Whtaethe main patterns off b,-.Jeff about herbicidcs

to be found in Soi-.th Vietnam?

2. What attitudes raye associated v-'th these belieffs?

3. What cohsequenc,-:s are there in terms off. 1,ehavior,

4 emotional states and soci4al a±nd cultural chanEg,?

4. How realistic are the beli~ffs?

aDr. Murphy, a consultant tL-o the Comitee on Effects off Herbicides
in Vietnam, is an Associatre Proffessor off Anthropciogy, ~e-partment off
Behavioral Sciences, Harvic-d School off Public Health, Boston, Mas,;;achusetts,
.02115. Mr. Thrffin, Research Associate with XgS/NRC,i Ph.D -- a fidate,
Department off Political ,.-.-ence, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, 96822.
Mr. Jamieson, Research Azsociate with NAS/NEC, is a (1zadiiate Stadent,
Department off Anthropolj~y, Urziersity off Hawaii, Honolulu, 096 22. Dr. Rambo,

yResearch Associate with NAS/N-r , is a Fellow cf the Ford Foundation, Da-Lat
*University Gtaduate School, F-,i-Lat, South Vietnamn . Mz- Glenn, a Re serarch,

Associate with NAS/NRC. is a ^. -nduate Studeiit, Iepartment off Economics,
University off Hawaii, J!Dnolulv. 96822. Mr. Jorno.,, consil-3ta.. t to the
Committee on Efffects of' Herbic'! hzs in Vi-et1narm, i' with the 1'-.rca'Develop-
merit Institute, Sfeoul, KoreR. L-r. Leighton, a imenbcr of t Committee on
Effects of~ Harbicide , in Vietnam, 1,s Head c? the Depavbrieilt off Behavioral
Sciences, Harvard. Sc~iool off Public Healt'X, .,Ator, 11tsshu:tsetts, 02115.
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Limitations

The operational development of the goals made it necessary to accept

a number of limitations with regard to data sources and methods. These

may be sumtarized as follows: The study is confined to the ethnic

Vietnamese and focuses primarily on two provinces and one refugee village

in a third province. As will be explained later, these selections were

made with a view to examining areas that would be indicative of conditions

more widely distributed in the country. The data sources consist of inter-

views with Vietnamese officials at various levels from province to hamlet

and with selected others siuch Ls farmers, fishermen, market women, mer-

chants, and loggers; Vietnamese official documents, mostly at the provincial

level; the analysis of newspapers; U.S. aevisors at a number of levels; and

the results of numerous U.S. surveys. In the refugee village a systematic

questionnaire survey of a small sample of rural people was also conducted.

Thus., the information upon which this report is based comes from official

South Vietnamese and U.S. sources and from extensive field work with

selected informants ("knowledgeable people") at village and hamlet level.

Another type of limitation stems from the fact that the large scale

use of herbicides had been suspended for two years at. the time our study

was done. We were thus unable to make any direct observaticns of impact

onp vculations and-had to-relyon the-observations of- others-as n-ied

above. We did, however, look for and see the still visible consequences

of the herbicides on trees and fields from plane, helicopter, car,

sampan, and on foot.

It is appropriate to note some additional limitations that do not

derive from either data or field conditions, but from the nature of our
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central purpose. Thus, we do not deal with the question of the military

effectiveness of herbicides, nor are we entitled to draw conclusions

about long term ecological effects. And finally, we are not concerned

with using Vietnamese statements of their beliefs as "proof" of real

biological effects of herbicides-on-plants, animals -r humans.. Our goal

is to present -1hat various groups of people say they believe and the

patterning of their consequent feelings and behavior.

It is, of course, of interest to know to what extent the systems

of belief are congruent with official views and scientific knowledge.

For this reason, we shall present factual information (e.g. date and

place of spray runs) when such is available. It may be that some of the

beliefs of Vietnamese farmers that are not in harmony with what is

"accepted" will ;.urn out to be leads toward better knowledge.

Our emphasis, however, is on what people believe, whether true or

not, because these beliefs may be of major significance in determining

'what people can and will do. For this reason -the beliefs and their

* attendant attitudes are worthy of consideration in matters of future

policy and planning.

t : Frare of Reference

From the foregoing it is evident that in this section there will be

no 'attempt to establish causal relationships, for such would require

some form of controlled experimentation. On the other hand, we shall be

* interested in discussing hypotheses about cause and it seems therefore

desirable to indicate the frame of reference, or causal model, we propose

to use.
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The first point to make is that the ncacei is mltifactorial. Our

notion is that any given pattern of belief or of human behavior is the

product of many factors. These can be conceived in various terms such

as social, psychological, cultural, economic, biological, etc. Thus,

any attitude or belief about herbicides in an individual is not only the

product of herbicides as an event, 'ut also the result of cultural orien-

tations, social role, economic needs, political persuasion, intellectual

capacity, emotional stability, temperament and so on. The belief, in

... ..... .other words; is lik -aodal point -in-a three aime ns6iaI network composed

of interacting influences.

One of the characteristics of an interacting network is that it

permits the-formation of feedback looos. We used the example above of

a single belief in a single individual in order to introduce the concept

of the network of int, racting factors. If we now consider many individuals

with reference to multiple beliefs, 'the network is pictured as far more

complex, and by that fact, closer to being a model of reality. The opera-

tion of feedback loops in such a system means that a belief once established

in a person can become itself factor contributing to beliefs in others,

. . and then in turn draw continuationi from return reenforcement from these

others. Thus, it is possible for beliefs to be perpetuated without any

supporting real event. In South Vietnam beliefs about herbicides and_

attitudes of anger, fear, tolerance, indifference, or approval are in a

context of a wartime struggle for survival hich-at times reaches extreme

ferocity. Bombing, intravillage fighting, being overrun by the National

Liberation Front or by the Government of South Vietnam forces, and

economically devastating effects'of the war often dominate people's lives.
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hus, ft-elings front many sources can become channeled on hkerbJ i.tP,

an. conversely feelings originally generated by herbicides can mazq-ura'lr:

as feelings about some other topic.

As will be seen in the last chapter, these considerations turn out

to be highly relevant. Herbicides have come to play a symbolic role for

mary Vietnamese, a fact which heightens the' importance of distinguishing

bet een behavior that flows from herbicides as biological agents and

he icides as symbols.

"It is not actions, but opinions about actions that
disturb men;"

-Epictetus

1
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Intcxj..t~i~nSFCTI10,7 II. MIIODOLC(GY

This report has bee-n preparod by six behavioral scientists. We

I - ~-- represent -or have consulted with advisors, fran -anthropology conjis

political science, psychology, psychiatry, sociology, and statistics.

The met-1A-s used derive from these disciplines and include such tech-

niqusas key infozmant interviewing,_ questionnaire surveys, review..of

'A public records, content analysis, and a variety of statistical procc-

dures. The purpose of ihis section is to describe the research design

*Iand indicate Which mrethods were erployeI in the dif fer t phasesad

sites of th-e design.

* hs etinisdvded i n~t fcur parts: A )Initial Steps,

B )Selection of> Provinces, whi-ch includes a description of the two

11provinces in which field uor was cor~ucted, C )Data Collection, which

deals with th2 techniques used in the province rtudies, in a sub- study

of a refugep village, andl a sub-study of newspaper aualysis, and! D)

The Problem of Validity.-

IA. Initial ESterps

---Preliminary -to--the field-wrk -there -wa-Trcpakratoryphase 4nfttie-

Spring of 1972. During this tire a short trip to South VietN7zr, was riade

by tun of th-e authors and~ ecxtc'n.zive discussions were conducted anon; all

six. Out of tlis ca.-e a detailcd plan that entailed survey sa mqling o'

ontrastirgq priA.ations and th-e deVelotinent of quantitative Oata. BYImid-June, dlue in large n'cacur to %..ar corhitions and the ectcriorati( n



* f eurity in rural aruL'i;, tbc pi as irlcx - y a more floxiIAC aLnd

*qualitzative approach. vh-ilc thc or$irnal -:chTi .c wa }cpt in ipin{, the

actu.al form of the research Clcsir rCe_ after tetr crzr rie

in Saigon. 'It to. k shape as a gradual proccss gjcarccl to ootul isas

they opened.

!fLTinewas our n- _mst preciocus- resource and Trcst _dngerous _enenycr. V at-

*ever field x.crh -we could do had to be acm-nplishca- beti7ecn the becirin

Of July and the i6le of Olctobe-r. rcspits qenerous aid fran Vietzixesc

- d-- -dU-.S.-officials,--selc-ting ar3investigating many-zitcs would have be

far too tim~e ccrsurudng. Th-ere w..ere also the delays inherent in trakve:Ang

to ho conside~red.

On the other hand, w,.e v -re ,aa of the great diversity of tran

clirrate, pi~aticn density, cultural trpadition, cco-,xzl3c activit,-y and

standards of living to I:,- found in Vict-lizz., not to mention eJ*iFfcrr=.cs

frani area to area in the datcs, intensity cnd duratiocn of e; -ociz to

herbicides, plus the constantly shifting conditions ofsCUriy ~ r

that what riight be true in or-e villago oftn o-uld not L,2 true, in another

village just a fc.7 miles away. So wW- e the geograh-ical scope of the

Study had to be restricted, the areas c1J ectred wrere ch-osen ro as to be as

reprec~ntzftive as possible of rrajo s .cnts of -e -,cpulation and various

___human , artations to the envirerirent.

Our aproach w-as to think in terrms of ecological zones, ar.&l here

again wc wrr faced, w.ith rajor eic;ions. Shoule we., attcrnt to study all

oecological ?(7cse or conocrtrate on certain oico? Am-d, if selcc-tion vucrc

to !,e rAde, whe-t cri-tcriaz, should be>- used? Within an Ccolojticil 2c,hc'.

Rjrrucd romT$
U~available cogy ._(
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~uc.we h-ancC the rnc-,- fror depth of coverage against thie ncc<i fo :

bredth of covcragoc

Our prefe~rence was for datAi derived f ran an intensive study of a

~-mll nu.rlcr of sites-. It seermed to US that only through intensive

study o-- carefully cdelineated areas could an und(_erstand ing of beliefs

-~about the systcmic -effects -- f herbicides -be- fully -appreciated.

Ile chose, therefore, t~m major ecological zones: 1) the 1tekong

Delta region, and 2) the Mekong plateau transition zone between S ai gonr

and the highlarnds. Because this iment that the highlands proper and

the Central coastal plain would receive ruinihal attention, the dec-isiqn

ursdif fY*.ult.

The 'tribal people of the highlands have suffered greatly fran the

war and have nt.erous prcbleri peculliar to thamselves. The Vietn~amese

of the central coastal. plain hamve also endLured their am~ particular

kinds of difficulties. To studly either, hc7, ever, was becyond Var cap-t-1

bilitics, unless we hard bcean willig t ial-C thisq the sole fccvus of the

stuey. In both arens secvrit- risk-s would have constitut. fontd..ea%

Obstzicl-es. The highland praople., because of ntultiple cUltural cxu~

and lanqiaes, would. have presented rajor technic--:0 difficulties ard

rmich til-n wculd have bee-n neede,2 in order to f ind and trai~n assistants

&11 intervidctsers.

B3. Selectinq the Prolinces

For selectincr aprovince within a zone %m used th e follm.ing r,tra

1.Ecology -The province ought to S!hare general features of

terrain and clir-ate w-ith other provinces in the zone, an6
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should include nost rajor ecological features to be found

thxoughout the zone.

2. Population - The population of the province should contain

a large number of ethnic Vietnamese.

3. Exposure to herbicides - The province should have received

. at least as rich eTosure to herbicides as most other

provinces in the zone, and uider similar crop and climatic

conditions.

4. Variety and representativeness of econaic activities -

The province should include all major econar ic activities

to be found throughout the ecological zone.

5. Security - Ease of access to a large sample of villages

and different areas within the province should be possible

throughout the study period.

As a result of these considerations, we chose the provinces of Kien

foa and Long rhanh. A brief description of each now follcws:

1.) Kien -on is located in the mckong Deltz approximately 85 kilcmeters

southeast of Saigon. It is bounded to the southeast by the South China Sea

and by provinces at the other points of the compass, Co Cong to the northcast,

Di nh Tuong to the northwe..;st, Vinh Long to the west, .and Vinh Dinh to the

south. The province consists of three islands formed by four of the nine

branches of the Mekong River: the Cua Dai (My Th), Ba Lai, K'am Luong and

Co Ciien Rivers. The coastline along the South China Sea is primArily r .a--

grove forcstc which have wide mud flats stretching to the sea for nearly a

rdie or s;o.

Kien Hoa zovers an area of approxirately 215,500 hectares of w.:hich n2ra

II -



than 150,000 hectares are cultivated. The land is flat with only a few

places over a meter above sea level. Transportation is principally by

boat, although a number of roads are utilized. An elaborate network of

canals and natural waterways greatly facilitates water travel.

The soil in this province, characteristic o most of the Delta,-is

an acidulous alluvial clay with little sand content, and it is considered

quite fertile. The three coastal districts of Ba Tri, Binh Dai, and

Thanh Phu contain the best land.

The climate in Kien Boa is generally hot and humid with an average

torperature of 78 degrees Fahrenheit and a texperature range fran 65 degrees

Fahrenheit to 100 degrees Fahrenheit. The dry season usually begins in

11varber or December and lasts until May. The Southwest mensoon begins in

May a-d June and heavy rains occur from June to NoLvrber.

Crop distribution overlays prepared by the agriculture caelre in eth }

of the districts studied shoe that land utilization patterns have been

stable for many years. In 1972 -practically all arable land under Sotith

Vietnamese goverment control was under cultivation. It included: 1) rice

land, 2) secondary crop land (fruit trees, peanuts, manioc, beans, etc.),

. and 3) coconut land. Because of high population d nsity and dispersed

settl-,ent pattern, crops are usually gro-n close to residences.

Administratively, Kien Ioa is divided into nine districts with 115

villages and 640 hamlets. As of 1971, the Province was the mst populcus

in the Delta, listing a total of 618,870 people. Th6 nine districts are:

Truc Giang, Giang Trcm, ITam Long, Ba Tri, Eihh Dai, Don Nhon, Mo Cay,

Iluong My, Thanh Phu.

11-5
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The most populous district is Truc Giang. The Province has two

"urban centers' - one being Den Tre, the Province capitol, and the other

Binh Dai Village. Figures on the population under National Liberation

Front control ere not available, but an estimate given from U.S. sources

is 100,000 ai, according to a map maintained by the U.S. Advisory Team

in Kien Hoa, large portions of every district except Ba Tri, Huong My and

Binh Dai were still under National Liberation Front control as of October,

1972, as seen in Chart I-1.

Populatiou settleent in Kien Hoa is characterized by hamlets which

are strung out along rrod.s, canals, rivers and streams throughout the

Province. Because the carcnnities are spread out, there are feuer areas

of large population concentration.

2.) Long !nanh Province, part of Itlitary Pegion III and located

northeast of Saigon, is bounded by Phuoc Long and Lain Dong Provinces to

the north, Phuoc Tuy to the east and Bien Fioa and Binh Duong to the est.

It has an average width of 70 kilaeterc, a maxim length of 90 kilo-

meters and a total land area of about 4,460 square kilometers (446,000

hectares).

The Province is located in the transition zone between the Mekong Delta

and the Central Highlands. The southern nortion is plateau vhile the

... .5Tthf part-is ta us. "Three river systems flow wit in the Provin'ze;

the Dong Nai, the La Nga and the Be. The Dong N'ai drains the northi.:est

scy--tion rnd for=s part of tp boundary with Phuoc Long and Lam Dong Provinces.

'Me La Nga River erpties into the Dong Nai and drains the central part of

Long Fhmnh and Binh Thy. The Be River forrs part of the western boundary

with Bien Koa and Binh Duc.g.
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L0119 MAni ha an avcr-aqc t ppcrature of 90 dgreces Fa xcnheit and
a Ica- of 64 degrccs Fah e lit in Deccc-xar and January and a high of 98
degrees Fah-enheit from Febrtaly throuah 1,Lay. The uet season usakilly
begins in late April and ends in early Novemcer and produces an average
yearly rainfoll of about 60 inches. Generally tcmperatures are cooler

during the wet season, especially at night.

Appraximately 100,000 hectares of land are utilized for agricultural
production aside from rubber and ti;thr. ibber accounts for 17,000

(planted) hectares, and titber over 200,000, mstly in "War Zone D." ..
Ove 2,00hectares are utilized for living space. The remaining Ir3
Consists of both closed and opcn forest. The soil is mainly the reddish
bm'n mixture of latosol on basalt which is ccrimn to the region, although

sane parts of the Province display a grey-black soil.

Crop disxribution maps for the years 19G5 to 1972 prepard by the
Province Agriculture CO-fice shc\. that villa4ges generally cultivated the
SC-1e0,plots of land each year until 1968. At that tie old plots beigan to
beexpanded, an' by 1969 tc 1970 entirely nc!, areas had becn added by
scv".e villages. Fields were located anywhere from 1 to 5 kilaneters f.a
village centers, exccpt in the case of crops plantd along road.ays, uhich
snetilros xtended up to 8 kilc..tcrs on either side of a village,

Adninistratively, Long .l.anh is divided into three districts, 19 . ..
villages and 94 hamlets. Dinl-, Quan District in the north has aree villages
with .ia apprcirate pepulotion of 23,981. Kim Tan in the central pcrtion
has five vilkges witlh a total popuZition of 59,079. Xua. Lec cCnsists of
11 villajcs w r'i sac 33 ,477. poj!e. The cst hoavily populatcd axeas of

if- 8



Long Maiim are the cz pitol city, Xuan Inc - population 38,044, ard t.o

village s situated side by side in Jicir Tiun District: the villages of

Gia Kian - population 19,276 and Gia Tan - population 23,743.*

Mst of the northern half of Long IM-anh ("war Zone D") is con-

sidered to be alrost totally uninhabited except for military forces. -Ir

addition, large jungle areas along the Binh Tuy border and in the south-

eastern corner are also very sparsely populated.

Most oarrnitics in Long Ehanh lie astride the t o mainc ica-

tion arteries of the Province, National Route 1 and National Route 20.

Route 1 cuts across the southwestern and south central part of the

Province as it extends froa Saigon through Long' Ehanh to the coast and

points north. This road passes through the boundaries of six different

villages and has approximately fifteen hamlets along it. Route 20 winds

from the south central part of the Province to the northeast cornr,

passing into Lam Dong Province on its way tow-rd Dalat. Situated a_ vo 7

it are 34 hamlets fram seven differcnt villages.

In all but a few settlcments, houses are closely grouped together

in a clearly nucleated pattern., although the hamlets of some villages

are -spread out over, se eral square kilometers so that these villages do

not have a cen-tralizcd area of settlcrnt. Ilieu Finh Village, for ex u-,.ple,

.... a ecpulation of 12,500 spread out in thirteen hamlets alcng several

different roads. The populated areas of this village tcrd to form an up-

side d;...n 'L' and are spread out over 12 square kiloireters.

* All these figures are frcm the 1972 !iamlet Dvaluation Systcan statistics.
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C. rlta Cxl] ortin

Data collection was carriad cut b'y four rperican ard one Victr:'.nese

social scientists, three Victnamesc research assistants, ai-d four inter-

viewers. In adrition, cight content analysts were crnploycd in the ncs-

paper study. Division was made into three teams which condlucted the

several sub-studics on which our report is based. As each sub-study in-

volved different mthods arl personnel, these will be describxd separately

below:

1.) Provincial Stildics. Work in-Long Iarh andI -Uien- Joa was carried

out beb.-en July and October, 1972, with at least t~o mnths spent in

each province hy one or rrore of the Nnerican researchers. DEch team

concentrated on key infonrant interviewing, that is on sani-structured

interviewing of a wide range of local inhabitants and government

off icials. Tables II-1 and 11-2 give lists of the tyres art nuThers

of respondents. In addition, we retrievcd data frm South Vietnamese

goverrrent ar:1 U.S. agency archives. Visual ohservations were also

made of arcas rcportcd to have ben sprayed.

There were sa-e differences in the rcscrch strategies em'ployed

in the tiwo provinces. In Long YlJanh, with its sparse po-ulaticn

aggregatod into a relatively srll ntsi+cr of readily accessible

settlerents, the effort 1was to collect cc Frra:rJ.'le informntion on

herbicide effects for all arcas in the Province. In this we Were

relatively successful with coverage of 15 out of 19 villages. Those

villages visited aprcar on Chart 11-2 ard the map coordinates bn

Table 11-3.
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TABLE II - 1

YM2 ITA - URVMs

Number of Districts Covered - 6 Number of Villages Covered - 26
Districts in Province - 9 Villages in Province - 115
Deputy Province Chief
U.S. Province Senior Advisor

Province Level Offices Located in Ben Tre

Chief - Econmic Section
Chief - Agricultural Service
Cadre Agricultural Service
Chief - Animl Husba-Ory

----Chief - Infonation Service
Cadre - Information Scrvice
Chief - Social Welfare Office
Chief - Land Office
Deputy Chief - Land Office
Chief - Tax Office
Director cf Joint Military-Civilian Province Hospital (JMC)Doctors (5) - Joint Military-Civilian Hospital (JMC)Chief - Obstetric Ward - JMC Hospital
Chief - Dablic Health Service
QCief of Hospital Attendants - JYC lbspitalC1ief of Mtidwife Section - J?'C HospitalHealth Specialist - U.S. Province Developyent Office
Chief - Mli~tary Sector Political warfare OfficeOfficer - Military Sector Political Warfare Office-

U.S. Advisory Team Personnel

District Level Officials and Officers (10)
lam Long

Gioryj TrcmBin rai

Thanh Phu
Truc Giarig
Ba Ti

_ Village and_H amet_Officials (Average 2 par- village)
Luong Quoi Village Giong T-xrn District
Chau Binh Village Giong Tran District
Wuong Phu Village Giong Trcm District
Chau Hoa Village Giong Tr-n District
Luong 1ea Village Giong Trca District
Phu Nhuan Village Truc Giang District
Quoi Son Village Truc Giang District
Son Phu Villagc Truc Giang District
Huu Dinh Village Truc Giang District
An Mianh Village Truc Giang District
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,TADB. II - 1 (Cntinu-d)

Village and 11 nact Officials (Average 2 per villaqe) - Continued

Giao Thirh Village Thanh Phu District
An !hon Village Thanhi Phu District
Vang Quoi Village Birh Dai District
Thoi Vink Village Binh Dai District
Tan Thuy Village Ba Tri District
Phu Duo Village Iamn Long District-
Tuong Da Village Han Long Distric -

-1ag 11= ~-Er Long District
Tha Trieu Village Ham Long District

Farmers (41)
Luong PhU Villaqe Giong Tram District
Luong Quoi Village Giorg Tratm District
Mon Thanh Village Truc Giang District
Tan Thacb Village Truc Giang District
Thanh Trieu Village Harm Long District
Tuncrg Da Village Ham Long District
Phu Tuc Village Hat Long District
Phu Duc Village Earm Long District
Thanh Phong Village Thanh Phu Distric
An It-ion Village Thanh Phu District
Giao Tharnh Village Thanh Phu District

Fisherman (11)

Bai Ngao (Tan Thuy Village) Ba Tri District
Tiem Tan (Tan Thuy Village) -a Tri District
An Thuan Village Thanh Phu District

Coconut Oil '111 Operators/amers (3)

Thai VMguyen Oil Mill.
An Hoi Village Truc Giang District
Nam Phat Oil Mlill
-An Hbi Village Truc Giang District

Scarwdity T ,holesalars and retail rs (4)

--Ben Tre

II- 12
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'A ITI II - 2

• LO KIIAN~t - IL'Fl" /I:

Nun er of Districts Covered - 3 Nur... er of Villages Covered - 15

Districts in Province - 3 Villages in Province - 19

Province Chicf

U.S. Province Senior Advisor

Province Level Offices Located in Xuan Loc City

Chief - Ecornic Section
Chief - Agricultural Service
Chief - Animal Husbandry
Chief - Water/Forestry Service

-...... . ..... . . -- ief ....Land Office
Deputy Chief - Lard Office
Chief' - Information Service
Deputy Chief - Tax Office
Chief - Health Service
Officials (2) - flealta Service
Officials (2) - Chieu Hoi Center

* Chief - S-3 Military Sector Office
Chief - S-4 Military Sector Office
U.S. Advisory Team Personnel

Long 1hanh Agricultural Research Station Officials (2)

District Level Officials and Officers (5)

Xuan Loc
Dinh Quan
Kiem Tan

Village and ilamlet Officials (21)

.Xuan Loc Village -Xuan Lcc District
An Loc Village Xuan Loc District
Tan Lap Village Xuan Icc District
Dau Giay Village Xuan ioc District

Hung Loc Village Xuan Ice District
-ieu Kinh Village - Xuan toe- District
Hmnp Thuan Village Xuan ioc District
Thoi Giao Village Xuan ioc District
Dinh Qjan Village Dinh Quan District
Phuong T-o Village Dinh Quon District
Dong Hiep Village Dinh Quan District
Bien Boa Village Kim Tan District
Gia Kiem Village Kiem Tan District
Gia Tan Village Kiem ran District
Ben Nam Village Kiem Tan District

11 -13



TABLE II - 2 (Continud)

Famcrs (15)
Phuong Tho Villacge
Rici, Kinh Village
Thoi Giao Village
Dinh Quan Village
Ben Nom Village

Saw ill Operator (3) - Dinh Quan VillageLoggers (3) - Dinh Quan Village
arpnter (1) - Dinh Quan Village-
Soldier (1)
Fruit hbolesalers and Retailers (3) - Xuan Loc CityP..z"surant Owner (1) - Dinh Quart Village

Priest - Gia Ki~m Village
f.. SRIrober Plantation

General Manager

Production Manager

II - 14
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TABLE II-

MAP COMMA=~ FOR A~LL VIrLUCTS IN IUN MaINIM~ PROVINCE

Xuan Loc District

Xuan Loc Village YT 470093
An Incc Village YT 394092
Tan Lap Village YT 390080
D?. Giay Village YT 337090
hunig Loc Village YT 324093 _________ 

__flieu Kinh Village Yr -474052---, -
Thoj Giao Village YT 440019
Cam Tamn Village YS 374994
Cam 1+1 Village IrS 462924
Gia Ray Village Yr 637125
Ham Thuan Village Yr 293124

Dinh Quan District- 
_ ___ 

-

Dinh Quan Village Yr 569385
Thuong Tho Village Yr 720476
Dong Riep Village Yr 680695

Kien Tan District

Gia Kieni Village Yr 380199
Gia Tan Village Wr 374232
Bien flea Village v- 418267
Binh Loc Village IYr 392168
Ben NanVillage YT 300243

11 16



Kien Hoa was not accessible to such a comprehensive treatment

because of its vast population dispersed in 115 often inaccessible

villages and 632 hamlets, and with its shifting and generally poor

secuirity conditions. Research, therefore, was concentrated on areas

identified by provincial officials as having been sprayed. The 26

villages in which we worke6 appear on Chart 11-3 and the map coor-

dinates in Table 11-4.

As it turned out, these different research strategies were

suited to the differing patterns of the two provinces. In Long Khanh

the.people reported spray effects over extensive areas, whereas irn

Kien Foa the effects were apparently localized.

It is impossible to give exactly the number of poeple with whom

we talked in these provinces. Many of the conversations written up

as a single interview consisted of input from five or six individuals

such as the doctors and nurses at a particular hospital; in addition,

we held numerous casual conversations which were not recorded in detail.

However, our records for the two provinces are organized as 85 interview

units, and we can safely estimate that our sample of key informants

numbered about 300 individuals.

To conclude these comments on the Provincial Studies, Table II-4a

has been prepared to give the'reader an overview of salient charac- .

teristics of Kien Hoa and Long Khanh.

I- 17
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IABLE I11-4

MAP COM D.:A7= FOR GI MSIDIED IN KEW~ HOA RV2

Truc Giang District

An Ibi Village (S 522315
Tan Thach Village -X 493415I.Rau Dinh Village 497362
Son Phu Villa-ge S 515265
An Mk-nh Village 470405
Phu Nhuan Village 517287
Nhon Thanh Village 548294

-Ourci Son Village )s550390

Ham Long District

Phu Tuc Village )S388398
Phu Duc Village )S335387
T'long Da Village )S433370

V TIah iif-village )S389362L( , ng Tran DistrictI.My. Thanh village X3573300
LWong Foa Village X358'8274
Chau Binh Village X3680260
Chau Hoa Village X .640294
I.&ong Qjuoi Village X5626275
W~ong Phu Village XS579267

Ba Tri District

Tan Thuy village 783064IBao Thanh Village 820141
77 fhnh Phu Dis trict

An Thuan Village .696,066
~An Mon Village 741934
Giao Thanhi Village 762934IThanh Pbong Village 790917

*Bi.nh Dai District

Thoi Vinh Village x~680310fVan Q.ioi Village ME683341

j1 1



Table II -4a. Characteristics of Provincial Study Sites

Stui%- Unit Kien Hoa Province Long Khanh Province'

Ecolozical setting Mekong Delta Terrace Region

Vegetation Rice paddie s, coconut Upland forest, rubber
groves, nangroves plantation, cultivated

fields

Surface area 2,155 kr 2 4,6 Ja 2

Population (1971) 618,870 166,539

Population density 287 persons/an2  37 persons/km2

Eth-nir Ccncosition Lowland Vietnamese Lowland Vietnanese, and a
forw Montagnards

Settlement pattern Lineal hamlets and Nucleated, with most of
dispersed homesteads forest areas uninhabited

Ecorncmic orientation Small. holder rice, * Timber, rubber plantations,
fruit and vegetable small holder fruit, veget-
farrsr cocon 'ut able and rice farms
groves, fishing

Po-vilation unier NIX Anproxirnate ly 50% Approximately 10% of
control (1966) of Dopula*ion population

~univof herbicides 276,935 1,639,I350
1965-1970 (gals.)

Agent 78% Orange, 22% ;Tite 60% Orange1 39% White,
l%-Blue,

Spray Locales Chiefly mrangroves', Principally heavily'
coconut groves, forested areas
and waterways

Exzos,-re of people Direct spraying over ~paetln-range wind
a-id crons inhabited areas, drIft from spray runs

especially* those over forest areas
under NLF control
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2.) The Binh Hoa Village Sub-study. The refugee community, Binh Hoa,

was known to us as a place in which many if not all inhabitants had

been exposed to herbicides both prior to 1967 while they were still

residents in their native location, and again subsequent to their

resettlement at the Binh Hoa site. These locations appear on

Chart II - 4. A sample of 102 respondents was selected for inter-

viewing using a battery of four questionnaires. The questionnaires,

as well as further details on the menthods used in this one intensive

community study, appear in the chapters on Hazards to Health and

Psychological Responses to Stress.

The interviewing began in late August and was supervised in situ

by a senior Vietnamese research assistant who had worked with the

authors in the 1967 study of Binh Hoa. Three Vietnamese interviewers

worked under his direction. This work was terminated in mid-October

when security in the surrounding area began to deteriorate. By that

time we had collected a sufficient *mount of data to use Binh Hoa as

a site for exploring certain hypotheses about individual reactions to

herbicides. j
3.) Newspaper Content Analysis Sub-study. This was designe to analyze

news reporting and editorial comment contained in certain ViE namese

newspapers between 1965 and 1972. The newspapers selected re resent

viewpoints which rellect two markedly contrasting orientations, one

being opposition to the Government of South Viet-Nam and the other

giving favor tc the "establishment." The approach dopted called for

two independent analyses to be performed; one to place the issue of

7- 21
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herbicides in rerspective vis-a-vis other uar-related issues, and

another to ascertain the nat'rc of the statnents made Ey the press

on the subject of herbicides alone.

In order to compare the topic of herbicide use with other war-

related issues, 39 categories including herbizides were constructed

for the purpose of asystriztic coding of articles. A sampling

scheate and coding n'.thcd .ere devised for an assessnent of the pro-

establis.ent and anti-gsvenro_ nt papers which would allow us to

make a comparison of the degree of concern expressed for each issue

across all newpapers, over tirae, =nd to determine concern for

different topics, over time, according to the to selected viewpoints.

The second approach was designed to focus upon the content of

only those articles discussing herbicides which could be found in the

pro-establishrent and anti-gcverr.,ent papers. Using the same papers,

Every available issue of the pro-gaovern,.snt paper from May, 1964, to

July, 1972, and the opposition paper ftcm April, 1967, to July, 1972,

were examined for articles writt- ,i on herbicides. All articles found

were translated, as well as content analyzed, to determine the fre-

quency of citation of various reported herbicide effects arl to as-

certain the nature of the attitudes prevalent within the articles.

- _ _ trained coders/translators worked for -three- and one-half

months on tis part of the study. The researchers coded and trans-

lated 90 articles from the pro-establisn-nt press and 247 articles

fran the opposition papers. Ten trained coders worked the same period

of tire content analyzing over 700 issues of the pro-establishment

paper and approximately 450 issues of the opposition paper. Statistics

II- 23
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generated from the coding ware then analyzed using a variety of

statistical methods.

The results of the newspaper study as weil as a general over-

view appear in Section on "Views of the Vietnamese on the Use

of Herbicides."

D.Ta-Probl n, of Validity

The orientation ard philosophy of this study has had to be that of

achieving the best approximation of truth that time an cirirtances

permitted. This has meant accepting staterents on a catmin sense basis,

with due regard to contrary evidence and reason for doubt. Techniques

for om-paring belief statements with cbserved Ih-bavior ("concurrent

validity") do exist, and had we been able to carry out the original re-

search plan, it would have been possible to develop sare indicators of

this type.

In lieu of such opportunity, we endeavored to rraximize the accuracy

of our data in the kollwing ways-

1. Diversifying sources of information - both docutmentary and

human - so as to reduce the likelihood of consistent bias.

2. Qualitative analysis designed to detect inconsistencies.

3. 7he eiploymert of Vietnamese field workers and research assist-

ants who had had previous experience and technical, training as

interviewers. The main three had worked with the American

MnTbers of the field team in a r . er of projects over a period

of six years. Bonds of mutual loyalty had bcen established and

there existed shared concern with accuracy of repor-ting. One

II- 24



is i high schcol pri nc:]Ip; ono was on t(iporary leave frCmT

t-x: staff of the Mini;txy of, Education in Saigon; and the

third is the dircctor of a private Vie na rse rescarch

organization.

4. The enployent of a Vietnanse social scientist with an M.A.

dcgrce in Psychology fran Ohio University. She secured leave

fran a teaching post at the University of Saigon in order to

join the project.

-.. The background of the American manbers of the field team.

The four mixrs had a ccabined total of twelve yearn ex-

perience in Viet-Nam, with about half this time spent in con-

ducting social science research projects. All had scme

language proficiency, with tvqo of than at nearly a native

level of proficiency in both written and spoken Victnamcse.

One of the other t-; had good reading and fair speaking ability,

while the fourth mmler could speak Vietnamese well enough to

express his ideas and have a general understanding of what was

being said around hint. Thus, much of the data was gathered and

analyzed at firsthand and not through the service of interpreters

and translators. Independent checks were possible in maIny

specific details in the research situation and spotchecks.ere-

made of all translations..

6. Eoth Pirrican and Vietnamese team wembers had personal friends

in both Long Ihanh and Kien i-a who provided independent sources

II - 25



of infoznretion i~hich were valuable in supplarenting and

assessing the information obtaincd frcm the main sources.

Having collected the data with as rr-.h accuracy as possible during

the process of analysis and synthesis, there has been continuing effort

to sort out the mre fran the less probable. Thus, the validity, or I

level of approximation, of t-he -re-port varies s-a rix-Ahat accordin-g t oi

and this is pointed out in the course of the analysis.
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Section IIi. Beliefs About Eposure to Herbicides

Introduction

The purpose of this section is to report what people said about their

experiences and observations in regard to being exposed to herbicides. One

point that emerged immediately is that knowledge of planes and helicxpters

having flown overhead and having sprayed out a substance which kills plants

is extraordinarily widespread. This is true not only in te population

centers, but also in the countryside. We consider it is an inportant point

in a study which deals with the perceptions of people in a develcpjw country

. .whee c n~ication and education do not form as far-flung a network as in

the industrialized countries.

The Vietnamese words used for herbicide spraying varied considerably,

although the term that appears to be coming into common usage is thuoc-khai-

, which translates approximately as a %edicine to open and clear away."

Other ways of explaining knowledge of herbicides took the form of phrases

such as "chemical from the sky" and "poison sprayrd frun airplanes." Mtether

the concept derivn-s frcm first-hand observation or from the mass media, the

point is that the idea has reached into most quarters, even remte areas.

Although our primary concern in this chapter is with regard to beliefs

about exposure to herbicides, it has seemed to us relevant to make sare

assessment of actual exposure. By this means it was hoped that anchor points

--ould be provided for assessing beliefs.

"Exposure" is defined here as any physical contact of plants, animals,

or humans with herbicides. Cbviously a full assessment of e4xsme should

consider intensity and duration, but the information available to us is not

sufficiently canplete to carry out such an evaluation. Intensity and duration,
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t-refore, can only be estimated fran the amount of agent dropped and

frequency of spraying. Our procedure has been to measure distance fran

spray run sites to villages in which respondents said exposure had occurred.

Data on the envixroiental, geographic, and demographic features have been

owaxred to the official spray records for tha sare locales. The spray in-

_ fonmation itself includes- time- and -frequency-of -spraying, aiiount utilized, ...

agent utilized, and location of deposition. From this canparison a fairly

czrprehensive picture of exposure and risk of exposure emerges.

This section is divided into three main parts. The first takes up

these issues in terms of the data obtained in the Province of Long Khanh

where most of the spraying, as indicated in Table II-4a, was conducted over

essentially uninhabited forests located away fram populated and cultivated

areas. In this province, as it will be seen, people attributed exposure to

wind drift of herbicides. The second concerns the Province of Kien Hoa

where there appears to haxe been direct exposure to people and crops, especially

in NLF areas. The third deals with the area in Binh Ding Province which was

sprayed as part of Operation Cedar Falls. This was the site fran which the

Binh Boa refugees whom we interviewed were removed.

I. Ir hn

Analysis of the data ob ed fran this province reveals the beliefs that

crops, livestock, and humans most often been affected by herbicides in

situations where no direct spraying was reported either by the mission log*

or on-the-scene observers. A number of explanations are possible such as

mistaking the effects of insects or plant disease, or the actual effect of

* Official MACV/DCD record on herbicide spraying as found in HERBS tape.

111-2
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wind drift of the herbicide spray froa a spray run made elsewhere. Belief

in exposure through drift is a major one Jn Long Khanh and is quite different

fran the views in Kien Hoa Province a.nd Binh IHa (refugee village).

Crop damage frayi herbicides was cited for every year in Long Rhanh from

1965-1971. The number of villages involved ranged from a law of four for the

years 1965, 1966 and 1971 to a high of twelve for 1968.

To explore the meaning of these reports of herbicide effects, coordinates -

of recorded spray missions for the years 1962-1970 were plotted on a 1:50,000

map overlay of the Province. Missions flown within Binh Tuy and Biert 116a

Provinces were also plotted if these missions occurred within twenty kilo-

meters fran villages in Long Khanh.

Spraying in Long Mkhanh utilized all three major herbicide chemicals:

Agent Orange (2,4-D and 2,4,5-T), Agent White (2,4-D and Picloran), and Agent

Blue (Caocdylic Acid). Between 1965 and 1969, the gallons of Agent Orange

applied numbered 994,240, while 628,820 gallons of Agent White were dropped.

A significantly smaller mount, 16,290 gallons of Agent Blue was enployed.

Altogether, including helicopter spraying, 1,639,350 gallons of defoliant were

sprayed on Long khanh. This is estimated to be enugh to cover i'i one spraying

over 546,430 acres of land.* In reality, hcwever, only certain areas in the

Provire .:ere sprayed and, consequently, there were some locations '#_ich received

multiple applications.

. . .Kknination of recorded zms indicate that no missions were flcwn directly

over populated areas, but for three villages a number of missions were flown in

* Calculated at a three-gallon per acre density of deposition (see Appendix A
of Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manual).
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their imnediate vicinity (1 - 2 kilaneters). Thus, in 1965 Lo missions were

flown directly over land cultivated by Ben Nan villagers, and in 1966 land

planted by faners fram Xuan Ioc and Gia Iay villages were in the immediate

vicinity oi" spray runs. It sews likely that crops as well as people were

exposed during these operations but, because of poor security, these sites

could not be visited by us in 1972 for on-the-spot confirmation.

Except in the above instances, all missions flown in Long 10anh appear

to have been conducted over essentially uninhabited forests. Three distinct

areas stand cut onthe map: 1) all of the northern part of the Province

ncrth of Highway #20; 2) forest areas 8 - 10 kilometers southeast of Dinh Quan

Village; and, 3) forests in the southeastern tip of the Province on both sides

of Highway #1.

Measurerents were made on the 1:50,000 map to determine the distances

betweM spray runs and the approximate central point of population distribution

of each village. This center point was selected as appropriate cn the basis

of actual cservation and official reports. In almost every case cultivated

fields were 1 - 3 kilcreters closer to the spraying than the population centers.

Table II-1 is an aggregate listing of Iong ihanh villages and distances to

spray runs.1 Given these figures, it would appear possible that long-range

herbicide spray drift could be responsible for scoe herbicide damge in

This finding raises a question since,- according to an official-e

of the Army study conducted on herbicide spray drI. t, ".. .... the maximum

1. See Appendix at the end of this chapter for details on plotting methodology
as well as yearly listings frr the 19 villages of Long Mhanh.
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11"be II--, Distr.ncc to Clonc-st pccordc Przy, Run

-for All VilJ.~tcs by YearR

0-2 2 51010-15 15-20 Total

1965 0 0 3216

____1966 __ 1 _0 ~5 -_ 9 -- -

1967 0 054 51

1968 132.3 16

1969 10 02

1970

1971 
.
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distance at which drift hazard from six sortie missions with ORANGE would

occur was 1 to 2 kilometers under most unfavorable crosswind conditions of

9 mph. "I This study goes on to add that, ". . ... under the atmospheric

conditions in which the 12th Air Command Squadron operates, drift damage

(by Agent ORANGE) on broadleaf crops should not occur at distances greater

than 2 kilometers." 2 Another study, however, indicates that Agent ORANGE

could form a vapor cloud under the right conditions. 2t notes that, ".

if thera should be a slight breeze (2-3 mph), the cloud would move out of

the sprayed area and could affect plants 2 - 3 kilometers immediately down-

wind of the target. Plant damages might occur under the circumstances if

the concentration' of the vapor and the exposure time were sufficiently

great."
3

Other studies conducted under the auspices of the Army and the Air

Force on the subject of spray drift contain numbers of statements which

indicate that slight changes in meterological conditions, flight charac-

teristics and defoliant droplet size could fesult in significantly greater

changes in the production of drift as well as the effect of that drift on

vegetation.

One ,3uch study written as late as March, 1970, concluded that,

"Spray drift of fine droplets (droplet size L 100 u)
influencps the effectiveness of herbicide applications
and occasionally some spray drifts from target areas
causing damage to adjacept rice crops and rubber trees."

1. C.E. Minarik, Cr., Director, Plant Sciences Laboratory, Department of the

Army, and Dr. R.A. Darrow, Chief, Plant Physiology Division, Department
of the Army. Herbicide Spray Drift, 5 April, 1968. (Mimeo) Spray appliedwith D6/46 nozzles with a mass deposit of 350 microns ?IMD, at a flight

altitude of 150 feet under maximum crosswind velocities of 9 mph.
2. IBID
3. Op. Cit. Potential Hazards of Herbicide Vapors, 6 April, 1968.
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The writers add that, "There exists a need for a methodology to be

developed to predict'target contamination levels and to determine off-target

drift of defoliant materials."i This last statement is further supported

by an evaluation of off-target drift which appears in the Joint Munitions

Effectiveness Manual (JMEM) on defoliants.2 According to the manual,

sufficient amounts of agent to damage crops have not been found to drift

more than one-half mile from the release on the upwind or cross-wind

directions. However, substantial drift may occur downwind from the release

. .... .. ... . -- - point. . .. . . .... .. .... ... .. . . .. . . . . . I
Between 1965 and 1969 eleven villages under 10 kilcmeters fom the

site of spray runs reported effects, while during the same period seven-

teen villages located between 10 - 20 kilometers away from the spraying

reported various herbicide effects.

It may be, of course, that all of the Vietnamese reports of herbicide

effects in Long Khanh are in error. Given the nature of our information

sources, however, this does not seem plausible.

While it is possible that farmers in particular areas might

attribute effects to herbicide spraying that were in fact caused by other

agents, or might even invent damages in the hope of getting repa ations,

it is improbable that so many independent sources, including senior Government

_ of Viet-Nam provincial officials, would all mistakenly report similar plant--------

phenomena and attribute them to herbicides. The phenomena they report

moreover are congruent with those known from laboratory studies to be caused

1. Booz Allen Applied Research, Inc. Methods for Predicting Contamination
Density and off-Target Drift of Defoliant Materials, March, 1970.

2. Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manual (Air to Surface) Defoliants.
FO 8635-71-C-0199, 21 December 1971, pp. 5-6.

111-7
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by herbicides.

The alternative possiblity is that spray drift did occur over a

greater distance than was commonly supposed by those engaged in the herbi-

cide operations.

A careful analysis was made of the relationship between spraying

and meteorological conditions. Data were assembled on the location and

time cf spraying, amount of herbicides dropped by month, general pre-

vailing surface winds throughout the year, and timing of wet and dry

-- seasons in-the Province. Information on wind-direction and rainfall by

month collected at the Xuan Loc station were obtained from the monthly

and annual bulletins of the Directorate of Meteorology and the yearly

agriculture reports for the Province prepared by the Agriculture Office.

Examination of the weather reports indicated'that a relatively

consistent pattern of wind direction exists in Long Khanh. From October

through January the winds come from the North. During March, April, May

and June, the direction is from the South, Southeast, and sonutimes the

Southwest. From July through September, the winds shift and come from

the West and Southwest.

According to the official spray records and map overlays of

spraying, at least eighty percent of all missions conducted within Long

Khanh were f lown over the northern part of the Province.__ The statistics -_

on gallons sprayed between 1965 - 1970 showed that a little over seventy

percent of all herbicides used was dropped when prevailing winds were

coming from the North. Most of the populated areas and cultivated lands

of the Province are located downwind to the south of the spray zones.

See Table III- 2.
~~In-8
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The consensus among respondents in all areas visited (in both provinces

and in the refugee village) was that spraying which occurred during the dry

season was the most harmful to the vegetation. It was generally noted that

fruit trees and broad leafed plants would react more quickly to herbicides

at this time.

........ ---In Long -Khanh- the dry season usually begins in December and lasts into

April. The wet season often begins in late April or early May and lasts

into November. The months of ",eaviest rain are May through September during,

the West Southwest monsoon. - ------... ....... .

Calculations of gallons dropped in Long Khanh between 1965-1970, accord-

ing to seasons, show that about thirty percent of the total was applied

during the dry season. 1967-1968, however, are the peak years, as can, be

seen on Table III - 3. The total gallons droppea in the dry season was

much greater in these two years than at any other time.

According to the Province Agriculture Report, 1967 was considered to be

a drought year -that is, a year when the rainfall was considerably less than

in other years. This would mean that plants exposed to herbicide in 1967

-during the normal "wet season" would be more likely to have been under condi-

tions if .-.educed moisture.

The relationship of the winds, spraying, and effects is illustrated by

the case of reported effects on rice. The 1967 Province Agriculture Report

states that that year was a particularly bad year for rice production, al-

though this is not reflected in scatistics in the National Agriculture Yearbook.

The Province Agricultural Office says that damage to rice caused by herbicides

was one factor reducing rice production. According to the report, in 1967

seventy-five percent of the land' cultivated for rice was planted in upland

1I1- i0
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rice and the rest in wet rice. In upland rice, the pollen stage normally

occurs from late October until mid-November. In wet rice, the pollen forma-

tion stage takes place from mid-November into December. Farmers, village

officials and agriculture cadres reported that rice in Long Khanh was affected

I by sprays primarily during the pollen formation stage. When exposure occurred

-at-thiAs- tie twsstated that -the -damage -was -most- severe-.~

A close study of winds and spraying for 1967 showed that for this year

over ninety-five percent of the missions were flown in the north of the

Province. Measurements made on spray overlays placed a considerable number

of runs within 20 kilometers of at least thirteen villages. 1967 is the year

when the greatest amount of herb,.cide was dropped and the three months of

heaviest spraying during the year were October (208,710 gallons), November

(199,875 gallons) and December (92,900 gallons). Not only was this the time

for the rice plants to have pollen, but it was also the time when the prevailing

surface winds were from the North.

Turning more generally to ot~ier crops, according to village and district

level interviewt, 1967 and 1968 were also the years when the heaviest damage was

sustained. The Annual Province Agriculture Report likewise stated that in 1967

herbicides most affected agriculture production. From tables given in the

Appendix at the end of this chapter it caa be seen that 1968 was the year in

which spraying was conducted closest to inhabited areas, while 1967 was the

_year when a significantly greater number of spray missions were flown and

more gallons of herbicides were dropped.

The reporting of the dates on which effects of spraying were said to

have been observed were not sufficiently accurate to reveal a monthly pattern

of multiple and/or successive exposure. People often related that spraying
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occurred several times during a certain year, but seldom were specific months

mentioned. When they were mentioned, the dates were plausible in terms of

recorded mission data. For example,, several respondents in Long Khanh

mentioned October, 1967, as a particularly bad month in terms of damage from

herbicides. Official records indicate that October was the month in which

the most missions were flown and the most gallons dropped in Long Khanh."

A careful comparison of the spray mission log data to the reports

of effects by peasants and officials does reveal a number of inconsistencies.

. in the reporting. For example,-there are eight cases in Long Khanh between

1965-70 in which individuals reported herbicide effects in their village,

yet according to the official records no spray runs were made in Long Khanh

within 20 kilometers of their village at the time they reported. This

discrepancy may be attributable in part to spraying in other provinces

bordering Long Khanh, particularly Phuoc Tuy Province. Several of the

villages in which this occurred were within 20 kilometers of Phuoc Tu'y and

we did not plot spray runs in this province.

Another conflict between the reporting of respondents and the official

spray records is that there are a considerable number of cases occuring in

different years in which spraying has been conducted within 20 kilometers
i.

of the villages (some within 5-10 kilometers) and no reports of herbicide

effects were related to us by inhabitants of those villages. A case in point

is 1966 in which there are spray runs within 5-20 kilometers from nine different

villages, yet no one we interviewed from those villages stated that spraying

occurred in that year. Analysis from this approach shows that there were

22 cases (for the years 1965-70) in which spray runs occurred within 20

kilometers of a village and effects were not mentioned for that year by our
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respondents. This stands in.contrast to the 29 cases, co ering the same time

period, in which spraying had occurred within 20 kilonetes and inhabitants

reported effects of herbicides in our interviewing.

The number of years during which exposure was belie d to have

occurred can be assessed. Between the years 1965 - 1971, nly one of the 15

surveyed villages did not report effects. one village re orted being affected

twice, and nine villages reported being affected three or re times.

II. Kien Iloa

People and officials in Kien Boa reported that land used for residence

and crop cultivation under Government of Viet-Nam, as elil as National

Liberation Front, was affected by herbicide spraying. Effects included

damage to crops, illness and death to animals, and illness to humans. Data

were collected from village officials and residents comin from twenty-six

villages located in six districts. The number of these villages reporting

effects in particular years ranged from a low of three in 1970 to a high of

twelve in 1968.

At least fourteen of the twenty-six villages had beehxunder National

Liberation control for sometime between 1963 - 1971. The reports of respon-

dents who had resided in thpe villages indicated thateac village was

sprayed while under National Liberation Front control. At that time people

were living and growing crops in the immediate vicinity of the spray runs.

Coordinates of recorded spray missions were availabl- for the years

1962 - 1971. These missions were plotted on a 1:50,000 sc lempoverlay

of the Province. Most of the runs were over the relativel uninhabited

mangrove area of the three coastal districts: Binh Dai, B Tri and Thanh

Phu. These were said to contain National Liberation Front base camps.

III-14
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Some spray missions were also flown in five other inland districts, with

the targets being rivers, canals and base camp areas located in coconut

groves.

Between 1965 and 1970 the volume of spraying in Kien Hoa totalled over

276,960 gallons of defoliant. Nearly seventy-eight percent' (217,555 gallons)

of this was of Agent Orange and twenty-two percent (58,070 gallons) of Agent

White. Using the official-figures for calculations, we estimated that the

total number of gallons dropped between 1965 - 1970 could cover once approxi-

........ mately 92,320 acres of land. As in Long Khanh, spraying in Kien Hoa was

generally confined to the same locations in the Province each year and these

were sprayed several times during the period 1965 - 1969.

According to the official spray mission records, some flights were made

directly over populated areas. In practically all cases, these areas were

sprayed at a time when they were under the control of the National Liberation

Front. Our overlays showed that six of the villages covered in our inter-

viewing had been sprayed within one-half kilometer from each of their adminis-

trative centers. Because of the proximity of cultivated lands to the centers,

it seems likely that crops were affected. Many of the missions in the five

inland districts were over coconut groves close to villages.

As in Long Khanh, we calculated distance, using the 1:50,000 scale map,

between the location of the spray runs (closest point) and the administrative

center of each of the twenty-six villages studied in Kien Hoa. This infor-

mation appears on Table III- 5. The hamlets of the villages in Kien Hoa

tend to be stretched out along roads, rivers, streams and canals, thereby

creating a dispersed settlement pattern. This stands in contrast to the

nucleated settlement pattern found in Long Khanh.
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Because of the dispersion and the maximum utilization of land, the

people are generally located closer to their crops than in Long Khanh. ihis,

in turn, means that spraying done within an estimated three or four kilo-

meters of a village administrative center would be likely to have exposed

people as well as crops to herbicide spray. For this reason the village

administrative center (the hamlet where village offices are located) was

selected as a reference point even thongh it does not represent the geographic

center of population.

As indicated in Table III- 6, between the years 1965 - 1970, 17

villages reporting effects were located between .1 and 3.0 kilometers from

the closest spraying, and another eight villages were between 3.1 and.7.5

kilometers away.

As mentioned previously in this report, villages in which interviewing

was conducted in Kien Hoa were selected on the basis of 1) proximity to the

actual spray runs, 2) relatively good security, and 3) physical accessibility.

This approach does not lend itself to an evaluation of herbicide exposure of

the Province population as a whole; but only of the villages covered.

Between 1965 - 1969 nineteen of the 26 villages studied had two or more

spray runs conducted nearby during a one-year period. For example, in 1969

Chau Hoa Village had five spray runs; the closest was 5.0 kilometers and the

farthest 7.5 kilometers. Most of the close spray runs were conducted within

a range of .1 to 3.0 kilometers. In view of the evident proxinity of sprayixg

-to settlement areas, i.t is not surprising that respondents in Kien Hoa

tended to describe their exposure as resulting from a direct application of

herbicide as opposed to drift. Many of the respondents saw the spray craft

and considered themselves to be within the target area of the plane. Only
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occasionally did we find a respondent who talked purely in terms of drift

exposure. Thus, a woman living in Pa Tri District claimed that her fruit

trees had been damaged in 1971 by drift, which she said had come from Thanh

Phu District. Her claim was not improbable as, according to the spray over-

lay provided by Military Assistance Command-Viet-Nam, ,ieveral missions were

flown in July, 1971, in Thanh Phu District. In July the prevailing winds

are in the direction of the respondent's village in Ba Tri and, according to

measurements, the distance from the closest run to the village was approxi-

mately six kilometers.

The analysis of village and district level interviews points to 1967

and 1968 as the years when the greatest numbers of villages reported effects

and when the estimates of damage were the highest. Reports of effects were

fewer in 1969 and the damage appeared tc be confined primarily to coconuts.

The official spray missiou records show that 1965 - 1967 were the years when

the highest numbers of missions were flown and the largest volume of defoliant

was dropped. Examination of the pattern of spray flights, however, reveals

that in 1965. 1966, and 1967, 90 percent of the runs were made over mangrove

areas. Some missions flown in 1967 and most of those in 1968 were conducted

over areas in the more populated inland districts, and it would seem '.nat this

could account for the increase in reports from villagers.

More villages reporting spray effects in 1967 - 1968 had missions flown

-within-3-kilometers of- them than in other years.-The -reporting-of -specific .

dates of spraying in Kien Hoa was similar to that in.Long Xhanh, that is

respondents could usually provide dates in terms of years, but few could

recall specific months.

Data on weather conditions and spraying in Kien Hoa were analyzed
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in a manner similar to that employed in Long Khanh. Matrices were set

up which linked the gallons of herbicide used in the Province with the

wind directions and the wet and dry seasons. Since no climatological

station recorded weather data in Kien Hoa, use was made of weather

information from adjacent Vinh Long Province on the western border adjacent

to Kien Hoa.

During October, November, December and January, the surface winds

are generally from the North and Northeast. In February, March and April

the wi-dcomes from the East-Southeast and the Southeast, and during

May through September the wind comes from the West-Southwest and West.

Between 1965 and 1971, approximately fifty percent of all recorded

spraying was done when the winds were from the West-Southwest or West.

See Table III- 7.. This would mean that if winds were strong enough,

spraying done in the southern portion of the Province, especially Thanh

Phu, would Jrift in the direction of Ba Tri and Giong Trom Districts.

About thirty-four percent of the spraying occurred when winds were from

the North-Northeast, but this was primarily between 1965 - 1967 in the

three coastal districts, where such a wind would tend' o carry a drift

toward the ocean.

Kien Hoa has its wet season during the Southwes nsoon which

Su-sualy-arr.ives-inid-M-and lastinto October_-Th s--is -followed by the .......

Northeast monsoon which brings dry air during October-November through March.

According to the official spray records for 1965 - 1971, slightly

over fifty percent of all spraying in Kien Hoa was conducted during the

dry season--the period when effects of exposure are reportedly the most

severe for plants. See Table III- 8.
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Conflicts between data obtained from rural inhabitants and informa-

tion about the official spray missions were also evident in Kien Hoa.

Between the years 1965 - 1971 there were 14 cases in which village

inhabitants reported herbicide effects yet official records indicated

that no missions had been flown within ten kilometers. Indeed, in most

cases spray runs were considerably farther than ten kilometers from

these villages. As in Long Khanh, the effects cited could have been

linked to spraying in adjacent provinces but, as already explained, we

did not plot spray missions for the neignbcring province. It is also

possible that plant damage might have been the result of disease or

pestulance.

Also in Kien Hoa we found that spray runs had been flown within

ten kilometers of villages we studied and none of our respondents

reported spraying effects. We found that between 1965 and 1971 there

were 27 cases of this type. On the other hand there were 25 cases

during that period in which respondents reported witnessing herbicide

effects and spraying was conducted within ten kilometers of the village.

In the appendix to this chapter appears a condensed summary of the

information on spray mission flight paths in Kien Hoa and the locations

of people interviewed. It was prepared for Part A of the report on the

.. Ccomnittee on Herbicide Effects in Vietnam.

III. Binh Hoa Refugee Village, Binh Duong Province

The study of Binh Hoa Village dealt with spraying in a much more

limited way thar was the case in each of the province studies. Focus was

on spraying in the lears 1965 - 1966, and on only one part of the Province.

This was an area (about 20 kilometers by 20 kilometers) located along the
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western border of Binh Duong, adjacent to Hau Nghia Province, which once

encompassed the three villages of Thanh Tuyen, Phu My Hung and An Nhon Tay.

Before 1967 these three villages were located on the pc.rimeter of the

jungle stronghold of the National Liberation Front, kriown as the "Iron

Triangle", and were considered to be under National Liberation Front control.

In 1967 the inhabitants of these villages were forcibly regrouped by "Operation

Cedar Falls" to new homes in what is now called the village of Binh Hoa in

Lai Thieu District. Official U.S. reports written in 1967 indicated that

prior to removal the villagers had experienced heavy damage to their crops

through spraying during 1965 and 1966.

In 1972 individuals selected from over one hundred families were inter-
viewed in Binh Hoa Village about the effects of sprayirg w t

when they livcd in

their old hamlets. Seventy percent of this sample had lived in Thanh Tuyen

Village, while the remainder came from An Nhon Tay and Phu My Hung. The

respondents told of spraying conducted over crop lands and populated areas,

particularly in 1966.

As in the other two provinces, the data on spray missions in 1965 - 1966

were plotted for Bith Duong and reports were studied to draw out the details

of observed spraying an. drift. The spray overlays showed that flights were

made very close to each of the vllgzz concerned. For Thanh Tuyer. measure-

__ _ _ ments were made using -the hamlet of Ben Suc as the centerpoint-No fewer -

than fourteen flights were recorded as having been flown within 5 kilometers

of this place during 1966. Phu My Hung and An Nhon Tay also experienced

a number of flights within the 5 kilometers of their most populated hamlet.

Table III- 9 presents for each village the distances and number of flights

shown at those distances for the years 1965 and 1966.
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Most respondents from these villages reported that the damage to their

-crops was from direct spraying and not from drift. About seventy-five

percent of the respondents stated that they had seen the planes dropping

the spray in the immediate vicinity of their village. About twenty percent

saw spraying done over the' nearby forests and the remaining five percent

said they saw nothing.

Because of the limited nature of the data available for the Binh Duong

site, no attempt has been made to assess the effects of wind or the implica-

tion of dry and wet season spraying.

IV. Conclusion

In Long Khanh most of the communities in which people believed they

had been exposed to herbicides were at some distance from the actual spray

runs. When wind and season are taken into account, it seems probable that

in most instances the beliefs of villagers and local and provincial officials

are mainly based on experience with the consequence of wind drift.

In Kien Hoa and the refugee village of Binh Hoa most people believed

that their fields had been directly sprayed. Official information about

spray runs tends on the whole to confirm this. Degree of exposure varied

in.the different villages surveyed, those under National Liberatior Front

control having apparently experienced more intensive spraying than the rest.
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V. Appendix

Data Used:

1) Spray Mission Log: A detailed log of a'l spray missions was maintained

by MCV and was placed on computer tape (HERBS tape) for our use. The tape

contained such information as; date of flights, gallons dropped, coordinates

of flight, direction, hits by ground fire and other information. Printouts

of essential mission characteristics were obtained for each of the provinces

studied along with data on adjacent provinces where applicable.
2 )--Spray Overlays. -From the HERBS- tapee, DMAiMACV-Saigon- prepared by

computer map overlays of all spray missions conducted from 1966 - 1971 irr

Long Khanh and Kien Hoa.

Procedures:

1) Check for Errors: A double check of the computer overlays indicated

that spray mission flight paths had gone over major population centers partic-

ularly in Long Khanh. Our own experience in Long Khanh told us that while

the routing of planes may have been over population areas, no actual

spray runs had been flown over these areas. To check thia discrepancy, new

overlays were prepare , plotted by hand on acetate using a 1:50,000 scale

map of both provincel. A careful examination was made of the mission print

out obtained from the RBS tape. We found that some flight data was

misarranged on the p tout causing the coordinates of certain flights to _

be out of order. This had apparently resulted in the computer plotting

lines which connected the starting and completion points of different spray

missions. In the case of Long Khanh and Kien Hoa, this produced some

unusually long flight paths sometimes stretching across the entire province.

By rearranging the flight coordinates in their proper order, we obtained a
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more reasonable pattern of spraying in both provinces which did not go

over populated areas under Saigon government control. The Long Ktaanh over-

lays were further checked for accuracy by comparing them with a spray over-

lay prepared by Dr. William Thomas.

2) Measurement of Distances: for Long Khar'*, rough measurements were

___ made to determine the distance from recorded flight paths (a line drawn be-

tween coordinate points) to the approximate population center of the

villages. A drafting compass was used to inscribe on the acetate overlays

circles of various radii (5, 10, 15, 20 kilometers) centering on the

villages. Rough measures were made for the spray flights passing within

20 kilometers of the villages in the province. A slightly different tech-

nique was applied to the new overlays made for Kien Hoa. Because of the

difference in our geographical coverage and the comparatively fewer spray

missions in Kien Hoa, rough measurements were made from the geographic.

center of each village studied to the closest point of each spray run.

Further Information about Long Khanh:

The following five tables (A-E) give a year by year listing for all

19 villages in the province showing the number of separate missions flown

at various distances from the population centers. While one flight may

cover a single flight path running from 5 to 20 kilometers from the village,

only the nearest portion of that path is counted. The number of separate

missions flown within a 20 kilometer range of each village can be found by

summing for each year across distances.

A Summary Statement About Kien Hoa:

For Kien Hoa it was possible to compare the HERBS tape data with the

locations of people who were interviewed. The purpose of this was to
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estimate the extent to which first hand observation'could have been the
basis for the information reported to us. -Table F show the HERBS information
on misLts flown within one kilometer (0.6 mile) of hamle ts in villages
Where interviews were conducted. A hamlet is a smaller administrative unit
than a village, and in a densely populated area such an Kien Inoa it- isarea-......
sonable to assume that what occurs in one haml.et is known to most villagers.
Thus, it can be seen that in eight of the 26 villages studied there is
evidenice of close proximity to flight paths. N~ine other villages studied ~ -

were in a 3 kilometer (1.8 mile) range. Thus in about two-third's of the
areas where interviewing was conducted it was likely that people had first
hand knowledge. .in four of these villages the interview data is supplemented

by aerial and ground photographs.
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Table 1I1--p,'

Herbicide Missions in Relation to the Location of Hamlets
in Kien Hoa Villag-. Where Data Were Collected

(Using a 1 kilometer (0.6 ml.) Range]

VDI Coordinates

Phu-Tuc Phu-Xutn XS 30snf38/ I Apr 1960 Or-nqu 2000
-S370395 .9ne~u

Tuonq-D3 An-Loc X$ 42530S 10 Apr 1968 Orange 6000

An-04nh XS 442375 I Apt 1968 Orange 6000

Thanh .Trieu* Phuoc-Th3nh XS 400380 10 Apr 19G8 Orange 6000

Thanb-Phong Th.nb-LoL XR .835940 24 Juno 1066 Orango 2000
Thanh-Loc 760863 6 June 1966 Orange . 2000 . ....... ... . .Thani - P||uoc . ..... .. 7700 .. .. .. .

CIon-Dai 787904
Dai-hon 790917
Thanh-Loc 760663 27 May 1966 Orange 4900Tih nh,- Be 760806

Giao-Thanh* Ciao-Tha h 'XR 76949, 2 June VC& or-nce- 4000QGo-0oa Cho 762934

Giao-Thoi XR 017W3? 23 May 1966 Orange 3700
Ciao-Thziah! 767949-
Giao-Dinh 797950

Clao-Tan AR 753855 27 May 1966 Orange 4900
Giaol:oa a 768913
Giao-Loi 700958

C8ao'lroa B XR 768913 6 Juno 1966 Orango 2C00
Ciao-Dinh 797958

Glao.-Thanh XR 767949 22 June 1967 Orange 2790

My-Thanh Cho- Hanh-Sao XS 593300 I may 1969 Orange 4000
. An-WIon* An-Dinh A XR 735941 22 June 1967 Orange 2790

AnI.Dinh 744023
An- Hoe 741934

An-Dinh 9 n . 050 12 June 19G7 White 2400

Chau-Ioa Phu-An/P.-Th-ian XS 634302 2S Apt 1966 Orange 3000
Phu-11a/P.-Tri XS 640294
Thoi-iIoa/T. -Tr 650266 S

Phu-An/P.-Thun XS 634302 13 1:ow 1967 -White 2000
Phu-BIoa/. -Tri 640294 *

Phu-t.n/P'.-Thu.-.n xS (134102 16 June 1067 Orange 6250
Phu-lloa/P.-rTi 640294
Thoi-Ifo./T.-Tri 650206
Thol-Thuan 650273

Map coordinate= arc tor each hanlrt.

• VII1agen for 'which lirP9s ta!.e, aerial photos, ground photos and data
collcction on the ground are cnnrdnred.
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SECTION IV. BELIEFS ABOUT EFFECTS ON PLANTS AND ANIMALS

Introduction

This chapter is concerned with Vietnamese beliefs regarding the

biotic effects of herbicides. It follows logically the previous chapter

describing exposure in the two provinces and one refugee village which

are the subjects of this study.

In most cases we are unable to gauge the validity and accuracy of

the belief patterns. In some instances, however, it is possible to make

comparisions with knowledge based on experimental studies, and in others,

data from multiple independent souroes can be assembled to produce

evidence for or against a particular belief. Where these matters appear

to be important, we shall comment in the course of the reporting. In

general, the behavior of the people interviewed, together with the

content of what they said, gave us the impression of frankness and an

effort to be accurate.

It should be noted that the wording of the descriptions of biotic

effects are translated and summarized from comments by farmers and

provincial officials who have little acquaintance with botany and

physiology. The terms we have chosen are selected to represent the

layman speaker's meaning and not to fit scientific conceptions. There

_ _ are-numbers-of places -where - it would be-appropriate-tO--in-rt the -word

"sic."

General references are made in this section to the number of reports

on certain crops obtained during interviewing. Such do not necessarily

indicate accuracy of data, but do suggest by their variation the relative
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economic Tmortance of the crops and the extent of their production.

Effects on Vegetation

Fruit

In all areas studied, herbicidal damage to fruit trees was undcibt-

edly the nost canronly reported, and the item about which there was4 the

greatest consensus. The resultant losses also appeared to tause the

most hardship and create the most complaints.

A mnzber of people believed sensitivity to herbicides to be

associated with "the amount of sap" a given type of tree contained,

offering this as a rough rule of thmb by tic&h c.z l predict how

sensitive a particular type of tree wold be. "Amount of sap" apparently

referred to evident succulence.

!apaya was reported to be the most sensitive of all fruit trees.

Many fanrsrs believed that a very snall amount of herbicide spray 'a _ried

by the 1ind could cause death to this tree. Danmage was reported to Le

100% in affected areas. It was reported that after exposure to herbicides,

the tree usually died from the top domn. The leaves frequently turned rod,
became dry as if burned an fell fra the tree. Fruit was seldan produced

and there was no recovery to the tree.

Coc -- oonut trees were believed to be less sensitive- 6- herbicides than..

papaya, but exposurc was said to have had some effect in all cases. Such

reports ~rnated from both provinces and the refugee village, but reports

fran Kien IToa were considcrably rore numercus in keeping with the fact that

this Province yields at least 50 of the coconut production for the cntire

country. Losses up to 100Z were reportd fram zane areas in Yien 131a. The
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effects were believed to vary acc.ording to exposure from direct spraying

-or from wind drift. Respondents said that trees sprayed directly died .

within one or two months', first taking on a burned appearance and losing

all foli&de. After a year or more, trunks rotted and sometimes fell to

the ground.

The effects of herbicide drift upon coconut trees were typically

described in the following manner: the young fronds dried out and fell.

This was followed by older fronds-and bunches of coconuts dropping from

the lowerportions-of the tree. All this occurred from three to ten days

after exposure. Certain trees were said to have acquired an unusual bend

in the upper portion of the trunk. Sometimes after one or two years these

trees would begin to grow again and the trunk would straighten up, but

with the bend still visible, often with a large black scar near the bend.

Reports varied regarding the productivity of such trees in subsequent years.

Some trees were reported to bear no fruit, while others produced a non-

edible fruit containing no liquid and only a thin layer of meat. There were

a few reports of slightly affected trees regaining normal productivity or

being altered only slightly in terms of their growth pattern.

Jackfruit trees were believed to rank second only to papaya trees in

sensitivity. Most respondents thought that spray drift was sufficient to

causedeath to -the trees, although-one person held -adifferent view -and -said

that only direct spraying or a very heavy concentration of drift could

destroy the tree. Reports of the extent of damage in affected areas ranged

from 50 to 100 percent. No recovery of affected trees was reported.

Banana plants were thought to be less sensitive than papaya and jackfruit,

but could be killed by drift as well as by direct spraying. In Kien Hoa, most
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respondents believed that death came from on to three days after exposure,

while in Long 1Oanh Province the reported t between exposure and death

ranged from one to fifteen days. There were reports of plants affected by
drift which did not die, but which produced normal fruit, commonly de-

aribed as large, deformed, less sweet, and h- ing an inferior taste.

. . Respondents from one village in Kien Boa tol Us that-they grew a variety

of banana called "Xiem" which normally ripene in about one month. When

sprayed, these bananas were said to have ripe ed in three days, were twice

their, normal sire, and did not have the usual sweet flavor.

Respondens from the refugee village (B nh Duong Province) said that

after an unspecified length of time the plant would break in half and fall

to the ground. This occurred even when the p ant was still green and alive.

There were also reports from Kien Hoa and the refugee village of a normal
fruit being produced by suckers growing from te roots of the older trees

which had died from spray. In the village the e new plants were said to

grow better than the older plants, while in Ki n Roa one respondent claimed

that the new fruit was not as tasty as before. Estimates of damage to

trees in affected areas ranged from 40 to 100 rcent.

For papaya coconut, jackfruit and banaI plants a very large number

of reported effe' s were amassed from many dif erent comiuinities, indicat-"

ing belief in serious damage. Other varieties of fruit, however, were

... ntonedless often and, when mentioned, the ffects seemed minor.

Mango trees were reported in some cases o have been killed by spray

and, in other cases, to have continued to' live ut to have failed to pro-

duce fruit after exposure.
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Oranic trees were reportod to be sensitive to herbicides by only tvo

responrents (one! in Long I aifha ard one in Ydn Iloa). A district agri-

cultural cadre was uncertain about this. fie thought herbicides might-ha-ve

affected orange trees, but believed that much of the loss attributed by

the owner of an orange grove to herbicides was, in fact, due to water

_ which had drummed the roots.

. Durian and rara tan trees vere reported as affected in the refugee

village and in iong Khanh. Those reporting thought that the trees, like

.mstfruit trees, died from the top down, with the leaves bec.ming dry

and red. The fruit vas said to swell to abnozmal size or lose "all of

their liquid." One interviewee in Long Khanh said that frm a distance

the rambutan tree looked normal, but, when the fruit was lightly squeezed,

a fluid was enitted ard there vas no flesh inside.

Tamarind, milkfruit and cu!stard arnie trees were cited by a fc. re-

spondents as having suffered severe damage, but they gave no details.

Guava trees were reporte. as slightly affected.

Straw,.trries were believed to he severely affected.

Pine.rples were thought to gra, larger but to be less meet.

Star fruit trees, lao-n trees, and balloon vines rre reported to be

unusually resistant to the effects of herbicides by one responrent. In

general, fruit trees which bear "sour" fruit were said to be =mng those

trees least sensitive to herbicides.

Field Crcps

Rice as the staple grain crop is grown under a wide range of conditions,

according to different methods of cultivation, and with various tires .of
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planting and harvesting. Beliefs about the effects of herbicides reflected

K this complexity, and a full analysis of the many variablee involved would

exceed our capabilities.

In Long Xhanh Province where data were gathered from fifteen out of a

total of nineteen villages, respondents from only five villages reported

.. rice to have been affected by-herbicides _Two additional villages were- - - -

cited in official province agriculture reports as having been affected.

In all these villages reports of damage to rice were restricted to the

years 1967, 1968 and 1971. On th,3 other hand, reports f.c m these same

villages describe damage to other crops (especially fruit trees and beans)

in other years as well. 'Chile specific information on government control

is not availaLle for 1967, it is quite probable that the rice fields of at

least four of the seven villages reporting rice damage in 1967-GB were

located in .contested areas. In one instance reports from two neighboring

villages in one district stated that herbicide damage was heavy in 1968.

Respondents from one village descried damage to most crLs including rice,

while respondents from the other village reported damage to the same crops,

but explicitly stated that rice had not been affected. Examination of

spray missions conducted in the vicinity of both villages indicates that

some differences did exist with regard to proximity of spray runs and

possible degree of exposure (as measured by the number of spray missions

and distance between the run and the village).

There was consensus among respondents in Long lahanh that the stage of

plant growth at the time of exposure was crucial in determining t.e effect
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.. of herbicide upon rice. They believed that if exposure occurred while the

rice plant was flowering ("ra bong" - which we 'understood to mean for rice

at the time of shedding pollen), damage was said to be severe with losses

running as high as 70 percent. Exposure before or after that critical

period was thought by many respondents to have little or no effect. It was

-------------- reported -that when rice-was exposed to herbicides during -the "ra bong"

eithcr no grains would be formed or the grains would in general be so small

that harvesting was not economically feasible. Some plants were said to

bend over, grow parallel to the ground, and then die.

Interviewing in Kien Hoa was done on a much more selective basis

because of the nature of the spraying (see Chapter III, Section 2), the

security conditions, and the existence of a large number of villages (over

100). Work was confined to 26 villages located in six of the Province's

nine districts. Respondents reporting rice damage came from eleven differ-

ent villages with at least one village from five of the six districts

covered. It is perhaps significant that 10'of the 11 villages reporting

rice damage were under National Liberation Front control when the

spraying occurred. Unlike the Long Khanh respondents, those in Kien Hoa

had a marked tendency to believe that herbicide would damage rice regard-

less of its stage of development. Some people thought damage was more

severe if the rice was sprayed dlring the "ra bong" stage. It was also

believed that direct spraying would kill the plants outright. The

affected rice stalks were reported to turn yellow, become dry, then die

within a wzak after exposure. On the other hand, several respondents

indicated that damage to rice was usually marginal, particularly if the

herbicide was carried by the wind.
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One respondent in Kien Hoa reported that after the rice in his village

had been damaged by herbicides, farmers planted another crop several months

later. Rice stalks of this crop were much greener and higher than usual,

signalling a bumper crop. At harest time, however, many plants had only

small grains or no grains at all, and the yield was reduced to only about

one-quarter of a normal harvest. The following crop produced about one-

half the normal yield, and it was not until the third crop following the

spraying that the yield returned to normal.

The respondents in the refugee village believed-in effects similar

to those reported from Kien Hoa, namely that rice is affected anytime it

is exposed. Rice sprayed prior to "ra bong", they said, did not develop

grain; if exposed after this stage, the grain still might not appear, or

if it did, the size was never normal.

Soy (dau nanh), black (dau den) and mungo (dau xanh) beans were all

thought to be similarly affected, and in no cases were beans reported as

resistant to herbicides; indeed, some respondents believed them to be the

most sensitive plant. The Province Annual Agricultural Report also men-

tions soy beans as being most sensitive.

Damage was reported to be rapid. The affected plants were described

as abnormally twisted, drooping and with dried looking leaves; in some

cases, the p.ants looked normal but simply failed to produce any beans.

Estimates of damage ranged from 50 to 100 percent. There were few reports

of damage to beans in Kien Hoa and the refugee village where they are of minor

economic importance.

Manioc was reported to have been seriously damaged in Long Khanh and

in the refugee village where it had moderate economic importance and was
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grown for h me consumption as well as cash. In Kien Hoa it is grown only

for home coisumption and only, a few respondents mentioned damage. Plants

exposed to erbicides were described as being stunted and having dry and

red leaves; According to the people in Binh Hoa, the root of the manioc

plant eithe did not form or never reached a normal size and sometimes it

would rot. Respondents also noted that the flesh of the plant looked black

and was ine ible.

Peanuts were mentioned by numerous respondents in Long KI0anh Province

1 as a crop a fected by herbicides, but in no case was damage described as

-- _ - extensive oi serious. Some respondents noted that the effects of exposure

depended up n the stage of plant growth. It waz believed that if the plant

were expose prior to peanut formation, it was likely to die within a few

days, with oss of,).eaves and general drying up. If contact occurred after

the nut was formed, several variations in growth were reported as taking

place: 1) le shelJ.s became abnormally larce, but no other effect, and.

2) the large shells were accompanied by abnormally small peanuts. Reports

from respond.nts in the refugee village are nearly the same as those from

Long Khanh, #ith the exception that there were some reports of abnormally

large shells with no peanuts at all.

Peanut are not commonly grown in' Kien Hoa and were not mentioned by

our responde ts there.

-- _ . .. Sweet otatoes were reported by individuals in both the refugee

village and n Kien Hoa to have been damaged. The descriptions of effects

were similar to those for manioc. In addition, there was mention of the

leaves of th plants becoming dry and turning red, and sometimes the potato

was not form d. Potatoes which did form were reported to have a loose
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outer skin as if already cooked, and they were considered inedible.

A number of other crops, grown for home consumption as well as cash,

. ... were mentioned by a small number of respondents as having been affected in

some manner by herbicides. We shall list these simply by name: swamp

cabbage (rau muong), scuash, hot pepper, citronella and tobacco.

Crops and ucnez plants reported to be resistant are: corn, coffee,

sugar cane and bamboo.

Timber

Loggers and sawmill operators as well as district and provincial water

and forestry officials were interviewed about the effects of the spraying

upon the forests in Long Khanh. Estimates of damage to the major forest

areas of Dinh Quan District ranged from 15 to 50 percent, with the lower

estimate generally given by civil servants and the higher estimates given by

private citizens associated with logging. One logger described several areas V
approximately one kilometer wide and 10 to 20 kilometers long as being com-

pletely destroyed.

Herbicide -damage was mentioned as being a key problem to loggers and

sawmill operators. Loggers noted that trees killed by herbicides were a

dangerous hazard to movement in the forest. One sawmill operator stated that

timber affected by spraying would splinter and fly apart when going through

the saw. We were told that this led sawmill operators to refuse to purchase

suh logs.

Loggers believed that the taller trees were affected first and these

formed a shield for the shorter trees, thereby reducing to some extent the

amount of spray received by the shorter trees. The leaves were said to

react first to the spray, taking on a burned appearance and then falling
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within three to four days. Consensus was that depending upon the size of

the tree, it usually took from six months to two years for it to die.

Reports on natural reforestation could only 'be obtained from the loggers

since security conditions pre.tented government officials from travelling into

the wooded areas. According to most loggers, reforestation was not taking

place in areas cleared by spraying. Scrub trees, bamboo an. .ther vegetation

were described as rapidly taking over suf.h land, thereby preventing the re-

growth of timber trees. One logger reported that tree seedlings of the same

type found in the mature forests were sprouting, but he felt it would be

at least fifty years before they would be ready to cut.

No less than six hours were spent by the members of our research team

in helicopters flying over sprayed areas in Long Khanh. From the air, sprayed

tracts were still visible and the grey-white tops of tall dead trees could be

seen in many parts of the Province. Only a few completely cleared or barren

pieces of land were spotted. Some of these were obviously M!!ap by loggers as

part of their operations. Repeated flights were made over several sprayed

tracts in an effort to determine if vegetation was growing. It was obvious

that if vegetation and trees had been destroyed by the spraying, some sort

of revegetation was taking place.

Rubber

Specific information related tc the eff. ts on rubber trees was obtained

from plantation managers, province ag.:i -iture cadre r'.d officials, as well

as rubber tappers. In addition, the researchLers made personal observations
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in the field.
The' info..n-ts all believcd that plntations in Long Fhanh had

suffarcd dmra ge frcn herbicide drift as %L11 as direct spraying. tffccts
of e~osure care said to vary by intensity of the spraying and the ,ge of
the tree. Young trees, under six years, were completely defoliated and
died slowly. Sam survived, but gr- th was not uidfoim. In particular,
tree diamtcrs were smaller than usual and little or no rubber could be
collected. Trees estimated to be between eight and fifteen years old Are
reported to be rare resistant than the younger rees. Surviving trees
...sh d adecrease in latex production. t Aas estimated that six years

wold be rouircd before these trees regained a normal pattern of groth

and level of production.

Trees over fifteen years of age were described as being rmost resistant,
but their producticn of latex Aas reduced by an average of 40-50% for a
period of several years. Mien older trces were exposed to spraying, the
leaves became dry and fell off and limbs at the tops usually died too.
These trees vnere observed to shcw growth again after a relatively short period.

Thp r'bber plantaticn officials stated that the latex prccuction of
affected trees was reduced for =.Ye years, %thile the Province Agriculture Clhief
maintzined that trees were only defoliated and tVt latex pruduction xwas not

* reduced beyond one seasor,

-- of the research t -jeam -,s taken by a Ihbe a n ar
shcx- one ruibbr grc, incr area said to have be.:n sprayed dixectly with herbi-
cide in 1969, and another area urti ic was said to have been dazaged by drift.
(It Mnst be noted that bhotlocations %%=re pinpointd on a 1:50,000 zoap ard
at a atcr date cacnprcd with spray-r-ap overlays. It %as fcual that no flights
were ever recorded as flying over te area claimed to h-ve been sprayed
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directly. Both ccras, hc,,:cver, were within the range of drift (10-15 kilo-

meters) as cc,-nly rcported by most resporndents in the province. )

Thc site of the ruhb-er plantaticn said to have received direct spray-

ing was a relatively level plot of land estimated to be 50 hectares in size.

At the tirte of the spraying the area ms planted in rubber trees slightly

over ti, years of age. The spray was described as killing all cf the trees

on the plot w.ith th-,e exception of a small stand of trees (5-8 hectares)

located in te southeast corner. 'The plantation manager did not know

exactly why these trees had survived, but he thought it was related to the

flight path of the planes and the fact that these trees were planted at a

later date and were shorter than the other trees. This, he speculated,

resulted in the taller trees shielding the -maller ones and thus saving

them. These trees appeared normal, except for scme on the perimeter which

had trunk diameters unlike the rest.

The plantation manager indicated that after the spraying the Americars

arriv d and established a fire base in the area where herbicide spraying

had killed all the trees. In August, 1972, rarnants of this base (rotting

sandbags, shell casings and other debris) were observed.

After the fire base was abarcned, the area was again replanted in

rubber trees. F1twev r, sore stumps of rubber trees still remained in one

section of the -fielV -lo g pith-fe .- thrps 3-4- feet]ighbii shoots

but no main branchcs

At the second s- (said to have Leen damzgcd by drift), rubber trecs

were earnirod by the resarchcer and officials. .l the yocung trces were

reported to have bc.en I -a:- c at the same time, yet most of the trees had

different trukrl diameters. Thz-;e diwrcters app. arcd to vary in size frcn

abcrat thrc'e inches to as much s sLx to eight inches. No pattern in the

variation in t,.nk diz-neter , .soeniable.
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Effects on Soil

Opinions regarding specific effects of herbicide on the soil varied in

tl two provinces and refugee village, but there was consensus that there

were no prolonged residual effects. A slight majority of those interviewed

in Lcng Khanh maintained that no residual effects at all were observed...

Others claimed that poor crops did occur in the years immediately following

spraying because of something left in the soil. A substantial majority of

the respondents in Kien Hoa reported no prolonged effects and that crops

were normal in the years following herbicide exposure. One respondent,

however, contradicted this.

Those interviewed in the refugee village were asked to provide more

details about recovery than was the case in the other two provincas. They

indicated that no permanent lcss of soil fertility was observable, but

that a waiting period was sometimes necessary before replanting. Estimates

of the necessary time ranged from none at all up to one year. A few re-

spondents claimed that crops grown on herbicide exposed soil did not grow

so well as before, while a few others thought that crops grew better. When

asked if crops could be replanted, about 60 percent said yes, most stating

that planting could be started anytime from two to six months after spraying

occurred.

Effects on Animals

Poultry

It was the consensus of the respondents in both provinces and the

refugee village that poultry had been affected by herbicides. Some in-

dividuals believed that exposure to spray alone was enough to cause ill-

ness or death, but most thought that poultry were affected only after
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consuming feed or water contaminated by herbicides. Once affected,
however,-the poultry would eventually die. Only a few cases of recovery

were mentioned.

Several officials at province, village and hamlet level in Long hanh
and Kien Hoa voiced reluctance to attribute death solely to herbicides.

They said that similar poultry deaths had occurred before and r-fter the
period of herbicide use, and so they could not be certain about the role

of herbicides.

Ducks were reported to be more affected than chickens and respondents
in Long Xhanh and Kien Hoa thought that this occurred because ducks were
allowed to swim and feed in ponds and rice paddies which were likely to

have been sprayed. Chickens, on the other hand,'were raised near the
farmers' homes and were less likely to consume contaminated water and feed.
A village chief in Kien Hoa informed us that teal (a type of duck) had died
after exposure. This was unusual, he said, since unlike chickens and other
ducks which had died before and after the spraying, the teal had died only

after the spraying occurred.

While symptoms described as being associated with exposure varied by
province, three symptoms were commonly cited. Within a few days, poultry

would contract diarrhea, lose their appetites and appear sluggish. Poultry

.ingestig -contaminated -feed -and water.-were-said to-ieinbiit7one week.
Poultry which had spray particles fall directly on them were described as
walking about as if "drunk." Less frequently cited symptoms were: scratch-
ing at skin, cracked skin, loss of feathers, vomiting blood, shortness of

breath and white stools.
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pigs

As in thte case of poultry, the reports on pigs from Long Khanh, Kien

Hoa and the refugee village tended to be quite similar. We were informed

that some pigs died and others only became ill for a short time. Resistance

was thought to be related to physical condition and ae. The older and

.. stronger p-igs were said to be less affected than theyoung and weak.

Three symptoms were commonly cited by respondents in all three areas:

vomiting blood, loss of appetite and diarrhea. These symptoms were believed

to appear within several days of the ingestion of contaminated material.

Some pigs ware reported to have died three to four days after such in-

gestion. Two other symptoms reported only in Kien Hoa were: cracked

skin with watery emission, and excessive salivation.

A few village officials stated that death could not be positively

attributed to herbicides since prior to any spraying pigs had also died.

At that time the cause of death was attributed to a sensitivity to the

weather. After herbicides became known, all deaths were blamed on the

spraying.

Respondents in Gia Kien and Gia Tan Villages of Long Khanh Province,

reported relatively heavy losses and believed these due to pigs killed

through eating herbicide infected food.

S. - . Cattle and Water-Buffalo

There was general agreement in the areas we studied that cattle and

wvter buffalo were seldom affected by herbicides, but a few cases of ill-

ness and death were reported. When either occurred, it was ettributed to

the ingestio-a of herbicides either in food or water or both. These animals

were reported to show a loss of appeta:e and a reduction in weight, as well

as an appearance of sluggishness and "laziness" for some unspecified time.
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In Kien Hoa several farmers stated that the bellies of cattle were

swollen after the spraying. This was attributed to the eating of contaminated

grass. Farmers from one village in the same Province reported that the cattle

raised in this village suffered from detached hoofs. They maintained that

after the cattle had walked in grass or water sprayed with herbicides, the

hoofs became detached from their feet. This took several days to occur.,

According to the people such an affliction had never happened before the

spraying.

Respondents from Long Khanh and the refugee village maintained that

buffalo and cattle had died after being directly sprayed.

* :Insects

Only few reports of effects on insects were obtained in Long Khanh,

Kien Hoa and the refugee village. Those responding noted that the spray-

ing usually killed the insects, especially those in the rice paddies. A

number of people believed that while insects died at the time of spraying,

they later returned in greater numbers.

'Effects on Aquatic Life Forms

No one interviewed in Long Khanh Province reported that fish or other

aatic life- -formsi r vrs rice fields or ponds were affected by herbi-

cides. Opinion among the refugees was divided between those who did not

see any effects and those who said that fish had died. Affected fish were

usually de3cribed in terms of size, not species, although one respondent named

the following as being affected: trach (fresh water, eel-shaped fish), cheg

(carp), loc (fresh water fish usually found in rice paddies), long-tong
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(f'resk;h water fish shaped like a smelt but smaller), tom (shrimp) and oc

(a snail which lives in rice paddies).

In Kien flea, fishermen from several villages in two districts border-

ing on the South China Sea were intensively interviewed for their ideas on

effects. Most of those who fished in the seA agreed that herbicides had

not affected fish. One fisherman did inform us that he had seen dead fish

floating near the shore several hours after he had witnessed spraying in

the vicinity. One chief of a fishing village commented that aftex spraying

in 1965 about 50 percent of the salt water fish, crab and shrimp disappear d.

Fishermen who fished the rivers and smaller tributaries reported th
imunediately following any spraying many "finger size" fish, 'mullet and keo

(fresh water fish, long body), were found floating on the surface of the

smaller streams. A few dead fish were reported floating in the larger rivers

several days after the spraying and one fisherman believed that after

spraying, certain fish suddenly disappeared from the river. These were

identified as gian, rua, be and theo'.* The dead fish in the river were

believed to have been killed by eating contaminated vegetation. One

village hief stated that he had seen fish ponds in which dead fish were

floatin about one or two days after spraying.

M 'of the fishermen interviewed believed that fish living in the sea
-and--larl.... rivers- were-less affected because the greater quantities of water

would dilute the herbicides.

One farmer thought that fish and shrimp increased after spraying. He

*We are uncertain about the description of these fish due to local
variations in the terms for them.
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attributed this to an increase in the food supply occurring when sprayed

dead plants fell into the water.

Conclusions

With regard to plants, there was general belief in the areas studied

that papaya and beans are exceedingly sensitive-toherbicides--and- that

coconut, jackfruit, bananas, manioc and sweet potatoes are highly suscep-

tible. Other plants were considered sensitive and as commonly damaged,

but at a lower level of susceptibility compared to those mentioned-above.

Star fruit and lemon trees and balloon vines are believed to be

highly resistant.

Rice is a special case with considerable range of belief about it.

In general, most people believed it could be badly damaged during the

pollen stage, but there was much less agreement about susceptibility at

other stages. People in Kien Hoa and in the refugee villagr, for the

most part, believed it could be damaged anytime.

We did not get expression of belief from people generally about timber

and rubber. It seems evident that much timber has been destroyed, but

that the matter is more equivocal with regard to rubber.

There appears to be a general belief almost everywhere that herbi-

cides do no lasting damage to the soil, nor to fish in the large rivers

and sea.

With regard to poultry, there is a common belief that chickens and

ducks can become ill and die fror eating food contaminated with herbicides.

There is a similar belief about pigs, but they are thought to be-less often

affected. Cattle and water buffalo are believed to be affected only rarely.
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SECTION V. ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS FOR AGRICULTURE

Introduction

The results of our economic analysis are presented in two parts.

The first part, Agriculture Productions and Herbicide Use, provides

. . . .the reader with-general findings for the provinces of Long Khanh and'--

Kien Hoa, identifying those crops which suffered declines in produc-

tion over time, possibly attributable to herbicide spraying. These

-findings were reached after data were examined for fluctuations in -----................-

the agriculture statistics and any changes were compared to reports

of damage by herbicide, particularly reports found in official records

and in interviews with local officials. Also included is a series

of four case studies of certain crops which appear to have had produc-

tion trend changes linked to herbicide damage.

The second part, Economic Welfare, elaborates aspects of the infor-

mation presented in part one in order to place in perspective the meaning

of.economic loss to different segments of the rural society and to provide

some insights to the role herbicides may have played in the economic

changes affecting these people. Three case studies are presented. The

first covers the impact at the province level. The second examines the

short term impact on households representing different economic levels

(i.e., tenant farmer, small owner-operator) and the third discusses the

situation of a specific producer -- the coconut grower in Kien Hoa Province.

These studies are followed by comments related to the economic implications

of the spraying at the national level.

The major problem we have faced in analyzing our economic data
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was that of determining the individual impact of bombing, military opera-

tions, artillery, plowing, herbicide spraying, etc., on crop production.

The existing data does not allu.. us T.o disentangle, with L.uch precision,

the effects of herbicide spraying from the various other factors coming to

bear on production. We could not ignore, hc-,ever, the fact that herbicidal

damage was reported by officials and farmers as a significant casual agent

in reducing production of certain crops. Therefore, we have confined our

exploration of the sub ect to only those cases in which herbicide was

"officially" reported to have been a contributing factor to the decline

in production of certain cr-ps..

The quality of the data on this subject varies considerably. and I

allows us to examine the economics of the spraying in. only the most

rudimentary manner. -Our data on production and herbicide effects are most

'complete for Long Khanh, where we obtained the annual agriculture reports

(1964 - 1971) prepared by the province agriculture office. These reports

were narrative and statistical in content. To these are added the national

production records prepared annually by the Ministry of Land Reform, Agri-

culture, Fishery and Animal Husbandry Development in Saigon. We also had

numerous interviews with officials and farmers in the province.

In the case of Kien Hoa we are much more limited since we can only

---.. .rely ondata extracted from the Ministry's yearbook and' ur interviews.

In addition, between 1964 and 1972, large portions of the province were

under the control of the National Liberation Front. One RVN official in

Kien Hoa noted that in 1967 nearly sixty percent of the hamlets in the

province were under NLF control and in December 1968, U.S. officials in

Kien Hoa estimated that half of the population was living in NLF'territory.
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These facts raised questions of whether cr not statistics provided in the

Government of Vietnam's records include cultivated land and production under

NLF control.

According to the Ministry's Agricultural Statistics Yearbook, "produc-

tion and movement not subjected to the government control are not reported"
in the book. .. If this-strue, NLF land and production would not be included.

USAID personnel, on the other hand, stated that the Agriculture Economics

and Statistics Service had instructed Province Chiefs to include cultivated

land in NLF territory in the provincial agriculture report. The response

to this instruction was said to vary by province.

Based on what we know of territorial control by the Republic of

Vietnam in Kien Hoa from 1964 to 1972, the statistics for crops appear to

include land under the National Liberation Front. For example, RVN statis-

tics show that the number of hectares of land in coconut remained steady

at 20,000 hectares even during the years 1966 - 1969 when a substantial

portion of coconut land was not under RVN control. Even if RVN records in

Kien Hoa did include land under NLF control, there is no sure way of

determining production in those areas. In the case of coconut, some

estimates could be reached since farmers stated that they were allowed to

harvest trees in NLF territory and to sell the nuts at the RVN markets.

Most estimates, however, wer3 actually arrived at through the process of

predicting an average yield per hectare. There was practically no way

--- that production from NLF controlled land could be checked by RVN officials.

Production in NLF territory is particularly important in Kien Hoa

since spray map overlays show that flights were made over or close to

villages controlled by the NLF. Respondents to our interviews who once
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lived in NLF villages, stated that heavy crop damage was caused by herbicide

in their villages. It is quite probable that spraying caused more damage

to cultivated land under NLF control than under RVN control and that the

degree of loss on the NLF side may never be known.

Part I. Agriculture Production and Herbicide Use

A. General Province Findings

Using data from the Long Khanh Annual Agriculture Report for 1967

an analysis over time was conducted of hectares planted, total production

and yield per hectare for each crop. In genera ,1 most crops fluctuated

between 1964 and 1966, but in 1967 practically 11l crops showed declines

in that year. From 1968 to 1971 most crops showed steady increases in

- .production, productivity and hectares planted.

A closer examintation of the 1967 province report on agriculture

statistics showed that more than eleven (11) different crops experienced

declines. These were rubber, rice, soybeans, manioc, bananas, fruit

trees (papayas, jackfruit, milkfruit, rambuton, etc.), tobacco, mungo

beans, sweet potato, peanuts and corn.*

According to the report, 1967 was general.y a bad year for all

crops in terms of hectares planted and productivity.** Three main reasons

were cited for the reduction in land planted and productivity.

1. The take-over of land by ARVN and Allied/U.S. forces for
military purposes.

* Statistics are kept separately on bananas and fruit trees. Fruit trees
is an aggregate category comprised of various types of fruit bearing
pl3nts.

•* This is consistent with a statement found in a document written by the
the Province Senior Advisor for Long Inanh in December 1967. 'The
steadily improving economic situation suffered a considerable setback

* from a decline in crop productivity during the past rainy season".
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2. The Rome plowing of land along highways.*

3. The killing of crops by herbicide spraying.** .

The extent to which each of these factors contributed to the overa'.l

decline of agriculture production is not stated in the report; however,

in some cases, a percent estimate of damage or loss attributable to

herbicide is provided. From the statements made in the annual report, it

would appear that the first two reasons cited above contributed primarily

- to a reduction in cultivated land while herbicidal damage tended to affect

-,productivity more.*** . _ - - " -

Other information extracted from our interviews and documents and

CORDS documents from 1967 point to additional factors affecting production.

The 1967 agriculture report noted that unusual rainfall patterns, high

winds and insects adversely affected crops. Farmers interviewed in 1967

stated that security was sometimes bad enough to prevent them from going

to their fields.

The subject of herbicide damage to crops was discussed in the Long

Khanh Annual Agriculture Report for 1964, 1965, 1967, 1968 and 1970.

* Rome plowing generally reduced the amount of land planted in rubber
or other trees, but at the same time, the cleared land was often
planted in upland rice or various secondary crops. This was particularly
true in 1969 - 1970.

* In 1967, the greatest number of gallons of herbicide was dropped on
Long Khanh and the most missions were flown over the provinc

.. *** According t-1967-interviw eo w id-by-CORDS personnel, herbicide
damage apparently influenced some farmers to stop planting certain
crops. Farmers at that time stated:

"The defoliant has damaged our crops during the past years, so
we are discouraged to plant or cultivate the crop. There are
only a few types of crops such as rice and beans which we have
planted. We have a lot of land uncultivated".

/
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Damage was first reported to papaya in 1964 and was said to have caused

farmers not to replant the fruit. In 1965, herbicide damage and a reduction

in the available labor force were cited as the main reasons for a decrease in

fruit production, especially papaya and banana. The 1967 report presented

herbicide damage as one of three major factors contributing to an overall

-reduction in production that yeari .-. Seven-crops--were---said-to-have--been - --

affected. Later, some of these will be exaumined in more detail. Herbicide

was referenced only once in 1968 for damage to vegetable greens and once

again in the 1970 report for damage to rice....._rice.__

The 1967 province report named seven different crop categories as

having been specifically affected by herbicide. These were: 1) rice,

2) rubber, 3) soybeans, 4) manioc, 5) banana, 6) fruit trees, and

7) tobacco.

Reviewing our 1972 interviews with farmers and officials, we found

that herbicide damage was mentioned for years as far back as 1962 - 1963.

In every .year from 1962 to 1971 damage to certain crops was mentionei.

While the number and types of crops listed each year varied, generally

different types of beans and fruits were most frequently cited as having

been damaged. With regard to 1967, farmers and officials listed the same

crops found in the agriculture office report, except for tobacco, but

including mungo beans and peanuts.

Using the data available in the Ministry's yearbook, an over-time

analysis was conducted of production, productivity and hectares planted

in Kien Hoa. Only two crops showed declines betvaen 1964 and 1970.

Fruit trees showed declines in production zind productivity for the years

19C9 and 1970. Coconut production and prou'.uctivity experienced similar

declines in 1968, 1969 and 1970.
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Checking this information against our interview data on herbicide

damage, we found that farmers and officials reported more than nine

different crops as being damaged between 1965 and 1970. These crop

categories were identified as rice, coconut, fruit trees, bananas, sweet

potato, tiro, peanuts, areca, vegetsbl3 greens and manioc. These

----epts-claimed that-1967 and 1968 were- par-iularly-bad years for

herbicide damage to fruit trees, bananas, manioc and sweet potato. Damage

to rice was mentioned in every year, wit!. 1967 and 1968 having the most

citation.. The consensus among officials, coconut farmers and coconut

mill operators was that damage to coconut trees was agparent as early as

1965, but it was not until 1968 that a decline in productivity was notice-

- "able, and that this was followed by a sharp decline in coconut production in

1969 and 1970.'

B. Selected Crop Case Studi'

B 1. Rice

In terms of land use and production, rice ranks as the most important

food crop grown in South Vietnam. Interviews conducted in Long Xhanh and

Kien Hoa suggest that rice was affected by herbicides, consequently a brief

K assessment has bean made of the impact on rice production in these two

provinces.

.. .. --- In the case of Long Khanh, data or-rice have _'eeidrawn prim rily

from the annual agriculture reports prepared by the agriculture office for

the years 1964 to 1970. We found that stetistics for rice hectarage and

production in Long Khanh, as presented ih the national statistics prepared

by the Ministry of Land Reform, Agziculture, Fishery and Animal Husbandry

Development differed greatly with the provincial reports for certain years.
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" It w s our own decision to accept the provincial figures rather than

the nation 1 statistics as reflecting more 
accurately the actual situation.

This decision was based primarily upon our appraisal of the competency of the

province A riculture Chief. The Agriculture Service Chief had been in his

position for over eight years and proved to be a quite knowledgeable person

a the j ..ov. .. isitt as wll as a g icu l C-t-oeiderabl - _

cross-chec ing of information provided by the Agriculture Chief indicated

that a hig degree of confidence could be placed in the reports emanating

from his o lice.

According to the province reports for 1964 to 1970, rice production

increased each year except in 1966 and 1967. In order to assess the

difference in annual yield, a base mean was devised using the yield per

hectare data for the years 1964 1970. Production in 1966 vas 68 percent

of the 196 - 1970 mean and declined to an even lower figure of 42 percent

in 1967. '967 is not the only year in which the national statistics and

province 1evel statistics on rice differ, but it is the year when the

difference is the most striking. National figures for Long Khanh'in 1967

show that ,000 hectares wera planted in rice (wet and upland) and 8,800

tons of paddy rice (2.0 tons/hectare) we re produced. Province statistics,

on the other hand, show that approximately 4,900 hectares were planted and

-he yield as 3,800 tons of paddy rice (.7 tons/hectare) or 5,000 tons less

than reported in the national statistics.
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. . ..The Rice Situation - 1967*

Type of Rice Area Planted Production (Tons)

Dry Rice 3,694 hectares 2,912 tons

Wet Rice 1,231 hectares 970 tons

Total 4,925 hectares 3,882 tons

From 1968 through 1970, rice production rose sharply to a level

--- well above- the-production average for the 1964- 1970 period. This

'increased production was attributable to the intzoducti)n of IR rice

varieties which began in 1968 and the cultivation of new rice lands.

Even with increased production, Long Khanh has never been a rice

surplus province. The province reports point out that rice has been

"imported" to meet local needs. Unfortunately, such "import" figures

were not always included in the reports. This is true of 1967.

Apparently, a general rule was followed in order to determine rice

needs. Enough rice was to be brought into the province to provide

400 grams of milled rice per capita per day. This is about 150 kilo-

grams of milled rice per year** or 240 kilograms of paddy rice per

person per year.

* Translated from 1967 Long Khanh Annual Agricultural Report
** Sansom (1970) cites a National Institute of Statistics survey in

Saigon and six other areas in South Vietnam, conducted from
April 1962 - March 1963, which showed a daily per capita rice
consumption of 318 grams in Saigon and 440 grams in the rural areas.
Robert L. Sansom. The Economics of Insurgency in The
Mekong Delta of Vietnam. MIT Press, Cambridge, 1970.
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The Long Khanh Annual Agriculture Report for 1967 and 1970 are :the

only reports which, specifically mention the effect of herbicides on rice.

They state that in 1967 rice crops were affected by "herbicide chemicals"

and the damage ranged from 30 to 100 percent. Rice productivity was re-

._ ported to have dropped sharply and several cases were resenteda __

, examples. Hieu Kinh village reportedly suffered a 90 percent decline in

production. The rice was said to have been exposed during the plants

"pollen formation stage". Rice grains were described as smaller than74 .......... usual and often shriveled. Some plants never fo;,med grains at all. Bao

Ham hamlet (Ham Thuan village) was said to have experienced a greater than

] 60 percent loss. Yield per hectare was placed at an average of 400

kilograms. Normal yield was usually between 2000 and 3000 kilograms per

hectare.

Our own interviews and the interviews conducted in 1967 by CORDS

personnel were checked for reports of rice damage. CORDS' documents

dated December 1967 present a number of quotes from Long Khanh farmers

,in which they state that rice was affected by the spraying. Our own

interviews mention rice damage, but no respo "ents from the villages named

above gave 1967 as a year when herbicide aff ted rice. Some reports

.by farmers of rice damage in 1968 were proba related to the harvest

of the 1967 crop since some farmers actually arvested in early 1968

crops which were planted in 1957.*

-While it can never be proven conclusively that herbicides affected

rice production in 1967, there is considerable evidence which suggests

* Agriculture records for rice, however, apply to the year in which
the rice was planted, not harvested.
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that it did. Provided below is a brief account of what we were able to

learn from our respondents and official docmaents:

-1) In 1967 the greatest amount of herbicide was dropped on Long

Kharh. A total of 1,015,275 gallons of herbicide was

dropped. The three months of heaviest deposition were October

.. I -(208,710 gallons), November (199,875 gallons), and December

(92,900 ga2.lons).

2) Areas sprayed in 1967 were primarily to the north of land

_cultivated in rice. During October, November and December,

surface winds in Long Ihanh were from the north (at an average

of 8 kilometers/hour) blowing toward the rice fields.*

3) Approximately 75 percent of the rice land in 1967 was planted

in upland (dry) varieties and the remainder in local (wet)

rice varieties. If planted at the regular time, the upland

rice reaches the pollen formation stage at some point between

mid-October and mid-November. The wet rice varieties would

reach pollen formation stage-between mid-November and mid-

December.

4) The 1967 agriculture report and reports by farmers indicate that

the rice yield was very low and that plants either had no

t grain or the grain was shriveled and smaller than usual.

.. This particular phenomena is likely to occur if the rice is

* According to Joint Munitiens Effectiveness Manual (December 1971), "suf-

ficient amounts of agent to damage crops have not been found to drift
more than one-half (1/2) mile from the release point in the upwind or
crosswind directions. However, substantial drift may occur downwind
from the release point". DownwintO is the key word here.
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-i exposed to herbicide during the pollen formation stage.*

While a meaningful analysis of the impact of herbicides on rice

production in Kien Hoa cannot be made since most of the necessary

information is not available, a few comments should be made -on the subject.

Agriculture statistics in the Ministry yearbook showed that fic-ures

for land cultivated in rice fluctuated for various years between 1963 and

1970. Rice hectares declined considerably in 1966 and 1967, but began to

-increase from 1967 to 1968 on. Dips in production usually corresponded to

periods of reduced land cultivation. A significant increase in rice pro-- - -

duction occurred in 1967 and 1968 probably as a result of the introduction

of some IR rice varieties. When the changes over time of rice hectarage

- are compared with the general flow of the politico-military situation in

the province over the years, it is possible to discern a rough correlation

between hectarage recorded and territory controlled. The decline in

hectarage in 1966 and 1967 coincides 'with the push at that time by the NLF

to take over hamlets. This movement, begun in 1964 - 1965, gained momentum

in 1966 and reached a peak in 1967 and early 1968. In the Spring of 1968,

RVN forces began their Accelerated Pacification Campaign and gradually

gained territory.

Herbicide damage to rice was reported by officials ana farmers for

-every year from 1963 to .1971. The years of most frequent citation were 1967

and 1968. A unique characteristic of the reports on rice damage was the

unusually high number of villages in which rice was said to have been damaged

* Fee ?. G. Srivastava, '"ffect of Hormone Herbicides on Paddy"-
•- ings of the Institute of Sciences of India, Vol. 24B,

S , 1 . .. ..V-
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when the village was under the control of the National Liberation Front. In

Kien Hoa, we collected information on 26 villages. Fourteen of these

villages had been under NLF control for one or more years between 1964 and

1971. A total of 11 villages were reported as experiencing damage to the3*."

rice crops and of these 11, .'.0 had experienced damage while under NLF control.

While it is possible that rice land under NLF control was included

in the RVN agriculture statistics, it is doubtful that decreases in rice

production from NLF land would have been recorded in the RVN statistics.

Tt is quite probable that these losses will never be known.
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B 2. Soybe2ans

Soybeans are grown in over half of the 4S provinces in South Viet-Nam. Long

-harh Province has accounted for nearly 50 per cent or more of the national

total output between 1964 and 1971. The soybean crop is important to Viet Nam

because the beans are a prime source of protein supply.

- The province agricultural reports place the productivity of soybeans in Long Khan,,

at its highest in 1966 (1.3 tons/hectar and at its lowest in 1967 (.3 tons/

hectare). Production in 1970 was up to 1.2 tons/hectare. As is found for

mo: other crops ir. Long Thanh for 1967 there was a marked decline inland planted

and in produc zo-a. The 1967 report attributes this decline directly to heavy da'age

kL. :osed b:' herble-ides. The report described soybeans as being particularly sensitive

" • hatentire fields were completely destroyed 'by the spraying. It added- that

the averjgn yield per hectare in 1967 varied between 300 and 700 kilograms as

compared to 2,000 kilograms in 1966.

* Anothe- a .pe . t . the effects of herbicides was the possibility that farmers would

shift to cro0s thought to be less sensitive to herbicides. Interviews conducted

in 1967 by_ CORDS personnel with farmers from Long Khanh quote a number of farmers

as expressing a reluctance to plaiit soybeans again. In our own interviews in

1972, respondents from several villages stated that farmers shifted from planting

I soy beans to planting corn or other crops thought to be resistant to herbicides.

I This information was checked against the province agricultural records for 1968

and it was found that the _amo:.lnt of land.planted in soybeans increased by about .

S500 hectares. There was no significant increase in the number of hectares planted

of any other crop. It is possible th'it farmers shifted hectarage to several other

crops. In that case the shift would have becrc less noticeable. It is also
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conceivable that the numb,3r of hectares planted in soybeans fn 1968 would have

been greater if herbicide had not affected the 1967 crop.

Overall it would appear that the decline in soybean 1 roduction experienced in

Long Yhanh in 1967 did influence national output, but only for that year. As

province production increased in the years 1968-1972, .so too, did national output.

-Scybeahs are a very minor crop in Kien Hoa consequently no effort was made to

examine any effects on production possibly resulting from herbicide spraying.
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'IIB 3. Fruit

.7..

Long Khanh and Ki n Hoa are not major'fruit producing provinces, however;

within each province the total number of-hectares planted in fruit ranks

* .high in comparison to 'other crops. Long Khanh farmers grow no less than

ten different types of fruit: banana, papaya, mango, durian, rambutan,

jackfruit, orange, lemon, mandarin and ponelo (grapefruit). Several of these

fruits, such as banana and papaya are raised primarily as cash crops.

The Long Khanh agriculture reports discuss banana and papaya as fruit
tre es even though theiare~onsidered tom epseudostens.. In additior--

statistics on banana and fruit trees are recorded separately. After 1965,

the statistics on hectarage and production of fruit trees were aggregated,

consequently it is impossible to determine from the records the proportion

of land and production for each type of fruit., Through interviews with

farmers, agriculture cadre and village officials in Long Khanh, we were able

to roughly estimate the breakdown. According to our interviewees nearly

60 per cent, of the fruit trees planted were papaya. This was generally

true up to 1969.

Agriculture statistics from the province records for the years 1964

A-I : : : "1971 show that fruit p roduction reached high points in 1964 and 1966 when a

little over 830 hectares- were planted and production stood at 11,S47 tons for .

1964 and 10,790 tons for 1966. The single most important feature of fruit

production during this period is the drastic reduction npu ti -

yield per hectare experienced by fruit growers in Long Khanh during 1967,

1968 and 1969. Yield per hectare dropped from 13 tons in 1966 to 1.S tons in

1967 and remained at 2.0 tons in 1968 and.1969.

Respondents in Lonc k'anh informed us that heavy losses were suffered by

papaya growers in 1967, 1968 and 1969. R.,mbutan, jackfruit, mango and durian

were also mentioned as being damaged. The 1967 province report related that
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fruit production was down, but it did not say by how much. It did add

that 30 per cent of the fruit trees in the province had been lost because

of the spraying.

It is impossible to calculate precisely the loss in income suffered

by the ;Larmer during the low years of fruit production simply because

--ot- e- t-e- exact-- ........

Farmers in Kien Hoa raised fruit for cash as well ar local consiption.

Land planted in fruit trees ranks fourth in total hectarage behind rice,

coconut and bananas Klien Hoa records list coconuts, bananas and fruit

trees separately and like Long Khanh, all the statistics on fruit trees

are aggregated. Over a dozen varieties of fruit are grown: rambutan,

duria, milkfruit, Jackfruit, guava, papaya, custard apple, mango stein,

lemon, grapefrit, mandarin, orange and areca nut (called a fruit in

Kien Hoa),

Agriculture studies in the Ministry Yearbook revealed that Kien Hoa

fruit farmers experienced a two year Deriod in which productivity dropped

by 60 per cent. The number of hectares planted in fruit trees in 1968 -

1970 differed by only 5 hictares, yet productivity dropped from 6.7 tons

per hectare in 1968 to 2.8 tons in 1969 and 1970.

ers and officials rcpo ted fruit trees damaged by herbicides in

every rar from 1964 to 1971. Damage was most frequently cited for 1967,

1968 1969. Losses for these years were said to be heavy.

__________________ E dence from Klen Hoa and particularly Long Khanh suggests that herbi . ..........

cide spraying was responsible for damage to fruit trees and that such

spraying probably contributed to the decline in production experien.ed by

farmers in the two provinces. The evidence also suggests that the duration

of impact upon provincicl production Is longer than that resulting from

seasonal crop danage -irce fruit trees normally take longer to develop

and bear fruit. Onre trees are killed or heavily damaged, it would
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92'r~r~Ly take more time than

one growing season before production resumed. In the case of these two

provinces~, the period of low production lasted for more than one year.
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B 4. Coconuts

Coconut trees are grown in two of the Republic's three major gen'graphic regions,
but 90% of the land planted in coconut is located, in the seventeen Mekong Delta

.. . provinces. Of these provinces, Kien flea produces over 45% of the delta's output.

Outside of the delta, onoy one province in the Central lowlands, Binh Dinh, produces
a large number of coconuts. Binh Dinh's annual output has never been more than one-
' quarter of Kien Hoa's-annual production. Information obtained from-interv i wees-a -
records indicate that at one time Kien Hoa produced some 80 million coconuts a year

or roughly 50% of the nation's total output.

There are three varieties of coconuts comron to the delta region: Thailand coconuts
(dua Xiem), common coconut (dua ta) and a variety known in V-.etnamese as Dua Gan
Quan which has a yellw colored nut that is considered the best of the three varieties.
Trees generally begin to bear fruit some four or five years after planting and fruit
is produced throughout the year. Some growers reported that the best harvest time

for coconut in Kien Hoa was from December to June. During the other months coconuts
are picked, but the number is said to be less. The number of nuts produced by eachl
.tree increases as the tree ages. A makimum of five to ten nuts are produced each mont:;
after twenty years. After thirty years a tree's productivity decreases somewhat but
nuts are stlil produced until it dies. Coconut trees have been known to live for over
eightyye S,-'j y are normally grown near a good source of water which, among othr
things, facilitates the annual packing of mud around the tree's base.



Coconut farmers interviewed in Kien Hoa worked holdings as small as

1.2 hectares and as large as 10 hectares. Farmers tended to plant 200 to

300 trees per hectare. Coconut growers do not plant coconut trees of the

same age in one garden. They usually grow young trees between the older

ones so that once the old trees cease bearing fruit, the younger trees are

usually ready to bear., This particular feature of the cultivation was

credited in Kien Hoa with saving many trees from damage by herbicides.

that the taller, older trees tended to protect the shorter

and younger trees. Estime t es of monthly yield ranged from 4 to 10 nuts

per tree. Most stated that a one hectare plot would yield around 1000

coconuts per month.

The importance of te oconut to the rursA Vietnamese becomes

readily apparent when the uses of the tree and the nut are examined.

The husk of t'e coconut i- ..3ed for fuel while the nut portion yields

not only the coconut meat, but also the milky substance within the

shell. The milk is used as a drink or flavori .< and the meat portion

of the nut is eaten as food, or 13 sometimes used as bait by fishermen.

When the coconut meat is dried (copra) &0 pressed, it yields an oil

which is used for cooking and the production of homemade soap. Coconuts

not used for family consumption or local use are sold to mills which pro-

cess the nut into copra, oil and shredded (dry) coconut. The oil is

sold to commercial firms in Saigon which produce cooking oil and soap.

- The dry shredded coconut is most often -sold to the local--feed shops,

where it is mixed with bran and sold to farmers for hog and poultry

feed.

Parts of the tree are also used. The roots can be used to make

medications and that portion of the tree called the "heart" is edible.

The wood of the tree is used in house construction and for furniture and

other household items including shoes. In addition the coconut frond is
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used as thatch.

Scmatime during the 1930's the French introduced coconut to Kien,

Hoa with the intention of making it a major crop. The French apparently

found that even though two thirds of Kien Hoa was seasonably affected

by salt water intrusion, the coconut tree survived and flourished

there. Coconut was considered to be a lucrative crop since the husk,

copra and the oil could all be sold. In the early 1940's the French

built a factory in Ham Phuoc village which processed the nut for its oil

. .. and copra. By the 1950's nearly 22,000 hectares were planted. This was

said to be approximately half of tL.% province's productive land at that

time. Land devoted to coconut was said to be worth roughly three times

the same amount of land planted in rlce (at that time double and triple

cropping of rice was not practiced).

It is significant to note that during the first Indochina War, the

Viet Minh established several base camps in Kien Hoa. These camps were

usually located in the large coconut groves since the trees provided

excellent concealment and protection as well as food for the troops.

In the years following, the National Liberation Front took over many of

the old base areas and established sae of its own. In so doing,

the coconut groves were once again being used by combat troops. The

obvious significance is that military activity was often focused on

.... terrain covered with coconut trees and therefore the trees were frequently

exposed to situations in which damage could easily occur.

Official statistics on land planted in coconut and production in

Kien Hoa presents a picture of relative stability between the years

1961 - 1967. During that time harvested land remained at about 20,000

hectares and production fluctuated between 55 and 80 million nuts a year.
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In 1968, production and harvested land decreased by about 30-35%. Output

and harvested land increased in 1969 and 1970, but yield per hectare.

. was below the 1967 level- 25 per cent below for 1969 and 52 per cent

,.below for 1970. In 1972 there were approximately 15,000 hectares of

coconut land harvested and officials estimated that 5,000 hectares either

had been destroyed or were located in areas which could not be worked

because of security considerations.

While the figures appear to indicate that new land was opened to

coconut in 1969 and 1970, we found that little if any land had been

- plaiaed- or aelitd. in coconut for somietime. Increased land was

attributed to already harvestable land coming1ider the control of the

Republic of Vietnam. Decreases were likely a combination of trees

taken out of production and land lost to NLF control or considered

to be in contested areas.

The fluctuations in the official figures for 1968 - 1971 tend to

correspond to some degree with the information received in interviews

with agriculture cadre, coconut farmers and coconut mill operators.

However, we found that the statIstics for 1965 - 1967 are somewhat

misleading. According to what we know about the politico-mi'litary

situation in Kien Hoa between 1965 - 1967, itjis unlikely that the

coconut lands were
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_not affected during the take over of large areas of the province, by the NLF

at that time. The information we received from farmers and village officials

suggests that coconut land listed as planted in the R records was not always

under RWN control, but that the coconuts were being harvested and sold in the

------- RVI markets. Coconut farmers who once lived in National Liberation Front

villages frequently stated that the NLF would allow them to harvest and sell

their coconuts and then the Front would tax the farmers' returns.

The major producing areas remain along the Southern part of the Province .

-- Road 26, a-long Province Road 175, on both sides of the Ba Lai River,. in

Binh Dai district and in the vicinity of Tan Loi Village, Ham Long District.

Parts of Mo Cay and Huong My districts, the Huu Dinh area and locations near

Quoi Son and An Phuoc villages are still producing.

At one time, at least five coconut mills operated in Kien Hoa. As of

October 1972 only two mills continued operations. According to interviews

with mill operators and officiel province records, mills ceased to operate

because of a shortage of coconuts available for processing. Coconut pro-

duction was said to have begun its decline in 1968.

i2
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Intervicwces at all levels, from farmers to province' officials, reported damage to

coconuts bcgining in late 1962 and extending into October of 1972. Damage was

attributed to herbicide, military ground action, air bombing, clearing of land by

government troops and general neglect of the trees. Herbicide damage was noted in

various years from 1962 to 1972, but the most extensive damage was reported during t.e

years 1968 through 1970. Damaged incurred in 1971-72 resulted primarily from the

clearing of land by government soldiers.

Examination of Vietnamese provincial production and land usage records indicated that losses

were indeed sustained by coconut growers in this period but the extent of damage, result-

ing specifically from herbicides was not apparent. From numerous interviews conducte!

with coconut growers and coconut mil operators a rough picture of damage was pieced

together.

Most of those interviewed claimed that when their trees were directly sprayed losses

were nearly complete, but if trees were exposed through drift the damage was at the

60 to 70 level. Direct spraying of coconuts was commonly reported to have occurred

in NLF controlled territory. Most individuals agreed that '1969 was the worst year

for spraying. However, it would appear that effects of the 1969 spraying carried o'.'a

into 1970 production as evidenced by a US province report which.stated that in 1970

production decreased by 40% to 50% because of defoliation.

Growcrs and mill operators agreed that production began to decline after TET of i96S,

but it was not until 1969-70 thatgrrse cncd sioniflnnt r ions.n yiei

which they attributed to herbicides. Growers were careful to distinguish loss

resulting from spraying and that resulting from the clearing of land by governrcnt troops.
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as also reported that herbicides caused a substantial decrease in the total

number of hectares planted in coconut. Because of the long period of time taken for co-

* conuts to reach maturity, coconut growers were reluctant to invest in replanting of

coconuts for fear of new herbicide operations. Other growers who refused to grow

coconuts after 1,967 did not return to coconuts until 1970 or 1971. The reported drop

- - inhectarage by interviewees corroborales information found in the National vcricultural

Statistics Yearbook &S seen in Table V-1.

Because iien Hoa accounts for at least 45 per cent of Viet Nam's coconut

output, most changes in output and hectarage harvested at province level are also

reflected in the national statistics on coconut. This also applies to coconut

by-products, particularly copra.

Examination of statistics for poconuts produced and the export/import of

copra are quite interesting since Viet Nam changed from a copra exporter to a

copra importerat the same time that Kien 11oa began to experience reductions in its

coconut production. Between 1961 and 1967 Viet Nam exported copra cake. Exports

reached a peak in 1965 of 8,856 tons and by 1967 had fallen to a low of 100 tons.

In 1968, Viet Nam began to import a bubstantial quantity of copra cake and by 1970

was importing 4,068 tons•- a little more than it had exported in 1963. Viet Nam

in 1970, was not only importing copra cake, but it was paying more for t1Ae imported

copra than it had made from exporting its greatest quantity of cake in 1965, In 1965

8,856 tons of copra valued at over 18 million piastres was exported while 3n 1970

Viet Nam imported half that quantity and paid almost .47-million piastres for-it.-......... -

The data on coconut production at the province and national level is strong

enough to suggest the following:

1) Herbicide was probably the most significant factor affecting the

production of coconuts, for 1969 and 1970.

2) Reducpd production in Kien floa also means a reduction in the Nation's

total output for 1968 to 1970.
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3) Reduced production appears to be related to the shift from copra

exporting to copra Inporting which began in 1968.
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C. Conclusions to Part I

A. At the province level, the impact on production was both

short and long term in duration. Our data strongly suggests that heavy

herbicide application combined with war damage and bad weather resulted ...

in measurable reAuctions in Long Khanh in 1967. The case of Long Khanh

in 1S67 is clearly atypical since during the years 1968, 1969 and 1970,

herbicide was aleo being sprayed on the province and the production of

almost all crops was on the rise in those years. A reduction in production

lasting more than one growing season was visible in the case of fruit

trees in Long Khanh (1967 - 1969) and Kien Hoa (1969, 1970) and for

the case of coconuts in Kien Hoa (1968, 1969, 1970) .. The-impact on . .. . ...

coconut production was probably -,he most significant because income

loss tended to extend over a period of several years and resulted not

only from direct damage to the trees, but also from a decline in coco-

nut land value.

B. Based on the examination of crop production in the two provinces

studied, little can be stated regarding the economic impact at the

national level. In this study, the production of only two crops was

found to be related to national production levels.. These were soybeans

and coconuts. The dat& suggests that the reduction in the production of

soybeans in Long Khanh Province probably adversely affected the total

national production for that year. Our findings on coconut production

point toward a possible long term effect on the nation in terms of

- -e -availability - of-coconut -products- -for-internal consumption--an&

for export. Here too it must be stated that herbicides alone were not

responsible foT the losses sustained, but they certainly contributed

along with damage due to war and natural causes.
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SiUmarized belo.? is the inftrmation on the impact at the province
and national ..levels by duration in type of crop affected.

SHORT TERM (nGowing Season)

Province Level

Rice - (Long Knanh 196T and Possibly Kien Hoa)
Soybear - (Long IOhanh 1967)

I.Manioc - (Long Khanh 1967)
_ _SoBan (7jjg Kh7n 196T)

Tobacc - (Long Khanh 1967)

National Level

LON TERM (more Than One Growing Season)-

Province Level

Fruit Trees -(Long !Cnanh 1967, 1968, 1969;

Coconut (Ken: Ha98 1969, 1970)

National Le-%l

.. Coconut (Kien Hoa 1968, 1969,'1970)
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Part I1. Economic Welfare-

A. Orientation

This section attempts two tasks: first, to estimate the piastex value

of the loss output by combining price estimates with the output effects of

the previous section; and, second, to interpret a given piaster loss in

terms-of economic-welfare.- Our focus will be on relative-rather than

absolute loss. This provideL a meaningful standard of comparison as well

as reducing the distortions induced by imperfect data. Our questions will

be of the form:____"By_ what percentage is the standard.of living reduced from--__

that which might have prevailed in the absence of herbicides?"; "How critical

is this loss?"; "Does it represent foregone luxuries or does it drive indivi-

duals below the subsistence level or into debt?".

In judging welfare changes we must not neglect the compensating effects

of induced economic activity--farmers affected by herbicides may find alter-

native employment, shift to animal husbandry, borrow, receive relief and

foreign aid, etc. Such secondary-offsets reduce the primary impact. On

-the other hand, the net result of these two factors is magnified by a-

tertiary multiplier effect-reduced farm output affects retailers and

wholesalers of farm output as well as sellers and producers of consumer-

goods and services.

A given absolute loss may have a very different impact upon economic

welfare depending upon its distribution. We must therefore pay separate

attention to the national, provincial, village and household levels. For

the household, a given burden has very different implications depending on,

whether it falls on laborers, tenants, small owner-operators, large

* This section was prepared by Leroy Jones.
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owner-operators or ]an.'lords. In this regard it is crucial to distinguish

between plantation crops (rubber and coffee), cash crops (soybeans,

manioc) and crops which are both cash and subsistence (rice, fruit, vege-

tables).

A final distinction must be made ai. to whether the impact is short or

.-long term. -- The -majority-o-the--a -- a-'feb-ted-are -annualIs- and -1os-s-

.limited to a single harve3t. For the perennials--rubber, coconut and

timber-the effect is spread over many years and a more complicated analysis

is required._ ubber .is a French -dominated plantation crop,-and- timber is a ..........

comercial venture run from the towns. Since the focus of our research

was on villages, effects on these two produc ts will be dealt with in a

rather perfunctory manner.

The effects on perennials will be illubtrated by a cane-study of

coconut production in Kien Hoa. Provincial and household effects of

losses of annual crops will be dealt with by intensive examination of

Long Khanh Province in 1967.

A major caveat must be stressed at the outset: 'only "order-of-magnitude"

answers will be attempted. Serious data limitations preclude definitive

results and shift the method if inquiry from sophisticated economic ani ysis

to indirect inference via judicious sifting of partial evidence.

The data limitations are of three sorts. First, there is a total

absence of some economically relevant information: e.g., land-holding

patterns and provincial income and income distribution in Long Khanh. Second,

those statistical series which are available (prices, production, hectarage,

etc.) are often most imprecise, with the possible exception of data relating

to rice. Most importantly, it is simply iniossLble to factor out the
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quantitative effects of herbicides from hectarage and yield reductions due

to other war-related causes or to the natural effects of weather and

insects. All of this is not to say that the quest is futile. It is

merely to suggest that we shall have to remain agnostic on some issues and

he content with rather general answers on others.

B illustrative Provincial -impact:- Long -hanh -- ___

Long Khanh Province was among the most intensely sprayed regions of

Vietnam, with 1967 the year of heaviest application.1  .t was the only year

* in which the official reports of the Provincial Agricultural Service list

herbicides as a major influence on yields. It was also a year in which

provincial agricultural output dropped dramatically. Long Khanh in 1967,

then, is illustrative of extreme, rather thAn of average, provincial

herbicide impact.

a. Value-Added in Agriculture

We first wish-to determine the actual value of agricultural output and

compare it with-what might have been realized in the absence of war and

natural disasters. A "Normal" value of output is compared with actual

achieved output. This "Normal" value represents that return which

would have been obtained in 1967 had record 1966 hectarage been planted

and a mean 1964 - 1970 yield obtained. This is compared with actual

achieved value of output and the loss attributed to either reduced hectarage

or reduced yields. The results are sunnarized by crop in Table V-2,

All recorded crops are included except rubber and 50 Hectares of "Cu San".2

Footnotes follow at the end of this chapter.
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TABLE V-2

a.STIMATED VALUE Ci' AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT IN

LONG KHANH PROVINCE, 1967

(In Thousands of Piasters)

Expected Achieved Loss to Loss to
Individual Value Value Total Decreased Decreased
Crops of Output of Output Loss Hectarage Yield

1. Rice 193,868 51,732 142,136 72,547 69,589.
(unhuaked)

2. Fruit 153,758 32,220 121,535 25,009 96,529

3. Mungo Beans 153,558 15,648 137,910 96,238 41,672

4. Soy Beans 122,051 52,600 69,451 -1,973 71,424

5. Manioc 115,120 12,616 102,504 63,538 38,%6

6. Vegetables 73,274 2,060 71,214 64,927 6,.287

7. Corn 58,894 20,790 38,104 29,245 8,859

8. Peanuts 45,153 7,776 37,382 20,858 16,524

9. Bananas 43,440 9,100 34,340 13,032 21,308

10. Coffee 40,903 57,001 -16,098 11,525 -27,623

11. Tobacco 19,320 36,700 -17,380 -33,102 15,722

12. Sweet 16,897 804 16,093 13,441 2,652
Potato

13. Pepper 2,669 627 2,042 801 1,241

14. Sugar Cane 610 422 188 -91 279

Gross -Value of
Output 1,039,520 300,096 739,424 375.995 363,429

Less: Value of
Intermediate
Inputs -175,375 -96,800 -78',575 -50,297 -28,278

Equals:
Value added 8 203,296 660,849 3256 8  335,151
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This table has .been produced by putting together pieces of information

fr a variety of sources and using them in the light of several assumptions.

The bold figures have an air of undeserved certitude, without qualifying

cO ientary. Therefore, to show how the table was constructed, one crop can

be riven as illustration. Let us take soybeans as such an example. In order

to stimate the-value (V) of the soybean crops in Long Khanh we need three

com onents of data: 1) the hectares planted in soybeans (H), 2) the amount

of oybeans harvested per hectare which is the yield (Y), and 3) the price of

soy eans in the market where they are sold (P).

The reports of the Long Khanh Agricultural Service provide the number

of ctares planted and the soybean yield given in milled tons. Thus, two

com nents are available, and we have this infor4tion .or 1964 through 1970.

Ther are no data on the price of soybeans in Long Khanh prior to 1969. We

need this information for 1967 if we are to estimate the effect of herbicides

and 1 ther events that occurred that year. Examination of the monthly data for

1969 and 1970 show a natural lagged correlation between Long Khanh soybean

pric s and the price of soybean-paste in Saigon for which we do have data over

a lo ger period of time. We therefore construct a Saigon soybean-paste price

inde: and use it to project 1969 Long Khanh soybean prices back to 1967 and

arri e at the estimate that soybeans cost 50,000 piasters per milled ton in

Long Xhanh in that year. . .

The expected value of soybean in Table V-2 consists of the computatfcfi-

of V-- P, when H is the number of hectares planted in soybean in 1966 (2,845),

and Y is the expected yield per hectare based on the mean yield of soybean

from 964-70 (.858 milled tons per hectare) and P is 50,000 piasters per milled

ton. This equals 12,205,050 piasers or 122,051 in thousands of piasters

as shown in the table. The achieved value consists
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of the hectares planted in 1967 (2,891) times the yield for that year

-.. (.3638879*) tires the 1967 price of 50,000 piasters (=52,599,995) or
52,600 thousands piasters. The difference between the expected and

the achieved is 69,451 thousand piasters which is shon as Ttal loss.

he next task was to proportion the loss between that related to

.reduction in the number of hectares planted and that related to reduction

in yield, the latter being the more ivportant vis-a-vis possible herbicide

effects.

Soybeans provide an unusual illustration in that the Long 1,0mh

records show that there was actually a sall Increase in the number O"

b.ectares planted in 1967, and therefore the loss due to reduced hectarae

is a negativevalue: dH (YP), or (2,845-2,891) x (.858 x 50,000), or
-46 (42,900), or -1,973 thosand piasters. The decline in yield, however,

is a positive value vcn though it is confined to the loss incurred on
the achieved hectarage: dY(HP), or (.858-.363) x (2,891 x 50,000), or
.4941121 (144,550,000), or 71,424 thousand piasters (TP). Holding price

XJOnstant, tie Total Loss is composed of the yield ten (71,424), plus the

hec ge term (-1,973) which equals 69,451 thousand piasters. This

approach gives, we believe, a reasonable approximation of the effect--
of 1967 events on the value of soybeans in Long Khanh.

* The calculations were done using a three digit nunber for the rean
yield and a sv.,en digit mmter for a specific yield. The reason
for this is simply that sane preliminary cmputation was done in
Hawaii and the rest in Boston, and different corventions were used.
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Given these qualifications, the table suggests that in normal times

Long Khanh would have produced crops worth approximately 1 billion piasters

(1,039,520.TP), but that in 1967 only one-third this amount was achieved

(300,069 TP).. Roughly half the loss was attributable to reduced yields

(363,429 TP), and half to reduced hectarage (375,995 TP). Note that two

crops-ttobacco and coffee-actuallyinreased-in-v&lue-indicatad by -

negative "loss" entries).

The gross '-alue of output is not an indicator of welfare since it
includes costs of purchased inputs such as seeds, fertilizers and insecti-

cides. Netting out estimates of these input values leaves "value-added"

which is a measure of monetary returns to labor (both explicit and implicit)
and to the owners of land and capital. (Value-added thus corresponds to

what is often called 'Net" return and is simply the total revenue minus

the cost of purchased inputs). Here the loss is even more dramatic, amounting

to perhaps three-quarters of expected value, again with the loss attribution

equally apportioned between reduced hectarage and reduced yields.

b. Role of Herbicides

We have already noted the impossibility of precisely identifying

the quantitative role of herbicides in roducing this loss. It is reasonable,

however, to assume that herbicide effec were largely confined to yield

reductions. Hectarage reductions were enerally due to other war-related

causes, primarily the insecurity of fre -fire zones, military use of land,
and Rome plowing. What portion of the yield loss is attributable to

herbicides alone is unknown since 1967 was apparently a year of drought

in Long Khanh (though not in the rest of the Republic). Since comparable

yield losses due to weather and insects are historically recorded it is
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conceivable that virtually none of the observed loss is due to herbicides.

on the other hand, since the drought reported by the Agricultural Service

was not severe enough to be identifiable in the records of weather stations

in nearby provinces, it is also possible that most of the yield reduction is

attributable to herbicides. All that can be said,. then, is that reduced

.. yields caused a direct loss of 35%-40% of expected disposable income

(the 363,429 TP estimated as loss due to decreased yield is 38.8% of the

expected value-added of 864,145 TP) and that provincial reports and inter-

-----views claim that herbicides were. responsible- for-a major-portion- Of this . .

loss.

c. Provincial Income, Substitute Activity and the Multiplier

We now wish to examine the impact on 'total' and per capita income to

give some idea of the overall welfare loss. This is a particularly

hazardous exercise at the hypothetical level since rural income studies

for Viet Nam are virtually non-existant. However, some idea of the mag-

nitudes involved can be derived under the following assumptions:

(i) Animal production': for RVN as a whole the value of animal

production is roughly 65% of crops.3 It is likely that

'Long Nhianh is significantly lower than the average to begin

'with and that reduced crop output also reduces animal production

because of lowered feed availability and_earlier slaughtering...---------..

We therefore arbitrarily assume value-added in animal husbandry

to be about 40% of normal agricultural value-added.

(ii) __Non-Agricultural Production: For Viet Nam as a whole, non-agri-

cultural output is roughly twice that in agriculture. Rural

areas of course rely-much more heavily on agriculture but
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allowing for Long Khanh's high wage bill from timber and rubber,

it is unlikely that non-agricultural value-added is less than

that in agriculture as defined above. We illustratively

assume value-added in agriculture equal to that outside

of agriculture.

(iii)--The only known attempt at estimating an expenditure multiplier

for Viet Nam gives a figure of 1.82 nationally.5 A provincial

figure is naturally lower because of leakages into other areas,

and we shall assume an illustrative value of 1.5. (This implies

that a 100 piaster reduction in agricultural output induces a

50 piaster reducti-n in -Alated non-agricultural activity).

(iv) Taxation: we ignore taxation sinv. RVx LaAluu in rural areas

is negligible. A study of 16 Delta Provinces showed that in 1967

total RVN taxation amounted to on, chicken per capita.6  NLF tax

rates are extremely high (up to 35%) but the effective collection

base in Long Khanh is unknown.
7

Using these assumptions gives the results shown in Table V-3.
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TABLE V-3

ILLUSTRATIVE LONG IMNH DISPOSABLE INCOME - 1967

"Normal" Achieved

Value Added (million piasters)
Crope 864* 203*

Anima .Husbandry 3461 3003

Other 1,12 857 3

Total. 2,420 1,360

Population 149,700 149,700

Per Capita Disposable Income 16,166 9,085
(piasters)

* from Table V-2
1* -assumption i

.k 6 2 - assumption ii
3 - assumption iii

Given our assumption, the absolute levels of these figures are probably low,

and the cost is probably exaggerated since we have not made explicit inclusion

of offsetting sustitute activity. The results suggest a loss of disposable

income on the order of.45%, of which half is attributable to yield reduction

and some fraction of that to herbicides.

Are the above results plausible? A-rough check is obtained by noting

that the national average for per capita disposable income in 1967 was

.. 19,000 piasters.8 . Assuming an urban income 50% greater than the national

average, a rural average of 15,240 piasters is implied.9  Farm income is
naturally even lower, with Development and Resources studies putting it at

11,000 piasters in 1967.1 0 This suggests that a normal harvest would have

put Long Xhanh above the rural average but below the national while the

reduction resulted in a per-carita disposable income some 40% below the
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rural average.

d. Welfare Implications

Does the loss described above represent a "critical" magnitude?

Comparison with the income studies (which will be described below) suggests

that the approximately 9,000 piaster achieved disposable per capita income is
roughly three times the subsistence level and that severe deprivation did not

result on a province-wide basis.

An independent check on this conclusion is provided by inspection of per

capita annual rice consumption in the province. This is obtained by con-
,ting provincial paddy production into its milled rice equivalent and then
adding the substantial imports from out of province since Long Khanh is a

rice deficit area. The resulting calculations appear in Table V-4.

TABLE V-4

PER CAPITA RICE CONSUMPTION

LONG IGANH

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970
Long Khanh Paddy Outputl (100OMT) 12.5 13.5 9.5 3.5 13.5 12.5
Rice Equivalen 2  (1000MT) 7.5 8.1 5.7 2.1 8.1 7.5
Imports13  (1000MT) 15.4 15.4 18.6 16.0 13.4 12.2
Total' AvailableI 4 (1000MT) 22.9 23.5 24.3 18.1 21.5 19.7

Population (Thousands) 110.8 127.3 149 .7 l47.2_40 .1G._51.0

Consumption Per Capita (Kg) 208 185 163 128 152 130
Because of the cropping pattern in Long Khanh, the 1967 output of rice and

several other crops affects consumption in 1968 so that the effects of

reduced 1967 yields are felt in both 1967 and 1968 with the 1968 figure

further reduced by the Tet Mau Than offensive. Taking the lowest figure
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(1968) of 128 kilos per capita, and allowing for a 5% loss, means a per
capita daily intake of 333 grams of rice yielding 1240 calories. This is

low compared uith the Vietnamese average (135-160Kg)15 and with the PVN and
NILF standard rations (15oKg)16 but high com'ered to other Asian countries

where the 1961-63 average was 115Kg.17  /
UI suM, a severe loss in agricul~tral output resulted in a signifi-

cant loss in disposable income and extensive belt-tightening but not, on
the average, to severe deprivation. That the welfare loss was not greater

may be attributed to the impact of the wai in providing generally high

agricultural prices and opportunities for sion-agricultural employment..

e. Distributional Implications

The foregoing applies to the provincial average, but what about the

extremes? Consider the plight of subsistence farmers in insecure areas or
of slash-and-burn agriculturalists in the hills. Part of the reduction in
output was a result of the r being driven from their hom-as. They became re-
fugees and their loss was total. More germane to the present study is the
effect on individual farm households, where loss was 'up to ieO% of their crop.
What is the impact of such a loss on tenant farmers or small owner-operators?

C. Illustrative ShortTerm Household Impact: Long Khanh
We wish to examine the impact of decreased yields on the ec:nomic

welfare of inaividual household units. We first define various prototype
f rming units and then examine the welfare effects of given reductions in
productivity. Although the absolute magnitudes used are typical of Long

lhanh in 1967, the relative effects are applicable to other provinces in
other years. Ideally, we would also like to know crop distribution by farm
size and tenure system. This would allow a statement as to how many
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households might have suffered a given percentage drop in disposable income.

In the absence of such data,.we must be content with merely illustrating the

..effect on farmers who did suffer a given percentage loss, withholding

judgement as to how many were in each category.

a. Prototype Farming Units

. The welfare implications of decreased yields vary with the following

factors:

* (i) Income level: the poor are less able to absorb a given

absolute loss than the better-off- _Accordingly, we will deal

* separately with the effects on farmers who under normal conditions

would have been at the "subsistence" level and those who would

have been at a "comfortable" level.

(ii) Crop produced: Different crops vary in profitability, in the

ratio of intermediate inputs to output and in the magnitude of

lost yield. Sufficient data is available for only six crops--

rice, sweet potatoes, manioc, mungo beans, peanuts and soybeans.

(iii) Tenure form: for an owner-operator the whole loss in value -added

is concentrated on a single household, while for a tenant share-

cropper, the loss is split between tenant and landlord households.

For a fixed-fee renter or an owner-manager (utilizing hired labor,

all the loss is concentrated on the owner of the organizing

Sfactor (labor in the first case, and land in the second) so that

the relative effect is magnified. PFied rental is not common in

Long Khanh but we will consider each of the other three

possibilities.

There are thus 18 prototype farming units combining the six crops and three
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tenure farms. To illustrate different income levels, the calculations will

be carried out for farms of one and three hectares. Households will be

assumed to consist of seven members, the Southern Region's median.

b. Crop Loss and Risk

Table V-5 shows the relative 1967 yield and _the normal value-added

percentage. Using soy beans again for the purpose of illustrating how the

table was computed, it will be remembered that the expected soybean yield is

.858 milled tons per hectare (this figtt,. is the mean of yields for 1964-70

................... .anweillcall it the normal yield). The 1967 yield is .363 The 1967I ,IiI
yield is therefore 42% of the normal yield. We estimate the nc ral disposable

income from soybean by using studies carried out in the Southern Region.

They indicate that the total revenue from one hectare owned by a farmer

who plants it in soybean is usually 40,000 piasters and that the input

cost for this is 12,500 piasters. 9  Thus normal value-added (or disposable

4 income) is the total minus the inputs or the 27,500 piasters which will

appear in the Table V-5. The Southern Region information is usedObecause

there is limited output price data for Long Khanh and no input price data.

Rather than make piecemeal adjustments we decided to use the southern data

as a coherent whole.
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TABLE V-5

CROP LOSS AND PROFITABILITY

Crop 1967 Yield as Normal Value-Added Per
% of "Normal" Hectare (Piasters)

Sweet Potatoes 22% 67,800

Manioc 24% 48,700

go Beans 27% 41,l0o

Peanuts 31% 31,700

Soybeans 42% 27,500

Rice . -i2% 21500

Note the striking inverse rank-correlation between the two series. The

most profitable crops (on a per hectare basis) suffered the greatest

.reduction in yield. We will first attempt to explain this interesting

empirical result and then point out its distributional implications.

Why would a farmer plant soybeans yielding 27,500 piasters per

hectare rather than sweet potatoes yielding 67,800. One possibility is

that he is' economically irrational but a more sophisticated view takes

risk into account. Thus a farmer would switch from soybeans to sweet

potatoes only if the farmer had a higher expected value, where expected

value is crudely defined as the product of normal yield and the probability

/ of achieving that yield. In equilibrium , then, simple microeconomic/
-.. .. .. --- theory wbuld predict that high-risk crops would -a hi her normal

return. This corresponds to the above results under either of two

assunptions:
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, i. The 1967 crop loss was due to the natural factors known

to the farmers and hence allowed for in their planting

decisions, or

ii. Sensitivity to herbicides is directly correlated with suscep-

Sto normal weather and infestation loss.

Though the limited data precludes. certitude, the second hvpothesis

seems likely for two reasons: first, the profitability ranking is uni-

.for iover time and space where herbicides were not a factor; and, second,

as shown in Section V-A, the high-loss crops (particularly maniac) were

described by our informants as being highly susceptible to herbicide

damage. Thus it seems probable that.normally risky crops were particu-

larly susceptible to herbicides and that these were also the most

profitable crops.

This result has distributional implications. It Is well known

that the rich bear risk more readily than those at the subsistence

level. It follows that riskier crops were planted by the relatively

well-to-do and that this class therefore suffered a larger percentage

loss of income than the poor who chose more conservative cropping

patterns.
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c. Land Holding Patterns

* The only available indicators of farm size and holdings in Long Khanh

20come from the Agricultural Census of 1960. This gives the figures shown

in Table v-6.

TABLE v-6

1960 FArm SIZE

Farm Holding Southern Region Long Khanh

Mean 1.7 Ha. 1.0 Ha.

Median 1 to 2 la. 1/2 to 1 Ha.

Nationally, the average farm size may not have shifted significantly between

1960 and 1967, but for Long Kha.nh such a generalization is impossible

because new land was being cleared and total cultivated area more than

doubled between 1960 and 1966. Further, the 1960 census gives no useable

information on tenure status in Long Khanh since 93% of the holdings are
,, ,,21

listed unhelpfully as "other forms of tenure . The most that can be said

is that 1-2 hectare farm units ar& the most common, and tenancy is significant.

d. Impact on Prototype Farms

Before examining the results of the calculations, we need some means

of relating disposable income to standards of living. Sansom's 1967 village

study in Long An Province combines the NLF's hectarage based politic-edonomic

ranking with his own income studies to suggest the indiginous ratings given

in Table V-7.
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TABLE V-7

INCOME LEVELS AND STATUS HOUSEHOLD 2

DISPOSABLE INCCME (Piasters)

Very Poor Less than 10,000
Poor 10 - 30,000
Average 30 - 50,000
Above Average 50 ..- .I00,O00

... Rich More than 100,000

On this scale "subsis tence" is somewhere in the 20,000 range for

a family of seven. Red-acing per capita rice consumption to 12OKg per year

and buying the cheapest rice available would require approximately this amount. 2 3

A "comfortable" level of income is defined by responses to the Stanford

Research Institute's 1967 Hamlet Resident Survey which asked Southern

Region farmers "how much land do you think is enough for your family to live

on in an easily 'sustainable' way". 2 4 The modal response was 2-3 hectares

and the median 3-4. Three hectares of paddy yields a disposable income of

65,000 piasters and we will define this as "comfortable". It lies in

Sansom's "above average" range.

It will be recalled from Table V-3 that the achieved per capita

disposable income in Long Khanh in 1967 was approximately 9,000 piasters.

For a family of seven this is about 63,000 piasters, or as pointed out

earlier three times the subsistence level. This province-wide figure

* --- does-not -however,-ihdicate the-impact on different kinds of farmers.

We can now compare "normal" and achieved household income on the

various prototype farm units as seen in Table V-8. Using soybeans again

for illustration, we estimated earlier that the normal gross revenue

from a one-hectare plot is 40,000 piasters and that the 1967 yield was
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42% of the normal, or 16,800 piasters. What did this probably Im an

in terms of disposable income? We will assume that the farmer s ent
25% less on input costs due to lower applications of fertilizer nd

insecticides in the later stages of production. Instead of spen ing the
12,500 piasters as required under normal circumstances in input csts
mentioned earlier, he would have spent 75% of that, or approximat ly
9,300 piasters. Thus his disposable income in 1967 would have be en
o-.. . .l7,400 piasters, which reflects a 73 loss from his-normal expectabion

of 27,500.
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TAIBLE V-8

E&'fMAT HOUSEHOLD DISPOSABLE INCCRE4 IN 1967 FOR PfCRcn'YPE FARM UNITS (Piasters)

% Loss of1 1a. (2.5") acres) 3 Ha. (7.5 acres)- DisposableOwner-Operators Expected Achieved Expected Achieved Income

Sweet Potatoes 67,800 10,000 203,4odi 30,000 85%
Manioc 48,700 5,900 146 ,100 17,700 88%

KMungo Beans- 41,100 6,600 123,3 00 19,800 814%

Peanuts 31,700 5,100 95,100 15,300 814%

Soybeans 27,500 7,400 82,500 22,200 73%

R e21,400 --7 300 -- 64,200 21,900 66%

Owner-Managers

Sweet Potatoes 48,700 -1,900 146,ico -5,700 1014%

*Manioc 32,700 -6,100 98,100 -18,300 119%

Mungo B~eans 23,600 -6,700 70,800 -20,100 128%

Peanuts 15,300 -8,200 45,900 -214,600 154%

Soybeans 9,900 -6,900 29,700 -20,700 1.70
R~ice 4.4oo -6,500 13,200 -19,500 24.81

Tenants (Sharecropper'b

Sweet Potatoes 52,400 6,600 157,200 19,800 8d
%lanioc 36,T00 31000 110,100 9,000 92 '

M.ungo Beans 30..300 3,900 90,900 11,700--87%

Peanuts 24,000 2,500 T2,000 7,500. 90%

Soybeans 19,500 4,ooo 58,500 12,000 T9,5

Rice 16,loo 5,100 48,300 15,300 68%
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Where the owner-operators are concerned, the loss is concentrated

7 entirely In one htsehold. Under these circumstances the loss of

disposable income runs from 66% to 88% for different crops. A three-

hectare rice farmer moves from a "comfortable" level of income

(64,200 piasters) to the boundary of subsistcace (21,4o). A one-

hectare rice farmer moves from "subsistence" (21, 0O) to "very poor"

(7,300). At this level, starvation is unavoidable without alternate

employment, borrowing, assistance from the extended family, or govern-
-.ment relief. The-more risky crops show even greater shifts: a"com-

fortable" sweet potato grower (67,800) is reduced to the very poor level

(10,000). A "rich" manioc grower (146,100) moves below "subsistence"

(17,700).

The owner-manager category fares even worse. Since they still

incur labor costs in the early production stages, they uniformly

receive negative income. Percentage losses run from 104% to 248%.*

This form of cultivation may be common among-the riskier crops as it

is practiced only by the more wealthy landlords. The wel-fare impli-

cations may therefore be relatively minor.

For sharecropping tenants, the story is similar to that of owner-

operators in terms of percentage losses ranging from 68% to 92%. Being
closer to "subsstence" to beg n

are greater. No one-hectare sharecropper would have realized more than

*There are no data on rents in Long Khanh, In the southern region
rent7, vary from 15% to 25% of the gross revenue from a given farm plot.The e in Table V-8 are based on a 20% rent.
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7,000 plasters and even on three hiectares, all crops move jp'ow the

"subsistence" level. Since sharecropping is common and most holdings

fall below the three hectare level, this points to significant real

deprivation inflicted upon individual Vietnamese. Since there are no

data on the size and tenancy distribution in Long Khanh, we cannot

say how many households suffered t-O-this extent.

In order to give context to these figures regarding the possible

Impact on individual farmers, we draw on the interview materials

from Long Khanh. For example the three comments to follow indicate how

sa.e fmrers viewed the effects of herbicides:

"Life at that time was very easy. Even with no money
there were trees at home and vegetables in the fields
to eat.. But around 1965-66 the fields and orchards
were-hit by bombs and herbicides causing destruction

to evcerything."

"At home it was very happy for us. Everything was
in surplu3 and fields were plentiful. But around
1964-65 fields were sprayed with herbicides and
bombs were dropped Pausing total loss."

"At the present time we live day by day - there is
not even a little left over. Trees are still
suffering from the effects of herbicides. They
are all dried up."

* .. D. Impact on Coconut Producers in Kien Hoe

Assessing the impact on coconuts requires a somewhat different

analysis from that used for annual crops since the loss extends over

'a series of harvests. Even more importantly, loss of outputs in

the present or the threat of such loss may have a significant impact

- -------------- on new plantings and upkeep, and hence affect welfare for years in

the future.

Unfortunately, it is particularly difficult to generalize about

the economics of coconut production because of the marked differences

in variety, age-composition, and resulting yield. National and pro-

vincial averages are most misleading, since variance is extremely
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high. No study exists for Viet Nam, so we must rely on inferences from

other Asian countries for data on costs of production and reasontble

yield figures. These sources suggest that intermediate inputs are a

minor factor in production costs (less than 5%), that labor costs are

high relative to total revenue, and that peak per hectare yields

are in the 8,000 nut per year range, with 5,000 to 6,000 nuts

representing mean common cultivation practice.2 5

As noted in the first, part of the section, much of the loss of

coconut production was a consequence of direct spraying in NLF controlled

areas, and the resulting loss was total. Of interest here is the effect

of drift, where losses of 202 to 80% were reported. Respondents were

unclear as to what portion of this loss was quantitative (fewer nuts)

and what percentage qualitative (lower quality and price), but both

effects were present. Areas suffering moderate drift damage were gener-

ally reported to recover in one to two years, sometimes even producing

better than before the spraying.

Consider the impact on a one hectare owner-operator & .fering

50% drift damage in 1968 and recovering to ftll production in 1971.

Table V-9 summarizes the results in terms of total expected (i.e. "normal"

household income) and achieved household income in constanit 1967 prices.

In order to make these comparisons over time, a price deflator is used

which allows-conversion from monetary to real- income-under conditions--------

of inflation.27  For example, the table will indicate that in 1969 the

price of one coconut had risen to 23 piasters and the coconut grower

was able to sell his reduced yield of 4200 nuts for 96,600 piasters.

By this time the real value of this income is 62,824 piasters, or 65%

of the money income. If however, the coconut grower had not experienced

a reduced yield and had been harvesting the expected number of nuts
V-52
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(the normal yield being taken at 6,000 nuts), his real ircome'woujld have

N been 89,7148 piasters in that year.

c
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TABLE V-9

.lJUSTILITIVE IPACT OF DRIFT DAMAGE ON A ONE HECTARE COCONUT FARM

196T 1968 1969 1970 1971
1. Assumed i Loss 0 50 30 10 0
2. Yield (Nuts) 6,oo 3,000 4,200 5,400 6,000
3. Price (Current Piasters)26  13.8 16.3 23.0 48.0 42.8
4. Achieved Money Income 82,800 48,900 96,600 259,200 256,800

(Current Piasters)

5. Achieved Real Icome 82,800 38,288 62,d24 123,768 105,269(1967 Piasters)68
6. "Normal" Real In e, 82,800 76,576 89,748 137,520 105,269

(1967 Piasters)10

In terms sf achieved real income (see Line 5 in Table V-9) a "very
comfortable" household was moved into the "average" range initially, but
recovered to "comfortable" the next year and was "rich" by 1970. The
improvement in relative standing is of course the result of coconut prices

rising more rapidly than the prices of other commodities. The implication
is that while individuals may have suffered substantial yield losses,
in the long run this was more than compensated for by rising coconut pri-
ces. This is not a surprising result. Much coconut land was taken out
of production entirely, thus reducing supply, and driving up prices for
those fortunate individuals who were still producing.

This is not the whole story, however, for even unaffected individuals
were awfare-o-e possibility that they might be hit by herbicides, mili-
tary activity or confiscation in the near future. This possibility

significantly reduced the expected yield from coconut lands and hence reduced
the amount that farmiers were willing to pay for the land. This

explains the apparent paradoxical fall in the relative price

of coconut land during a time of rising coconut prices.
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Table V-10 Cives some of t ie relevant empirical data:

TABLE V-10
FACTORIS AFF TING RELATIVE COCO.UUT LAND VALUEZ

GIONG 'T 4OM DISTRICT, KIELI 110A PROVINCE

1964 1965 12 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

1. Real -Value of Coconut 2  203 196 95 99 86 .86 -97 -101
Land (Thousands of
1964 Piasters Per Ha.

2. Real Value of Coconuts 0 4.2 4.0 .3.8 4.7 4.3 5.1 7.2 7.6
(1964 Piasters Per Nu)

3[ 3. Value of Coco'nut Land 2.78 2.68 2.59 1.69 1.56 1.38 1.67 1.25
Value of Rice Land

4. Rice Price Index00 lih 190 350 331 544 690 792

5. Coconut Price Index3 3  100 115 183 330 390 557 149 1094

6. Expected Yield Index34 100 96 97 64 48 48 34 33

Line I shows the fall in th real value of coconut land, relative to other

conswxner prices while line shows the rise in the real price of coconuts.

Line 3 gives the relative p ices of rice and coconut land. Coconut land is

traditionally held to be th ee times as valuable as rice land, and this

corresponds to our 1964 fic re of 2.78. By 1971, however, coconut land was

only 1.25 times as valuable Adjusting for the changes in relative output

prices over the period (lin s 4 and 5), we can calculat'e the decline in ex-

pected yield which would ha e produced such a change 4 Line 6 gives the re-

sult which shows roughly stble expectations for '64, '65, and '66, with sharn

drops in '67, '68, and continuing to a 1971 level one-third that of 1964.

This does not say that actu1 yields dropped one-third, but that actual

vields discounted by the pro ability of partial or total loss fell to

one-third the 1964 level.
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This is an important result since it suggests (and interviews confirm)

thatthere was little incentive to replant coconut land or to invest in the

extensive upkeep required to maintain optimal output. -It is therefore pre-

dictable that coconut output will continue to decline until 5 to 7 years

after the end of hostilities when newly planted trees come into production.

There is thus a significant long-range impact on coconut production.

Regarding coconuts, we therefore conclude:

i.) Many coconut producers suffered total losses.

ii.) Those suffering drift damage were not seveimlyharmed in terms

------ -of currenc income, thanks to generally rising prices.

iii.) All producers, whether directly affected or not, suffered a

decline in wealth due to a drop in the value of their land as coconuts be-

* came an increasingly risky crop. -

iv.) Unlike the annual crops, significant long-run damage was done

to the coconut industry. This was not just because loss extended over se-

veral years, but, more Importantly, because of the effects on replanting and

upkeep.

It is again impossible to assess the precise role of herbicides as

opposed to other military activity.

E. National Implication

This chapter has focused on herbicide impact in two provinces. A de-

tailed study of national effects-Is beyond-thescope of -our -research.-t--i-

possible however to present some information on rubber and coconuts.

Long Khanh and Kien Hoa
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provide significant shares of the national output of these .oroducts, which

are of particular interest due to their role in foreign trade.3  We shall

discuss these points after providing a trame of reference.

Consider first the national output trends for selected agricultural

products, as shown in Table V-1l.

SINDEXS OF AGRlICULTURAL OIUtPWL 3

(1959-6o-61 . lo0)

- - - ~ ---- --------------- 96 --- 165---1966- 1967 1968 1969 1970 - - -

Rice 106 99 89 96 89 105 117

Rubber 96 8: 64 52 39 36 43

Coconuts lo4. 109 96 96 82 73 87

Corn 162 154. 125 115 112 107 ill

Sweet Potatoes 17 126 112 115 107 102 100

Manioc 132 108 128 120 120 107 99

Penuts 153 136 144 141 134 144 135

Soybeans 146 158 277 207 273 218 273

Mungo Beans 170 169 205 284 I90 166 158

All Plant Products 108 101 91 95, 86 97 107

Rubber and coconuts are the crops for which there has b nmajor

sustained reduction in agricultural output during the war. though

total recorded coconut output in 1970
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was only 14% below 1959-1961 levels, the reduction was entirely absorbed

by exports which declined to zero in 1967 ant was replaced by imports

amounting to $US 586,000 by .971. As was explained above, this deficit

is not likely to be quickly redressed given the effect of war on the

age-composition of existing plantations. Although rubber was not

studied in detail, both theory and interviews suggest an impact similar

to that of coconuts. Output decline will not quickly be reversed. Similar

considerations apply to timber although foreign exchange losses are of

potential future exports rather than of resumed past exports.

The national import of these observations is suggested by examination

of the following foreign trade statistics, as indicated in Table V-12.

TABLE V-1237

FOREIGN TRADE OF VIETNAM

(Thousands of U.S. Dollars)

1955-1960 1961-1965 1966-1970
Average Average Average

Total Exports 68,068 57,403 18,499
(Of which)

Rice 16,828 12,889 -0-

Rubber 43,712 34,908 12,651

Copra Cake N.A. 1, 569 -0-38

Coconut Oil N.A. N.A. N.A.

Total Imports 232,362 292,183 545,434
(Of which) 2 5

Rice -0- -0-39 100,198

Deficit 164,294 234,780 .526,935
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Note the major reductio., in exports, and the role of rubber and

coconut products. Note also the massive rise in imports made possible

by U.S. direct aid, and by troop and official pi:ster purchases to meet

local expenses. The resulting trade deficit of $ US 500 million annually

will require major structural reform of the Vietnamese economy in the

postwar period. In so far as herbicides have reduced the export potential

of coconuts, rubber and timber, the achievement of this goal has been

retarded.

F. Conclusions to Part II

Data deficienceies preclude definitive detailed statements on

herbicide impact. However, even allowing for wide margins of errors

in our calculations, iertain general conclusions seem warranted:

A. At the national level, the impact of herbicides lies in its

long-run effects on the export potential of coconuts, rubber, and timber.

This may to some degree retard post-var development and attainment of

economic independence.

B. At the Provincial level, heavy herbicide application combined

with war damage and bad weather resulted in measurable reductions in

' living standards in Long Khanh province in 1967. Even here, weather was

a contributing factor and other war damage caused at least as much loss

as weather and herbicides combined.
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C. It Is at the individual household level that herbicides

become a significant problem. Some farmers were wiped out and even

"average" yield losses reduced the "comfortable" to subsistence and drove
"poor" and "average" farmers below the subsistence level. Generally, f
however, such economic loss translated into life-style adjustment rather

'than serious physical deprivation as the war-time boom provided alternative

employment opportunities, and facilitated inter-family sharing.
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Footnotes

.. .. . ) Over the 65-70 period of herbicide usage Long Khanh received
10 Z of the total herbicide volume. In 1967 Long Khan

vab subjected to 21 % of the national total and (2Z 16 )
of its own total.

2) An untranslatable edible tuber.

3) Development and Resources Corporation Agricultural Production-
Capability: A PreliminaryAnalysit of the Production Base in
the Republic of Vietnam. New York: D & R, 1969, p. XV.

4) Pearsall, Edward S. and Petersen, Dietrich, Estimates of the
National Income and Product of South Vietnam 1967-1969
Institute for Defense Analyses, (unpub.Zshed), Arlington,

-- Virginia, March 1971, p. 56

5) Japan Econpmic Research Center, Economic Development of
Southeast Asia -- A Review of Trends and Projections J.E.H.C.

July 1969, p.p. 2.03-2.105.

6) Jones, Leroy, Quantitative Aspects of Le al Taxation In IVC12j
CORDS, IVCT2, 1969, passim.

7) Sansom, Robert L., The Economics of Insurgency in the M'kong
Delta of Vietnam, The M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1970, p.22 1.

8) Calculated as the sum of personal consumption expenditure and
household savings from Pearsall and Peterson (ibid) divided
by population from Vietnam Statistical YearbookiF971.
Seventeenth Volume, National Institute of Statistics,
Republic of Vietnam. (hancefort|, identified as VSY)

9) Computed from Yr = Yt (1 - ab)
Nr Nt (1 - a) Y - disposable income

N - population

Nt - national population
r,u,t - subscripts rural, urban,

and total (national)
, 4 .. . .. - ". quantities

___ 'b-= "assumed ratio of urban to
national per capita income

10) The Pbetwar Development of cne Republic of Vietnam: Policies and
Programs, Volume 2, Joint Development Group, New York, March 1969,
p. 223.

11) Long Khanh Provincial Agricultural Service Annual Reports.

12) Assuming a standard milling factor of .60.
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13) VSY, 1971, p. 27.

14) VSY, 1971.

..5) Comuted from Agricultural Statistics Yearbook,'Agricultural and
Economic Statistic Service, Saigon, 1970 (henceforth, ASY)

16) GVN standard as reported by Long Khanh Agricultural Service.
NLF tax exemption figure from Sansom, op. cit.

1MO Development and Resources Xorporation.Export- Prospects for
Vietnam, Volume I, Republic of Vietnam, December 1969, p. 39.
Unweighte.d average for Burma, Cambodia, Taiwan, Thailand, Ceylon,
Indonesia, Malasia, Pakistan and the Philipoines.

18) Stanford Research Institute Land Reform In Vietnam, Draft Final
Reort, Menlo Park, 1968, Vols. IV, V, and appendix, "The-Resident- Surve y" . .. ... . . .. . ... .. .. . ..

19) Development Resources Corporation Agricultural Production
tMekong Delta Development Program Working Paper MD-7)
Now York: D & R, 1969.

20) Republic of Vietnam Agricultural and Economic Statistics Service
Report on the Agricultural Census of Vietnam 1960-1961. Saigon:
A.E.S.S., 1966, 25-26.

21) Republic of Vietnam Agricultural and Economic Statistics Service
Report on the Agricultural Census of Vietnam 1960-1961. Saigon"
A.E.S.S., 1966, p. 27.

22) Sansom, op. cit., p. 200.

23) See section V - II - B - d for caloric implications

24) Stanford Research Institl ute Land Reform in Vietnam, Draft Final
Report, 1968, p.p. A-43 dnd Table 195.

25) United Nations Economic kr, ncission for Asia and the Far East,
The Coconut Undustry of Sl sia. New York: U.N., 1969, passim.

26) 1969-1970 coconut prices from ASY 1970, chained back to 1967 by
coconut pr-ien-dex fromHVSY, 1971,-and forward to 1971 from
Monthly Agricultural Statistics Bulletin.

27) Price deflator is Saigon Working Class Consumer Price index
without rent from VSY '71 (Henceforth SWCPI).

28) Deflated by SWCPI.

29) Report of Giong Trom District Administrative Service. Average
of 3 grades for both rice land and coconuts with correction for
obvious typographical error in 1966. Deflated by SWCPI.

30) Deflated by SWCPI.
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31) Same as footnote 29.

32.) VSY, 1971.

33) VSY, 1971.

34+) Land values represent the discounted present value (PV) -3f
expected returns:

PV uTRt -. TCt where TR -Total Revenue
TC -- Total Costs

If the net return stream is constant and we discount to
infinity, this simplifies to:

Usin 'r toindx rce,'c' to index coconuts and defining

I'' TC:
Y___

PVr *Pr Yr l-ar).
FVC Pc Yc (i-ac) where P - output price

Y yield

The expected yield on coconuts is:

YC (PVc) Pr Yr (1-ar)

(PVr Pc (1-ac)

The expected yield index is:

Ye P ('r PC* .a) ( l.-a*)
ic* PVc* 6Pr* P1-),

~~PVr*
where *indexes the base year. If we assum that relative
cost/revenue rations are constant this reduces to:

Yc -PVc *PVr* *Pr ~PC*
___.~~~~~~~Y* ----- PVr- PVc--- Pr* ---- Pe -------- _

which is used to, calculate line 6. The assumption of constant
relative cost/revenue ratios is inaccurate since cocontts are
labor intensive and the rural wage bill rose. Our results
therefore exaggerate the drop in expected yield.
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',) Though informal soybean trade with Cambodia is apparently
high, the recorded foreign trade in soybeans is negligible.'

Nit) ASY, 1911.

37) Computed from USAID Statistical.Bulletin, 1968, Vietnam Sta-

tistical Bulletin 1971, and ASY, 1970.

.38) Except nominal quantity in '66 . .. . . .

39) Exceptnominal quantity in '65.
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SECTION VI. COMPENSATION PROGRAM AND REFUGEE MOVEMENT

Introduction

As indicated in the preceding section, herbicide spraying seems to

have had a minor impact on the national economy of Viet-Nam. It was also

.. --- - shown -that economic-loss to -an individualVietnamese-peasantwasa -different~

matter. If a farmer could not harvest his basic crop one year, this might

be significant but recoupable and on a par with loss by draught and other

natural reverses. If it happened over two or three years, it became much-------

more threatening. The loss of some tree crops which have a long cultivation

period is still more devastating.

What does the farmer do if he has been the target of such loss? Three

courses of action appear to have been open: 1) the individual might seek

compensation, 2) he might move to another area in the hope of avoiding further

losses or 3) he might simply accept the loss. The present section is ad-

dressed to these issues and to the events experienced by individuals if and

when a course of action was taken. - .

A. Compensationfor Individual Economic Losses

It was the stated intent of the Government of Vietnam to minimize the

unfavorable psychological impact of herbicide damage to crops by providing

monetary compensation to affected individuals. Intention does not appear to

have been uniformly translated into action in the provinces, however, with

Long Xhanh and Ken Hoa presenting quite different pictures in this regard.

The Kien Hoa compensation program, although not flawless in the eyes of re-

spondents, aprears to have functioned with reasonable efficiency and relative

equity in disbursing payments. In Long Khanh, the indemnif.cation process

worked poorly and in a manner that offended people's sense of fairness.
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In Kien Hoa the onmpensation program was aclinistered by the

Provincial Political 1-7arfare (Polwar) Office. Tk channels were

available for seeking crpensation:

1) Claims for under 100,000 piastres had to be suhrtitted
within 30 days to the District Polwar Office. An assess-ent

am tteconsisted of the district chief, the U.S. advisor,
the subsector intelligence officer and a representative of
the administrative cr-mittee of the village where the damage
took place. The onmmittee made an on-site inspection, and
vmrified claims were then transnitted to the Provincial Polwar
Office. They were reviewed by the Provincial Investigation
Cannittee onsisting of the province chief, and representatives

. .--- ..... ..of the province ca=ittee, the U.S. advisor, the military
security office, the technical services (such as agriculture
and land), and the chief of the Polwar Office. This oavittee
decided on the auit to be paid each claimant. The province
chief would then send the claLms to the ccerned adnistra-
tive and financial offices to settle.

2) Claims for over 100,000 piastres also had to be
suhnitted within 30 days to the District Polwar Office which
t-- ansnitted than direct'y to the Province Polwar Office. The
assessment c-=rittee in this instance consisted of the province
chief, the polwar officer, the military security officer, and
representatives of the U.S. advisor, the tednical services
and the District sulmitting the claims. Tis carittee also
made field verification of daages. The claims were then
tran'nitted to the General Directorate of Political W.arfare
in Saigon where they were reviewed and acted upon by a central
investigation comnittee. The chief of the General Directorate
of Political WVarfare then authorized the payment of ccpensation.

This 03nPensation apparatus was unwieldy, and it is not

surprising that a provincial official in Kien Iba reported that 8 months

were required to omplete processing a claim. Sane villagers reported

slightly faster results and others reported waiting up to t n years for

settlenent. Claims for aunts under 100,000 piastres ere generally

processed much faster than were the larger claims.

Several obstacles lay in the path of a villager's obtaining resti-

tution for herbicide danage:
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a) Lack of knowledge of proper ammlication procedures:
Sae villagers were frightened by the foraidable arut of
red tape involved. Others applied but violated various
adninistrative regulationi such as overwaiting the 30 day tire
limit for making their claims.

b) Residence in a cmntested or National Liberation
Frot controUed zcne: Govemlent .ilolcy was agqainst giving
rparation for damaged jcs in areas under Frit control...
-Sane officials explained this by saying it was unsafe for
the assessmnt cannittee to verify claims in these areas and
therefore no payment could be approved.

c) Lal issues: The claimant's title deed showing
moership o? the land had to be in order' for him to receive

oipensation. Thus, tenant fanmrs and the many individuals
whose plots. were recorded in village land registers under
the names of their ancestors were excluded. '

d) American oolicv on maximtn possible range for
drift danage: In one case, a village cniez re-orted Ehat
claims for ensation had been rejected because the American
advisors said the village ly outside the coordinates dosen
in advance for the herbicide operation.

* Few respondents in Kien Hoa felt that the caqpensation program had

mbeen greatly marred by corruption or that indarnificatin had been

handled unfairly. Most informants were dissatisfied, however, with the
size of solatium payments which wexe markedly saller than the losses

claimed. This underpayment reflected official policy which indicated that

funds were inadequate to repay everyone fully, that in time of war

citizens must sacrifice for the nation, and that government payment

provided individuals suffering war danages with a "subsidy" (boi thuong)

to help support them until their land could be restored to productivity.

- In line with this policy the Provine Cmpe.nsation Omnittee set

the followng fixed rates of oapensation for representative rops:

Guava tree: 30 piastres for one tree.
Coconut tree: 100 piastres for one tree.
Orange tree: 100 piastres for one tree, 10 piastres for a small tree.
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Mango tree; 80 to 150 piastres for one tree, 30 piastres for a 9=ll tree.
Banana tree: 10 to 30 piastres for one tree
Durian tree: 200 piastres for one tree, 30 piastres for a sall tree.
Jack tree: 40 to 70 piastres for one tree.
Rambutan tree: 100 piastres for one tree, 25 piastres for a small tree.
Mangosteen tree:* 50 piastres for one tree. ... . ....
Papaw tree: 20 piastres for one tree.
Grapefruit tree: 100 piastres for one tree.
Imm tree: 50 piastres for one tree, 10 piastres for a srall tree.

Pineapple plant: 200 piastres for one plant.
Paddy: 100 piastres for on- gia (i.e., 40 liters).

Under this valuation systen a coconut farmer with a one hectare plot con-

taining 250 trees totally destroyed by herbicides could claim a max=nun can-

pensaticn of 25,000 piastres. Yet, in an average year the undanaged plot would

have yielded an inme of apprcximately 280,OO0 piastres at 1970 price levels.* ---..

His loss is all the greater when it is considered that cocout trees do not

begin to bear until they read sewn years of age, so that even if he replanted

his plot immediately, he would still not regain his pre-herbicide income level

for many years.

Other tree crops were equally undervalued. Oranges sold in 1970 for 200

to 500 piastres per dozen, while loss of a large tree was capensated at only

100 piastres. Destroyed banana trees were valued for ompensation purposes at

from 10 to 30 piastres, while a single hand of bananas had a market value of

25 to 30 piastres.

The discrepancy between Goverent solatium payments and the true value

of an individual's loss due to herbicides was increased by the standard 'practice

of only paying small claims in full. With any sum over 20,000 piastres, the

fi.st- 20,000 was subsidized at 100% and the rest at a maximum of 50%. Many

people did not, howver,

* In normal times one hectare of 250 coconut trees yields 6000 nuts per year.
The 1968 price %as 16.3 piastres per nut, and the hectare yield would have
brought 97,800 piastres in the market. The 1969 price was 23 piastres. The
1970 price was 48 piastres, or an income of 288,000 piastres for the annual
yield. See Section V, page 55 for further information on this point.
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receive covensation even at this level. One claimant rAprt,. ra'it-irw 7(j,000

piastres, although claiming datoes of 300,000 piastres, and others in
*his neighborhood also said they had received only about one third of

their claims.

In L we were unable to determine the exact nature nf the

provhcial in trative machinery used to process claims for cavensaticn.
Interviews with province officials revealed that a general war carpensatin

canmittee had' apparently existed frm. about 1966 to 1970, but no one was
. . . to identify the caqosition of this camittee. Zn-ledq-abl&- 7

usually identified three offices which were involved wI ahe claims:
Province Chief's Offioe, Political arfare Section, and the Agriculture
Office. Te agriculture chief stated that he had been a member of the
camittee, but he and other individuals were-unable to locate for us the
docu-nts and directives pertaining to herbicides. Apparently records
of claims and payments had been kept, but all attnpts to locate them

proved futile.

District and especially village level officials were apparently
involved in the processing oZ claims in long lahanh. Sane village officials,
In Particular, were quite omxce=d over their respansib ties .in handling

Claims and were troubled by the excessive work created by the coxplexities
_of the procedure.

Despite the confusing nature of the censation process in Iong !Zhanh,
same individuals received claims parent fran the Goverrtent. 2z.yareness
of this fact created strong feelings of resennent arong the large rajority

who did not receive restitution. Thus, a hamlet official stated that
over 100 people in Phu-Cat l and 2 had filed claims in 1963 and 1964 but
received nothing. Cr hearing about pecple from othier areas receiving
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" payments, Phu-Cat people complained to him about this situation. Similar

sentiments of jealousy and dissatisfaction with governmental handling of
claims were reported by respondents from many other villages.

Even i.n those villages where individuals had received compensation,

respondents were dissatisfied with the amount. In Tuong Tan Phat hamlet
the highest payment made to anyone- was-50,000 -piasters alth6u§h-h16ss

of up to 4C0,000 piasters had been declared. In other hamlets people

received only half of what they had claimed. \

- The defects in the compensation system were often explained by farmers
in terms of official corruption and the operating of competing cliques within
villages. Village officials, on the other hand, cited the following factors:
1) the complexity of the claim filing process (one village chief stated that
he had had to submit 30 pieces of paper on each individual claim); 2) the
cost involved in processing the, paperwork and the need to pay bribes to
expedite the process; and 3) the necessity for the village chief to certify
that the claim was valid. This certification was subject to review by
technical specialists. One village chief said "...how can-I tell for sure
what is due to herbicides and what isn't?"; implying that he ran the risk of
getting into trouble if he made a mistake. In view of this, he refused to
certify claims for the villagers.

* The major obstacle to successful operation of the compensation program

in Long Khanh, however, appears to have been the short distance at which senior
provincial officials and their American advisors believed that wind drift

damage could occur. While in Viet-Nam, we were unable to obtain any
official policy statements regarding the maximum distance at which
wind drift could be accepted as damaging crops. Staff members
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of the Ccnnittee on Effects of Herbicides in Viet-N (National Acade,

of Sciences) who have ixuired at the Department of Defense have been

told that no policy directives were issued on this matter. However,

" according to journalist Elizabeth Pond who xeprted on the circumstances

in 1969 ". . .the province chief of Long kfhanh informed his district

chiefs that anything over three kilometers from targeted defoliation

...--- sites cannot be caqpensated for . . . (Neilands-et-a .1972.--129),

As the province chief is unlikely to have selected the figure of three

kilometers arbitrarily, it sems likely that it was based upon U.S.

technical stat ernts aout the rax2xn distance at wLich drift could

occur. *

B. Herbicides as a Factor in Pooulation Movement

One of the most pronounced huran effects of the Viet-Nam war has

been the widespread dislocation of the rural population. Accurate

statistics are unavailable kIrt up to 6 million Vietnamese (over 30% of

the total population in 'the South) are estinated to have been in refugee

status at one time or other in the course of ti.: conflict. It is'shown

elsewhere in the report of this Ccrmittee (Economic Stress and Settle.nt

Patterns, W. L. Thaas; that a significant amount of population re-arrangment

*It should be poir.ed out that there is no other probable motive for the
province dief o have selected snch a low maximm range for permissible
claim.s. I he were corrqt, it woild have been to his advantage to use
the longest possible distance linit at which damage could occur thus

-__ _ .... -increasing -the number of-acceptable claims and-hence--the- amunt--of-funds-
passing though his hands. If he were not corrupt and was concerned about
doing a good job, he would still want to honor as many claims as he
appropriately could since a province chief's job is easier when the population

* he is a nistering is satisfied with the treatment given py the goverment.
Iore than 3,000 petitions, eacn presented jointly by several peasants,
were reportedly filed in 1967 in Kiem Tan district alone (Nielands, et al.
1972: 129). Since most of then uere rejected on the distance criterion,
the three kilo-ater rule did not contribute to achieving the objective of
avoiding dissatisfaction arcng claimants.
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is associated with herbicide spraying as evidenced in aerial photographic

documentation. It has been suggested that herbicides contributed to-the

developmnt of the refugee problem in three ways:

I) People became refugees to escape exposure to herbicides which

Swre --perceived as poisonous.

2) People became refugees because the destruction of crops and the

loss of livestock by herbicide spraying left them without means of

earning a livelihood.

3) People who became refugees for other reasons may have been or

will be unable to return to their hams after security is reestablished

because the residual effects of herbicide spraying on fields will

threaten economic stability.

7he aspect of this problem which is witbi the purview of behavioral

science is the extent to Vich people say that herbicides are the reason

for their relocation. Where in the hierarc1y of beliefs about what

caused a given family to move does the topic of herbicides appear?

In interviews conducted in mid-1972 in Long KMhanh and Kien Hoa

d provinces, only a few respondents cited herbicides as an explanation

for refugee movement although specific inquiries were made in this regard.

Poulation movement in Long X12&-Ah Province -s generally seen as due

either to insecurity or to deliberate regroupYent by the government.

A number of hamlet and village officials explicitly denied that herbicide

spraying had caused refugee movement. They pointed
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out that the people felt it was friatle-s to move away fran a sprayed

area since they believed that no matter where they went they would still

be exposed to herbicide spraying. Unlike more direct threats to security,

herbicide spraying was not viewed as sufficient incentive to cause people

to leave tbair hares for the uncertain future they would face as refugees.

-People were aware that it would be difficult for them to obtain land

or employment in new locations. Thus, they chose to stay in their old

villages in the hope that agricultural conditions would improve in the future.

In only one exceptional case was herbicide spraying defined as the

cause of significant po, ition mveaent in Long Khanh. In Bao Vinh-A

Hamlet, Xuan Loc Village, a number of outsiders from Dinh Quan District

and fran Kien Boa Province had cleared land and established new papaya

plantations in the early 1960's. The plantations were destroyed by

herbicides in 1966. After this, most of these pioneers gave up the land

development venture and returned to their native villages.

In Kien Hoa Province, the Chief of the Social Welfare Office (the

provincial office responsible for refugee relief) stated that most

people moved because of the fighting. lie said he had never beard of any

. people roving because of herbicide spraying. Officials in Phu Tuc and

An Khanh villages explicitly denied that any of the people in their

villages who had becane refugees had done so because of herbicides.---

The people of Phu Tuc fled because of bad security, National Liberation

Front propaganda, and Governrrt of Viet-Nam bombardments. Those of An

Khanh had to leave because of heavy National Liberation Front pressure

and 9-. -al fear of war and mortaring.
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Other Kien Hoa respondents corroborated the view t at insecure

conditions, especially the fear of bombing, artillery, and mortars, were

.. ... the dominant motivations for refugee movement. A few, 1owever, indicated

that some people had left their villages because of herticide -praying.

Two officials from Luong Quoi V-411age reported that aft r crops in Chau

-- - iHoa Village-were destroyed by spay in 1965, twenty fa lies-moved-to

Luong Quoi. In this case spraying appears to have been the last straw.

Insecurity, bombing, and Government of Viet-Nam appeals for people to

l leave Front controlled are s were-also-cited-as -tactors in their decision

J to 'move. About fifty percent of the people from Huu Di- Village were also

..said, by a village cadre, to have resettled in other are s after their

fruit gardens were sprayed, but later they returned.

This information from 1972 is congruent with data o the causes

of refugee movement from earlier periods. Population mo ement is one of the

most thoroughly studied aspects of the Viet-Nam war, and a large body of

systematically collected survey data exists on the opini.ns of refugees.

For example, in 1966 and 1997, two members ce. this behav oral science

group participated in surveys during which 3836 refugees were interviewed.

Of these, 1193 were in Phu1 Yen Province in Central Coast 1 Viet-Nam, 272 in

Dinh Tuong Province in the M1ekong Delta (Rambo et al. 1 67). 2157' were

in Quang Nam Province in Central Viet-Nam (Rambo 1969, A R.P.A. 1971)

and 214 were in Kien Giang Province in the Lower Mekong ita (Murfin 1969).

In none of these studies did herbicides form a large eno, gh category to

be listed separately among the causes given by the inter iewed refugees as

their personal reasons for leaving. In Phu Yen, for exa le, the most
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commonly cited reason was forced labor, and in Dinh Tuong it was the

death and destruction caused by aftillery and bombardment (Rambo et al.

1967: 44). In Quang Nam, the prominent cnuses were fear of RVN and U.S.

military activity and fear and/or dislike of the National Liberation Front

(Rambo 1969: 41). In Kien Giang the lack of security, bombing, artillery

-fire, taxes, conscription, and imprisonment were most noteworthy. (Murfin

1969: 39). In each of these surveys, mention was also made of other causes

such as ground military operations, lack of jobs, terror, etc. In some of

-. the places where security was poor or where bombing occurred. there was also -

undoubtedly use of herbicides. That spraying may have been an associated

factor in causiug movement is not dealt with in these studies, but the point

is that herbicides were not brought forward as the perceived cause for

resettlement.

In an effort to see if herbicides might have been mentioned in these

studies but then submerged in another category, the data were reviewed

again as part GZ this current !ffort:

1) Although chemical plant killers had already been used in Phu-Yen

by mid-1966, it appears that they were generally sprayed in areas of low

population density. This may have minimized the impact on the

villager's livelihoodsb One refugee,'from Song Long Village in Son Hoa

4 District, said that in 1968 crops had been 80% damaged by defoliants.

He did not, however, say that this was the factor that caused him to

move. One other refugee reported use of herbicides in a populated area.

Again he did not cite this as a reason why people hed decided to become

refugees. He stated that he "had heard that in Xa Hoai Xuan (probably
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a reference to Hoa Xuan Village in Hieu-Xuong District) the crops had

been killed by aircraft-delivered spray." (Rand AGR -58).*

2) Usagv of herbicides had not been particularly heavy in Dinh Tuong -

at the time of the study. The districts bordering the Plain of Reeds

(Dong Thap Muoi), from which many of the refugees came, had however, been

exposed to- spraying -- The- significant-poit-i--that none of-eDinh Tuong

refugees offered herbicides as a reason for migration.

3) None of the Quang Nam refugees mentioned herbicides as a contributi.Ig

factor.

4) In Kien Giang a few respondents mentioned herbicides. One such

refugee gave the following reasons for moving:

"Because in my old place, airplanes often came todrop bombs about my hamlet. Besides they scattered chemicalpowder to clear wood, which made my fruit trees in the gardenbare of leaves and rice plants dead. Staying there, I can't
do anything to earn my living."

This review suggests that the original coding of the refugee statements
accurately conveys the conclusion'/that herbicides were not perceived to be

a major cause of refugee movement.

We have now presented the data gathered in-1972 on this topic and

have reviewed the literature from 1966 and 1967. It would be desirable to

turn to a comparable body of information covering the years from 1968 to
1971 when sl.aying reached its peak. We searched the other documentation

on population movement such as the Kennedy Hearings (War Related Civilian

Problems in Indochina, 1971) and have been unable to find any references

* Rand Corporation, Studies of the National Liberation Front of Vietnam,
File No. AGR - 58 (Santa Monica, California: Rand Corporation, 1965)
pp. 27-28.
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to herbicides that could be used for systematic analysis.

Thus, on the basis of available data, we concluse that refugees

themselves do'not see herbicides as having been a major force by virtue

of their life-threatening quality as poison. Nor do they see herbicides

as having been the main deterrent to their being able to make a living

in the areas out of which they moved. And finally, none of the refugees

voiced fears about the residual effects of herbicides as preventing them

from returning to their homelands.

.This-is1 not to-say that herbicides were-without.-effect in regard'-

to refugeeism. In certain linited areas or in certain circumstances,

they may have been signally important. In the Binh Thuan refugee

settlement in Gia Dinh Province in 1966, refugees from War Zone D revealed

that some of the people had fled their home village of Thai Hung (Cong

Khanh District, Phuoc Thanh Province) because they were frightened by

the spraying of chemicals in the surrounding forest and some respondents

said they were woodcutters and could no longer gather bamboo in the

jungle because planes had sprayed a "powder" that killed the trees. It

seems very possible that the main category of people who have moved

because of herbicides and who may not be able to return are woodcutters

and loggers, although in the case of the latter group, it should be pointed

out that they_tend to bemigratory under normal conditions.

Early in-1972, for example, the Government imposed a ban on timber

cutting in Military Region III.- Some of the loggers left Xuan Loc in

Long Khanh at that time. When the forests are re-opened, it may be

'that these workers will not be able to return simply because the supply
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of cuttable timber will have been reduced due to defoliation.

Conclusian'

This section has concerned compensation and relocation as they

relate to herbicides. It has not been possible to estimate the percentage

of people who sought recompense nor the percentage of refugees who moved

because of defoliation. On the other hand, we can probablybe--confident -- .

that these actions were taken by a minority of the total Vietnamese

population. Reliable statistics do not exist for defining the population

at risk through exposure, much less categorizing the exposed population

in terms of what proportion chose one course of action over another.

Despite this inability to answer the question, "how many?", we have

drawn together information which makes the following points:

1) The experiences of individual Vietnamese regarding financial

reimbursement for losses due to herbicides were variable but on balance

they appear to have been more dissatisfying than satisfying. Some people

were undoubteily recompensed, but few indeed were compensated to a degree

that could te called recoupment.

2) Many Vietnamese have moved out of their homelands and have lived

as refugees. It does not appear, however, that they perceived herbicides

as a major cause of this dislocation.
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SECTION VII. HAZARDS TO HEALTH

The issue taken up in this chapter is: "What have been the effects

of herbicide spraying on the physical health of Vietnamese people?" The

data brought to bear came mainly from conversations with lay people, and

to some extent with medical professionals,_ and to a small degree from

hospital records.

It may be helpful to introduce this topic by posing two questions:

S i). Could a group of lay people who had survived a typhoid epidemic tell

us something useful about the symptoms and possible causes if typhoid fever

were still largely unknown to the medical community?

2) Could a group of lay people whose total population was growing

rapidly tell us something useful about the long-range implications of

overpopulation if it had not yet been determined that population growth

might threaten survival?

It seems to us that the answer to the first is "yes" and to the

second "no". The di fference is obviously related to time range and the

complexity of chain reactions. If herbicides have destroyed an ecological

balance, the effect of which will have repercussions on the livelihood and

well being in generations to come, talking to people about their immediate

experiences will not help us understand or measure that effect. As a parallel

it i8- unlikelf -that- a-Vie-tnames-e woman -giving birth to a child will realize

how this one birth might make life less possible or less healthy for her

great-great-grandchildren than if she were not to give birth in this instance.

Private individuals are apt to be unaware of long-range effects "CUil they are

told about them. This was true of most people to whom we spoke.
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The situation is very different with regard to short-range effects.

__ Thus, we formulated our research as if we were gathering data about a sus-

pected typhoid epidemic that occurred three or four years ago and about which

information was meager. We have asked if people got sick or died; what kind

of symptoms they had, what other kinds of unusual events they observed, what

they did about them, and what they think caused them.

This study was undertaken at a time when herbicides had already become

the subject of propaganda. Many people had heard that herbicides cause leprosy,

that they-make women give birth to deformnd fetuses which-lok -ike --eggs,- and

so forth. Thus one of our jobs was to find out what people judged to be facts

on the basis of their own experience and what they thought was rumor. Out of

this endeavor has tome a body of data, part of which has face value and part

heuristic value. It does not suggest that a plague resulted from herbicides.

On the other hand, it does point to recurrent patterns of symptoms which people

associate with herbicides. For the most part these symptoms were not perceived

as threatening to life. As one man said to.us, "In my experience the herbicides

did not cause perilous disease to people. It only makes them unwell."

Birth Anomalies

Of all the possible human effects of herbicides used'in Vietnam, ab-

normal births have received the most discussion in both scientific and jour-

nalistic acdt.heuz6 siility of such effects came into particular

prominence when dioxin was discovered in fish from SVN (Meselson and Baughman,

1973). In light of this, interviewing on the topic was conducted in both

provinces. Also, we attempted to procure documentary evidence of stillbirths

and miscarriages from l964 through 1972 so that it would be possible to present

a time series analysis of birth statistics in a manner similar to what was
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done with agri ultural production statistics in Chapter VII. The guiding

question was:- "Have stillbirths' and miscarriages increased in a time sequence

that might sug est influence from herbicide spraying?" We were unable to

locate pertine t documentation in Long Khanh. In Kien Hoa we discovered that

systematic rec rd keeping had been started in 1970 in an effort to draw

....... together birth data from the various public hospitals in the province. We

learned from t s source that there had been 473 stillbirths and 546

miscarriages 1970, and 728 stillbirths and 650 miscarriages in 1971.

-Figures such a these are unfortunately inadequate for answering the question

{ at hand. They refer to a very limited time span and they do not show the

total number o births that occurred during these years. Thus we have no

way of estimat ng whether the proportion of stillbirths and miscarriages

has remained t e same' over the years or has increased.

If there had been a marked increase in abnormal birth events, it

might be that eople would begin to notice it even without the benefit

of a recording system. From interviews in the two provinces we learned

that most peop e have heard that deformed babies and abortions may be

caused by herb cides. Only one interviewee, however, claimed direct

personal knowl dge of such events due to herbicides. This took place in

Phuong Tho Viliage, Dinh.Quan District, Long Xhanh Province. Eight women

were reported o have suffered stillbirths, and one died as a direct result
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of being sprayed. In the light of this incident the respondent felt that

extreme care must be taken to avoid herbicide exposure in the case of

pregnant women: "...women in the path of herbicide spray will definitely

suffer a stillbirth or some other tragedy."

In order to'establish the validity to this report, other residents

throughout the seven hamlets of Phuong Tho were interviewed. These included

farmers, merchants, and a civilian medic. No one else reported such a
N

series of events. The medic who had been in the village for nearly ten

years said that an epidemic of stillbirths could not have happened without

his knowledge and that he knew of no such occurrence. Still not satisfied,

we returned to Phuong Tho to conduct a second interview with the original

respondent who, this time, said that all the people involved had moved

away and he did not know where they were living now. Lacking any means

* for pursuing further evidence on these cases, we consider them uncorroborated

in this study.

With doctors, midwives, and rural health workers, we also held in-

depth discussions on the possible linkage between herbicide spraying and

the frequency of reproductive anomalies. These professional people did

not believe that herbicides cause such effects. For example, the Chief

Midwife at the Kien Hoa Hospital said that she had seen many stillbirths.

4.and miscarriages during-the period--when herbicides were used-.--She had--- - -

heard many rumors about herbicides but she felt that she herself could not

give an opinion because information was lacking on whether stillbirths

had increased or not. Further, she had never seen any unusual symptoms
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associated with stillbirths or miscarriages and she had never heard a

woman In question say that she thought it was caused by herbicides.

In talking about other effects of herbicides such as those on plants

and animals, people said in effect, "1 have observed this, this, and this,

and these events fit together in such a way to make me believe that herbicides

do this and this." As far as we were able to discover almost no one inferred

from what thesy had seen that herbicides cause women to miscarry or give

hto deformed organisms-On the other hand, apprehensions- have been -

raised through the publicity given this possible effect and few people

are willing to say that the rumor is false.

We, like the Vietnamese people with whom we held conversations, consider

the evidence as inconclusive. Neither the interview data nor the hospital

records can be taken as confirmation or refutation of the possibility

that herbicides have this effect. The birth anomalies issue is probably

.x' of the same order as long-range ecological changes, not because it takes

a long span of time for people to become aware of what has happened but

rather because it takes a very large number of obs rvations of normal

and abnormal births in conjunction with herbicide xperiences for a trend

to be discernible. The lay people and even the me Ical professionals

lack such a basis in their own firsthand experiencl for making generalizations

of this type.

Physical Symptoms

Unlike the paucity of opinion and evidence regarding birth anomalies,

there is a great deal of information about a variety of immediately painful
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and disagreeable symptoms which some people experienced in association

with herbicides. The most systematic data came from the Binh Hoa study

where every person was asked, "Have you ever been made ill by herbic1,?s?

If so, how?" Through analyzing the content of the narrative st,.sments

of the respondents, it became evident that the symptoms crair'. be roughly

but logically classified into five categories:

a.) Respiratory symptoms, such as colds, sniffles, cogh,

coughing blood, shortness of breath, difficulty in breathing,

sore throat, hotness in nose, and nose-bleeds.

b.) Central nervous system symptoms, such as headaches,

dizziness, and, in one instance, loss of consciousness.

c.) Gastrointestinal symptoms, such as diarrhea, nausea, and

stomach ache.

d.) Dernatic and ocular sy='toms, such as itching skin, rash,

scratchy skin, eye irritation, and conjunctivitis.

--e.) Generalized symptoms, such as pain, fever, soreness of body,

fatigue, shaking, perspiration, palpitations, numbness,

feeling sick, being nervous.

Forty-eight Binh Hoa subjects (i.e., 52% of the sample) indicated

that they had experienced one or more of these symptoms in conjunction --..........

with spraying. Generalized symptoms, and those of the respiratory and central

nervous systems were more commonly reported than symptomatology affiliated

with the gastrointestinal, dermatic, and ocular systems, as seen in Table I.

Because most subjects had more than one symptom the figures add up to

more than 100% in this tabulation.
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Table I

Symptoms Experienced by 48 Binh Hoa Subjects Reporting Illness in association
With Herbicides

Generalized symptoms 71%

, Respiratory symptoms 662

Central nervous system
symptoms 58%

Gastrointestinal symptoms 12Z

Dermatic and ocular
symptoms 122

Qualitative interviews with selected people in Kien I1oa and Long

Khanh were another source of data about symptoms. In this part of the

study the questions we asked were not directed to the respondent's personal

experience but to his or her understanding of the situation in general.

The five symptom categories which had emerged from the Binh Hoa study

included all the symptoms we heard from the general observers. Among

these people it again appeared that the respiratory and central nervous

systems es well as generalized aches and pains were more often involved

than the eyes, the skin, or the gastrointestinal tract although all were

mentioned. Thus in both the systematic and qualitative studies from three

provinces a collection of symptoms was described as following upon herbicide

posure. The symptoms involve coughing, sneezing, having a headache,

feeling dizzy, being tired, feeling full of aches and pains and somewhat

less frequently nausea, diarrhea, skin sores and itchy, watery eyes.

The evidence from experimental studies with animals and from a

few investigations with people known to have been exposed in production
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factories suggests that the symptoms described to us are, indeed, possible

concommitants of exposure. (Report of the Committee on Herbicide Effects,

Section II - C). There are, however, a number of questions to be

raised. One has to do with the fact that the recollection of symptoms

and reported observation of symptoms by lay people is not as reliable

a measure as the results of direct on-the-spot examination by a physician

or other qualified professional.

Although our field team did not include a medical doctor, we kept

our eyes open-for opportunity to make direct observations ourselves.

Although we saw and talked specifically about herbicides to approximately

300 people in the course of this study, there was no indication that

any of them was, at the time, suffering from symptoms or experiencing

a disease attributable to herbicides. We did not deliberately seek out

people whose exposure was so intense that possible long term sequelae

should be investigated. Such research would be highly useful. The

fact we did not observe either acute or chronic symptomatology needs to

be understood in terms of the work being done two years after the termination

of herbicide spraying and of its applying to a general cross-section of

the polmlation.

In view of this limitation, our discussions with doctors and nurses

was an attempt to reconstruct, their experiences at the time herbicide

spraying occurred. In Kien Hoa, for example, one physician recalled

that in 1968 or 1969 he saw two patients who complained of excessive
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perspiration, palpitations, and fatigue the day after having been exposed

through spraying operations. Another doctor remembered four patiente

who c&me into the hospitil about a week after spraying. According to

report, their skin had been irritated as a result of herbicides and

due to scratching had become swollen-and weepy. Another reported

that patients had been sent into the hospital with diarrhea which they

claimed had resulted from herbicides. Another physician who had been

in the city of Hue before his present assignment said that some patients

complained of their eyes having been hurt by herbicides. Another while

serving at Pm Quoc Island had heard the same complaint, especially from

soldiers. None of these physicians thought they had enough information

to determine that herbicides had been the cause. They said that they

lacked scientific information on what to look for, and they lacked proof

of herbicide exposure. Further, there was nothing unusual about the skin

irritation or the diarrhea episode, and the patients responded well to

ordinary treatment for skin and gastrointestinal disturbances.

An immediately evident feature of the symptoms reported by lay

people and medical professionals is that they vary in the degree to which

they can be observed and measured. A physician would have been able to

take a thermometer reading for the presence of fever, examine eyes, nose,

and throat, and inspect the appearance of the skin. He would, however,

have needed to rely on what the person said about fatigue, headaches,

and soreness, for example. Thus, when we report that a person said he

had such and such a symptom following exposure to herbicides, we have
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part but not all of what a physician would desire in order to be convinced

that the symptoms were present. The ex post facto self-report of symptoms

is a statement of belief that the symptoms existed. Such belief statements

about feelings, pains, discomforts, under the best of clinical circumstances,

__ cannot be proved-o-disproved -and-yet--are regularly accepted in medical

practice as extremely valuable pieces of evidence.

Our conclusion from interviewing doctors is that, like

ourselves, they do nzt have proof and they had to.rely on what- people V
told them almost as much as e. The interesting point is that they werl F

hearing virtually the same message we got--the eyes, the skin, the stomach,

and the respiratory and central nervous systems are potentially implicated--

but they were hearing it closer in time to alledged exposure than was

possible in our study.

Another feature of the list of herbicide-related symptoms reported

to us is that they are found in many patterns of illness, from tiic comnon

- cold to tuberculosis. 11o one told us about a symptom new to medical knowledge.

In point of fact one hamlet chief in Long Khanh said specifically, "It

' seems the people we not affected with any new disease from the use of I

herbicides." There_ as no mention of a systematic sequence 
of symptoms

which in any way apl oximated the origin and course of symptomatology

in some diseases suc as chicken pox or measles. Thus, it seems that

if there are herbicide-specific symptoms or if there is a specific disease

caused by herbicides, it lacks the clarity of patterning necessarr to be

observed or described as something new and different.
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The information presented thus far indicates several patterns of

symptomatic response said to appear when people are exposed to he-rbicides.

The next questions of interest are such as these: "How many people were

afflicted? Are there any differences in symptom response according to

. different kinds or places of &xposure or according to differ-nt biological

and social characteristics of the people? How long do the symptoms last?

Do people die be,.auae of them? Wha did people do to relieve them?

.. -The issue of how many people were afflicted-is-of course of paramount

importance. It would be misleading if we were to imply at this point

that we have an answer. We do not. In the first place there is no definite

information on how many people were exposed, at what distances, and through

what means. Next it seems probable from what we know generally about

diseases that there is not a one-to-one relationship between exposure

and symptom response. In Binh Hoa where we can be confident

that much of the population was exposed from aerial spraying,. 48% of the

sample members said they had never been made personally ill by herbicides.

Some of them may have been in the fields while others were within doors,

and these factors can be expected to make a difference. Some of them

may simply have been more resistant than others

Further, it may be that physical health is in no way changed or

threatened by exposure and that what we have described thus far are the

imaginings of people colored by propaganda. In both Kien Hoa and

-------- Long Khanh where we asked for generalizations about health, some people

said explicitly that as far as they know human beings are not affected.

A Long Khanh village chief said he knew "a stream that was actually sprayed
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upon and that soldiers on operations drink from it but they do not become

sick." Several people said they had seen soldiers demonstrate that herbicides

are harless by walking in front of a Jet of herbicide spray or eating

bread that had been sprayed. Nothing apparently happened to the soldiers

- under these circumstances.--An-officer in the Information Service said-that-

he himself had eaten such bread: 'My tongue became numb but even now I do

not see that anything has happened to my health." In assessing such con-

tradictory evidence it needs to be born in mind that propaganda could have ...........

influenced both the report of symptoms and the denial of symptoms. To

the extent that the data gathered in this study can be used in resolving this

conflict, we believe the weight of evidence falls on the side that herbicides

were associated with symptoms rather than that they were not. This comes

not only from the Binh Hoa group but also from the fact that denial of ill

effect played a much smaller role in the interviews conducted than did

reports of coughing, headaches, nausea, etc. Although we cannot say in

quantitative terms how many people were thus afflicted, it appears that

there were indeed some, perhaps many.

How long did the symptoms last and how severe were they? For the

most part people reported that the symptoms lasted from a few days to

a month. Children were not only thought to have more severe symptoms

than adults but also to be sick for longer periods of time. This was

true also of old people and weak people. As a priest in Long Khanh

put it,: "People got fever from herbicides but recovered within a few days,
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but I know of one case that was longer. A man and his small son were

working in the rice field when the wind blew the chemical to where they

were working. The boy put a piece of cloth over his nose and face and

suffered no consequences. The father did nothing and he became so dizzy

he had to be led home. He had a nose bleed at that time, and it came

back off and on for a month."

For the most part people did not think that death was caused by

herbicides. The man mentioned earlier, who gave information on women

having miscarriages due to herbicides, said that women and children suffered

the most and indicated that in his hamlet several children had couaghs

* and bloody noses, were taken to the hospital, "but still many died."

* This is the only report of actual death we received, and we were unable

to corroborate it. One or two others said they believed people would

die if sprayed directly but they did not report this having occurred.

Thus on balance this study suggests that people got sick but did not die.

. . This is different from the results of a similar study of Montagnards

where people did report that actual numbers of children died as a result

of herbicides (Report. of the Committee on the Effects of Herbicides in

Vietnam, Section VII - B 3).

-... It'would be valuable if it were possible to analyze the symptom information

in terms of the chemical agent applied. It is not feasible to go beyond

the point that proportionately more of Agent Orange was sprayed in Kien

Hoa than Long Khanh although considerably more gallons of herbicides were

sprayed in Long Khanh, especially in the forested areas. Despite this

there did not appear to be qualitatively different symptom response
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patterns in the two provinces. In the two provinces both direct

exposure and drift were seen as noxious. In both the respiratory

and central nervous systems were more often affected than the

gastroincestinal tract, the skin, and the eyes. In view of the

provincial differences in spraying patterns, it is interesting to

note that the Long Khanh informants singled out loggers who work

in the forest as a particular group to talk about regarding special

vulnerability to herbicide experiences. Further the syrptome

. . . reported for them were the rarer types; itchy kin, nausea and

diarrhea. We interviewed one logger who said that he had been di-

rectly under a spray. The result was that "I was sick for three

days with running ,nose and nausea."

In Kien Hoa spraying had been concentrated in mangroves 'and on

waterways, but it also included spray runs over villages that were

or had been under NLF control. An aspect of the interview material

from the Delta is that it includes descriptions of the results of

eating and touching contaminated fruits and leaves. The reports

indicated that people mainly experienced stomach aches, diarrhea,

and skin disturbances from ingestion. For example, the village chief

of an NLF area said that during the spray period people stopped
eating sweat -potatoes and manoic because- they--could see the-changes

caused by herbicides, but people went on eating betel leaves thinking

this would be safe because the leaves are, only chewed and not swallowed.

"After chewing their lips becok_ swollen but a few days later they

regained their original eize." Unlike the more usual implication of

skin and stomach, oni man said that he himself had eaten a deformed

banana and he felt dizzy and fainted. Another man, coneunting n fish
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rather than fruits and vegetables, said that he had picked up dead fish

floating in the stream after the spraying. "I ate them and nothig

happened to me at all."

Thus insofar as these data throw light an the question of

variation in response, the most consistent comment was that childrn

-~~ are more vulnerable/ tan othere, * d next that forest workers and

people who eat or touch sprayed fruits, vegetables and leaves are

specially at risk.

What do people do about tha kinds of symptoms reported in these

interviews? Clearly, one route was to go to dispensaries and hospitals

to seek aid from the mdical profession. Another route was to use

local treatments, presumably on a trial and error basis. Thus we learned

* . that people who found their eyes and skin stinging and sore from

herbicides got relief from washing with beer or lemon juice. Drinking

beer or eating pumpkin were also said to be useful in controlling and

terminating symptoms.

SIINMARY

This chapter has dealt with a topic - hazards to human health -

about which it is difficult to gain satisfying knowledge. Direct exper-

imntal spraying of humans with a chemical of unknown effects is ob-

viously not an ethical route to pursue.- Thus much of what is known -.

derives from-animal studies where generalization to humans is useful,

but clearly falls short of providing satisfactory answers. Also there

are experiments of happenstance such as investigations in factories

which produce herbicides or among people who are regularly involved in

dispensing herbicides in agricultural settings. In the history of science
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the type of information from these latter sources more often leads to

the formulation of now questions than to definite answers.

In view of these difficulties, the circumstances which led to

this report on human health appears to be unique and valuable as an, op-

portunity for learning.. We believe that the spraying of herbicides

-. .In the Vietnam war was initiated on the assumption that the chemicals

are not harmful to humans and that, as a further precaution, attempt was

made to avoid human settlements in planning the sites for deposition.

Nevertheless a great quantity of herbicides'was sprayed and a portion

descended on or near human habitations.

This chapter gives information from people who were there. As in-

individuals they had different vantage points from which to describe

their experiences. Some had first hand experience; some had second

hand. A main conclusion is that the reports tiiey gave are not irres-

ponsible talk. By every means we have been able to assess the value

of what people said to us we have concluded that the information is

exceedjigly sensible and deserves to be heard with attention.

The large majority of Lowland Vietnamese people do not think

that herbicides cause human fatality. The leaves die but the humans

do not. Whether a greater number of babies were born dead or

deformed is a question people do not believe they can answer. Herbicides

are not, however, generally perceived as harmless. A great deal-of

information came to our attention indicating that people are made

sick by contact with herbicides and that the symptomatology experienced

is not random but rather has pattern. Nobody said he was paralyzed

by herbicides or that he developed a urinary disorder as a consequence

of being sprayed. Many people, however, spoke of headaches, dizziness,

coughIng, shortness of breath, and other symptoms indicating at least
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temporary malfunction of the central nervous system and the respiratory--
systemWe also heard reports of stomach aches and skin irritation.

Further it appears that a gradient from minimal to severe resopen"e
was observed so that it Is appropriate to say that som people had a

_______ __________ mld aseandsome had a bad case of whatever this illness Is. - he
c~kariy with which this'pattern of illness or ilnesses was f ormulated
by many people makes us believe that herbicides are =oxous to humans

Inese specific short-term regards. The pcs a Lble long- range effects
from dioxin rezain-a question in our minds adin the minds of the

Vietnamese people to whom we spoke.
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SECTION VIII. PSYCHOLOGIJAL RESPONSES TO STRESS

I. Introduction

The theme of this chapter is the individual iVietnamese person -as a----
wholc complex human being. The totality of a person is the interplay

of the biological organism with the social and psychological phenomenon

called personality. In the previous chapter attention was given to the
effect of herbicides on the physical health of individual Vietnamese.
In this we take up the question "What has been the effect upon his psycho-

logical well-being?"

Here and in the sections following we will often refer to emotions.

This sets off the remainder as being somewhat different from what has

come before where opinions and beliefs have been the focus. Up to this
point, we have given a picture of people that is largely cognitive; that
is, how they perceive the influence of herbicides in the events of the

-A-

real world around them. Now we move closer to "what it feels like" to
be a Vietnamese person in this situation.

* A useful paradigm for understanding the relationship of external
events to the psychological "inner workings" of an individual person is

.... - . -the stress-strain model used by engineers. To an engineer, stress is that
external force which a structure must withstand. Strain is the deformation

or change within itself which may be produced by the stress. Thus, if one
visualizes a cable, a longitudinal pull upon it-is considered a stress

while the lengthening of the cable in the direction of the pull is strain.

Psychological strain is a type of effect which may result from
stresses that threaten human survival and well-being. By psychological
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strain, we mean patterns of emotional and cognitive DMctioning which inriicat':

msffering and often are maladaptive. Strain sometime:; be.comei a long-

lasting pattern of anxiety, depression, apathy, anger, or other disturbance

which severely impairs the functioning of an individual. We believe that

the spraying of herbicides through destruction of crops and assault on the

ui ~ ~ ~.Physical viability of animals and humans consti tut~e~l a--te:-o-oc..

Vietnamese people. This chapter is a report of effort to measure the stress

of herbicide exposure and to determine if psychological strain is associated

with it. For purposes of clarity, we will consistntly us- the term strres. .

for experienced events and strain for the psychological response.

Numbers of studies have shown a positive relationship between social

stress and psychologial strain (Langner and Michael, 1963; Scotch and

Levine (eds.) 197; Leighton, A., 1959; Hughes, et al., 1960; Leighton,

D. C., et al., 1963; Levi (ed.) 1971; B.,sowitz, et al., 1955; Grosser,

et al., (eds.), 1964; Murphy and Leighton, (eds.), 1965; Dohrenwend and

Dohrenwend, 1969). Typical events which have'been investigated in this

regard are economic deprivation, crowding, family break-up, urbanization,

and relocation. Most of the systematic research on this topic has been

conducted in the years following World War II. A considerable amount of

this has now been done with representative samples of populations at

large. A beginning has thus been made to go beyond mental hospital

admission rates as evidence of psychological strain and beyond laboratory

studies such as those which have investigated the stress of sleep

deprivation, isolation, etc.

Several studies of stress have been carried out on military personnel,

(Bourne, 1970; Grinker and Spiegel, 1945) but there have been few opportuni-

ties to study adequately the effect of war on psychological reactions of
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civilians. In undertaking such a task in SVN for the purpose of assessing

the effects of herbicide spraying, a prime consideration was that the use of

herbicides did not occur in isolation from other war activities. The war

* created many extremely stressful situations and it has been necessary to

_consider e variety of other kinds of war events in order-to understand the

effect of herbicides.

It was our original intention to study psychological reactions,. as

well as other human effects, in four types of communities as outlined in

this fourfold table:

Exposed to Not Exposed
Herbicide to Herbicide

High
War A B
Exposure

LowWar I C D

:xpsure.

This design could not be implemented due to war conditions and

the deterioration of security at the time of our study. During field

work, it did become possible, however, to conduct one intensive community

study utilizing many of, the plans and methods which had been prepared for

the full study. This took place in the village of Binh Hoa in Binh Duong

Province. The village was known to us through an earlier study (Advanced

Research Projects Agency, 1969) and was selected at this time because

it illustrates Cell A above.

Binh Hoa is inhabited mainly by refugees from the iron Triangle area

in "Zone D" who were resettled as part of a U.S. Military operation (Cedar
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Falls) .n 1967. The native hamlets of the Binh Hoa refugees had bean

a NLF stronghold and were subjected to heavy military activity including

the use of htrbicif.is prior to their being evacuated and destroyed (Schell,

1967). The 2ack of lientical investigation in control communities. (Cells

B, C, a i r" impo .e ,bvious limitations on the generalizations to be

drawn. Hc.avar, it ".s possible to give context to the Binh Hoa study

by referenc- to tw, other data banks.

One of ".ese sxouArces concerns community research carried out in An

Xuyen Province (Ivlb, and Jamieson, 1970) and involved two villages, one

controlled by the NLF and the other by the RVN. Some of the methods used

for assessing war stress in Binh Hoa had also been used in the An Xuyen

villages. Neither of them had been subjected to herbicide spraying and

their exposure to other war activities was low in comparison to many other

parts of Vietnam. Thus, they illustrate Cell D and allow us to make some

assessment of how Binh Hoa compares to other Vietnamese communities.

The other source of information are studies of psychological strain

which employ the same techniques used in Binh Foa but iVhich were conaracted

in a variety of other countries (Harvard Programi in Social Psychiatry,

Leighton and associates). None of them involved populations undergoing

war or herbicide spraying, but reference to them makes it possible to see

how Binh Hoa relates to some other areas around the world.

The rest of this chapter is divided into three parts. The first

describes the methods used and presents our scientific approach; the second

compares Binh Hoa with the other communities mentioned above; and the

last is concerned with differences in stress and strain among the Binh

Hoa people themselves.
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Ti. Methods

The goal of our study was to determi e what kinds of war and herbicide

experiences people had sustained and to re ate these to measures of

psychological functioning. An ideal plan of data gathering would have

included extensive observation, interviewi g, and psychological testing

by an interdisciplinary team of profession ls. A significant part of the

ideal would haVe included the use of quest onnaire surveys. In view of

'field limitalion ude-war-conditions, st uctured questionnaires administered

verbally by Itnamese interviewers formed the chief means of collecting

information. Pour"-questionnaires were empioyed: a modified fo rm of the

Self-Anchoring Scale (SAS), the Health Opinion Survey (HOS), a Social,

flernographic and Attitude Questionnaire (SD ), and a short version of a

questionnaire utilized in the study of her icides conducted by the

American Association for the Advancement of Science in 1969 (Meselson,

et al., _.972). These will be described in ividually below.

Questionnaire surveys of this type have the advantage that a sample

of people representing a population of interest are asked directly to

tell their ehperiences, feelings, and opinions about certain topics.

They have the further advantage that each sample member is asked exactly

the same questions phrased in exactly the same way so, that comparison

anong respondents is possible.

Such a survey is undertaken with the Knowledge that certain kinds of

distortions occur and need to be understood and where possible accounted

for or controlled. A well-known distortion is that respondents tend to

give answers which they think the ii wiewer wants to hear. Another

is that they give responses which they thinl may bring subsequent benefits.
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It is possible to use num,.rous technical safeguards in questionnaire con-

struction, research design, and interviewer training. These safeguards

were observed as much as possible and will be discuzsed where apposite.

The Self-Anchoring Scale (SAS) was developed by F.P. Klpatrick and

Hadley Cantril (Kilpatrick and Cantril, 1960). It opens with a request

for a description of the respondent's hopes and wishes for his own personal

life; this is followed by a request for his fears and worries. The

-responses give the subject's attitudez and opinions about the best possible

circumstances and the worst possible circumstances that could happen to

him. These comments provide anchors for subsequent ratings.

A picture of a ten rung ladder is then presented and the respondent

is told that the top of the ladder represents what has been defined as

the best possible circumstances and the bottom of the ladder is the

worst. He is tnen asked to rate his own personal situation on the

"ladder of life," first as it was five years ago, as it is now, and then

as he anticipates it will be five years in the future.*

In human research conducted by Westerners in foreign countries, it is

customary to raise the issue of cultural relativity. The question is whether

a certain measure or questionnaire is or is not meaningful to each specific

cultural group studied. Do the questions have the same meaning from group

to group? If not, comparison is unjustified. Although it is not claimed

that the ten rung ladder image is an absolute standard against which

different groups can be compared, it is generally thought to be a useful

* In the standard SAS format, the ladder is u ad not only for rating
the subject's personal life situation but alsu for his view of the
national scene. We used both. However, the national data proved to
have little relevance for the measures of concern here and, thus,
are not reported.
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solution to the cultural relativity problem. It employs a visual

stimulus (not requiring translation into different languages) which is

then made relevant to a specific individual or situation by virtue of

the fact that it is "anchored" to the respondent's own definition of

what the top and the bottom of the ladder mean.

The SAS appears tL be appropriate for use in Vietnam since ladders

are familiar to Vietnamese people, as are also the numbers for counting

from 1 to 10. The hierarchical organization of Vietnamese social

structure would also incline people to understand the meaning of "top"
and "bottom" (Hickey, 964). In addition, the SAS'had already been

translated into Vietnamese and used in studies of refugees (Murfin, 1969;

Rambo, 1969; Rambo, et al., 1967) and of villagers (Rambo and Jamieson, 1970;

Popkin, 1972).:

In sflecting the SAS, we were aware that it did not relate to herbi-'I

cides directly. We introduced an additional ladder-rating question which
proved to be a useful avenue for exploring this area. The introduction

to the new question is worded: "Think of your family's present living

conditions and economic situation, which rung do you think your family

is on now?" When asked for clarification, the interviewers emphasized
.-

od-to-- -tefm- cler h

that confmie-conLdeaaeaa-n.hr ratfonao--

for this question was that it encourages the respondent to think aboit an

area of life, economic condition, where herbicides might have had more

relevant impact than on personal life generally. Most of the people at

Binh Hoa had been farmers, or fimily members of farmers, before relocation.

it seemed reasonable, therefore, to anticipate that the herbicide experiences

of the 1967 era during the Cedar Falls operations might have affected their
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economic circumstances. It also seemed reasonable to expect that ir'a
respondent volunteered a herbicide explanation for his economic situation

this would reflect both a more valid and a 1,ore salient picture of the
effect than would questions which ask the respondent to think first about
herbicides and then say whether -or not they had affected his economic
picture. The latter case, it can be suggested, would incline the subject

to overstat&ethe effects.

The Hlealth Opinon Surey (Hos) was developed- in the Stirling County
Study, an investigation of psychiatric epidemiology in rural communities

(Macmillan 1957; Leighton, D., et 4l., .963). It bears resemblance to a

number of other instruments designed to assess psychological stra:_i in
untreated populations. One of the firi.t such questionnaires was the U.S.
Army' s Neuropsychiatric Screening Adji-net (Stouffer, et al., 1950). Other
questionnaires which have been constructed for similar purposes include the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (Dahlstrom and Welsh, 1960),.
the Cornell Medical Index (Brodman, 2t al., 1952; Arnrhoff, et al,, 1956),
the Eysenk Personality Inventory (Eysenk and Eysenki, 1965 and 1967) and

the 22 Item Scale (Langner. 1962).

The HOS consists of questions about psychological states (such as
feeling that life is not worthwhiLi or being unsure of one's nelf) and

questions about psychopbysiuclgical sensations which are often concomitants
of psychological malfunction (such as having one's hands tr'emble or
experiencing spells of dizziness). These feelings and sensations are
queriedin terms of whether the person is bothered by them; and the
questions are formulated so that the respondent is asked to think about
his whole life and not simply the situation of .o. given moment. An
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illustrative question is "Have you ever been bothered by your heart

beating very hard? Would you say often? Sometimes? or Never?"* J

All items are of this trichotomouts forced-choice type which increases i

the sensitivity of the instrument over and above what would be the case

if the respondent could answer only "yes" or "no". A scoring system is:

applied which rates a never response as 1, sometimes as 2, and often as

3. The range of possible scores- is from 18 to 54 since the version used

in this analysis consists of 18 questions.

The value of such scores depends on whether or not they differentiate

a population into those who exhibit psychological strain and those who do

not. The original questions for the HOS were chosen because they maximally

discriminated between a criterion groui of hospitalized and outpatient

subjects who had been diagnosed as psychoneurotic and a criterion group of

healthy, well-adjusted asymptomatic individuals living in Canadian communities.

The validity of the HOS as measured through comparison of emotionally

disturbed patients and community residents-was explored more recently by two

independent groun1s of researchers (Spiro, Siassi, and Crocetti, 1971 in

Maryland, and Tousignant, Denis, and LaChapelle, 1973 in Quebec). In

*Others are: Do your hands ever tremble enough to bother you? OFTEN/

SOMETIMES/NEVER. Feet sweat so that they feel damp and clammy? Arms or
. . ..... legs go to sleep rather easily? Troubled by ordinary headaches?--Feel in

good spirits? Have spells of dizziness? Feel that your hair is on end?

Feel weak all over? Feel that some people are trying to 'pick quarrels?
Wonder if anything is worthwhile? Look forward to meeting new people?

Feel somewhat apart even among friends? Feel healthy enough to carry out
the things you want to do? Have periods of such great restlessness that

you cannot sit long in a chair? Memory seem to be alright? Have trouble
making up your mind? Usually sure of yourself?
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both studies the scores of the patients were significantly higher than those

of the community members, although the Baltimore group based this finding

on a smaller number of questions being asked than the 18 utilized in this

study. In the Quebec study and the Stirling County Study, the community

residents had a mean score of approximately 25 on an 18 item Version of

the HOS and the psychiatric patients had a mean of about 35, and it

appeared that an appropriate cutting point for distinguishing between

people who are probably showing strain and those who are not is 29.5*

It should be emphasized that the HOS is a screening :instrument for

surveying large numbers of untreated and undiagnosed people-. The determina-

tion of a cutting point for the scores produced by' such an instrument means

that there is good probability that a person with a score higher than 29.5

*-The Stirling County Study, located in Maritime Canada, was begun in 1952 by
Leighton and associates. The University of Sherbrook investigation of a Quebec
population was conducted by Tousignant, Denis, and LaChapelle in 1970-71.
Stirling patients (n=93) had a mean score of 35.9 and Stirling community resi-
dents (n=1003) had a mean of 25.8. The Sherbrook patients (P-88) had a mean
H0S of 35.0 and the Sherbrook community sample (n=Il58) had a score of 26.1.
Although the scores are bised on responses to 18 questions in each study, they
are not an absolutely identical set, nor are they identical to the 18 used in
Vietnam. There is a large area of overlap but the congruence is not perfect.
The use of these figures as a point of reference ib justified by virtue of the
fact that there are very high correlations between the scores of slightly
different selections of questions (Murphy, 1973; Inkeles and Smith, 1970; and
Spiro, et al., 1971). The scores are not presented here to offer' direct com-
parison with the Binh Hoa results which will be shown on later pages, but rather
to give "bench marks" for the difference between patients and typical

- ------ --- -populations in North-America. . .. ... . .

With the exception of this one point, the HOS results to be presented in this
chapter refer to identical sets of items. In the tables on pages 21 and 22,
HOS results are given for a Canadian sample which is different from the two
mentioned above. It comes from the Stirling County Study, but involves a new
representative sample which was selected and investigated in 1969.
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*- would be found on subsequent clinical examination to be suffering psycho-

logical strain. This does not mean that the HOS will perfectly identify

* suc.h people. There are always a certain number of people who genuinely suffer

strain but who respond to the questionnaire as if they did no4 . They are

- aledfase iv~es There are a so a cert i Ier o f/enuiffe l1

people who respond to the questionnaire as if they were ill, and they are

called false positives. A goal in designing and testing the validity of a

* measure such as the HOS is to improve the instrument until it produces very

few false negatives and false positives.

In the Stirling and Quebec studies the percentage of false negatives

runs from 8% to 19% (i.e., 8% to l9 cf the patients scored below the

cutting point). This could be taken to indicate that the use of the HOS

in a population at large will tend to underestimate the actual number of

- emotionally disturbed people. Another possible explanation relates to the

fact that the HOS does not detect schizophrenia, retardation, epilespy, and

senility, for example, and it is possible that the patient groups included

some people who suffered from these disorders in addition to the psycho-

neurotic forms of illness for which they were mainly selected. Thus, on the

whole, the HOS appears to identify most people who suffer psychological

strain although it may miss a few.

To explore the problem of false positives, a different approach is

needed. In studying a population at large, those people who score above

the cutting point are not necessa 'ly false positi-es. They may be exhibiting

psychological strain which has not yet been detected or diagnosed, and which

$may never cause them to enter the patient role. To locate such people is

obviously the main purpose of a screening device such as the HOS. A
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pertinent investigation on this point was carried out within the Stirling

Study where a sub-sample of 64 community members surveyed by the HOS were

subsequently interviewed at length by a clinical psychiatrist. This was a

"blind" test, meaning that the psychiatrist did not know in advance who were

high scorers and who were low scorers. -There was a high correspondence

between the psychiatrist's evaluation of the person-and the HOS scores

(Macmillan, 1957). Thirteen individuals of this sample scored above the

cutting point. Ten were evaluated by the psychiatrist as definitely showing

psychological strain, mainly of a psychoneurotic type; two were evaluated as

essentially well but with .slight features of strain, and one assessed as

normal and well. The preponderance of high scores were thus found not to

be false positives and an important feature of this exercise was that toward

the ends of the score range there was especially impressive congruence

between the HOS results and the psychiatrist. The higher the score the less

likely that a false positive will appear. Thus, in regard to the question

of false positives the HOS also appears to do what it is intended to do.

Although this evidence may offer satisfaction about the usefulness of

the HOS in Western cultures, it does not touch the problem of cultural

relativity. It may seem acceptable that frequent palpitations, lot spirits,

restlessness, etc., be considered indicative of psychological strain in the

United States and other Western groups, but do they have the same meaning

elsewhere? One attempt to deal with this question was carried out among

a group of Alaskan Eskimos (Murphy and Hughes, 1965). It was discovered that

the questions could easily be translated into Eskimo and that the sensations

and feelings queried were all recognized by Eskimos as physical and psychological.

events which happen to Eskimos. This study further suggested that high scores

are related to personality malfunctioning as identified by other Eskimos.
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Subsequently, the HOS was used in a psychiatric epidemiologic study of

. .. . .Yoruba people in Nigeria (Leighton et al.,-1963). This-offered greater ...

opportunity for investigating validity because the questionnaire was ad-

* ministered to a group of patients in a local mental hospital. These patients

eonstitute-a--criterion- group-o-f-opeople--who-had -been- identified from within--

* - their own culture as having mental'and emotional problems. The patient sample

(n=k44) had a mean HOS of 27.3, while a representative group of Yorubas (n=245)

-_ from rural villages had a score of_22.8.*__Although the Yoruba- rates are lower

than the Canadian figures and the difference between the patients and the

ccmmunity populaticn is not as great as in the Western examples, the HOS seems

to work almost as well in differentiating the mentally ill froni a typical sample
of Yorubas in Nigeria as it did in the Western groups.

In Vietnam is was not possible, due to time limitations, to test the

validity and cultural appropriateness of the HOS by an investigation of

hospitalized patients. But, insofar as judgment can be based on the

validation studies described here, we can say that there is a good probability

that high scorers among the Vietnamese, as amcng other populations, are

showing psychol Tcal strain. _

The Social lDemographic and Attitude Questionnaire (SDA) was designed

for the Dinh Hoa study and is similar to a 4uestionnaire employed in the

An Xuyen village This instrument elicits information on the respondents'

-- family members, the structure of the household where he lives, experiences

*Thi s difference is significant at tlz ."11 level. If a score of 25 is taken
as a cutting point, 77% of Lhc cmmunity members score 25 or below and 70%

f of the patients score above There are a somewhat larger percentage of false
I negatives than in the North American studies, and thus the population estimates

in Nigeria may err on the side of missing people who have psychological strain.
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in connection with war and relocab~wn, and various other items on life

experiences

The Herbicide Questionnaire elicited reports on the effects of herbicide

application on a variety of crops and livestock Many of ti. responses

to this questionnaire have Plready been reported. They appear in the

chapter on Plants and Animals. One question offers evidence about personal

experiences with herbicides. It was "Have you ever been made ill by herbi-

cides?" The responses to this were used in the chapter on Health Hazards

and are incorporated in the analysis here.

The sample of people who were asked to respond to therr four question-

na~res was identified as an outgrowth of our earlier st.4 ii 'nh Hoa. That

investigation had been conducted shortly after the people we- - -ttled at

Bihn Hoa in 1967 and within a few weeks of their evacuation froa t;be

Iron Triangle. This group consisted of 120 households, and the heal of

each household had been interviewed. When we made contact again in 1972,

we found that'102 of the houses were occupied by the same families as

before. It was our goal to reinterview the head of the house in these 102

families for the herbicide study reported here. When the household head

had died or could not be contacted within a reasonable amount of time, another

aduLilt in that family was interviewed instead.

--- r~lntdiidjctth~e 1972 _survey in ti:o independent units of time.

D ring the first unit the Self-Anchoring Scale, the Health Opinion Survey, and

the Social, Demographic and Attitude Questionnaires were administered to the

102 sample members. Four weeks later the interviewers returned to Binh Hoa

and conducted the Hebicide Questionnaire survey. Staging the survey in this

way i an important point in our research strk-tegy. It meant that no one knew
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at the time of responding to the first questionnaires that we were Lnterested

in the effects of herbicides. The interviewers never mentioned the word

and no items in the questionnaires used it. It is very unlikely, therefore,

that the responses to the first questionnaires were distorted by any pre-

conceptions in the minds of the respondents about herbicides.

During the second stage, 92'of the 102 respondents were reinterviewed.

Security broke down before the last ten interviews were accomplished, and the

interviewing team had to be withdrawn from the field. Thus, the sample to

be presented here cotisists of the 92 people for whom a complete record of the

four questionnaires exists.

A prominent feature of the population which this sample represents is
that womdn outniz'rer men in the ratio of nearly 2 to 1 and among the small

nu7-- f men, most are over 40 years of age as indicated in the cenums data

shown . Table i.

-Table I

L4 _arj 3dx Characteristics of Adults at Binh Hoa

Males Females Total

60 and over 22 (25%) 26 (18%) 48 (21%)4-59 (45%) 46 (32%) 86 (37%)20-39 27 )72 ( )22L)

89 (38%) 144 62) 233_4io%)

The dearth of young men is characteristic of other Vietnamese commiu-

ities such as those in An Xyuen (Rambo and Jamieson, 1970) and is accounted

for by the fact that they have either died as a result of war or are

away fighting. The absence of young mn'. ts exaggerated in Binh Hoa as

compared to the An Xuycn villages, but bi" t'nds to be typical of refugee
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set,;lements. It is also common in reb\gee encampments to find a ma ked

preponderance of women.

AIthough the sample accentuates somewhat these two attributes of a

refugee population, it is nevertheless a reasonable approximation of the

......................... parent population- from which it was drawn -1 -s o-inTa ble II.

Table II

Age and Sex Characteristi.cs of the BInh Hoa Sample

Males Females Total

60 and over 14 (45%) 6 (10%) 20 (22%)
4-59 13 (42%) 26 (43%) 39 (42%)20-39 4 __ _2_ L i_3

31 (33c,) 61 (66%) 92 (100%)
* .1

From the beginning of this study it was our intention to observe the

cannons of scientific investigation as closely as possible. This was

our goal in designing the research, developing hypotheses, deciding on

instruments and methods of data collection, determining the sample, training

interviewers, processing the data, selecting and conducting analytic

procedures, and applying statistical tests regarding the significance of

the results. Due to the war, these goals were only partially achieved as

already evidenced in the fact that only one of the four community studies

planned was actually conducted. It would be very misleading if we were

to suggest here that what was accomplished will offer proof of either a

negative or positive effect. Under the best of research circumstances,

proof is rare. Our approach is to provide evidence regarding the confidence

which is justified that a given result is probably significant or probably
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.. .. -not. . ..

Many of the techniques available to social scientists nowadays for

judging the degree of confidence to be recommended were of limited value

in this study. This was mainly due to the small size of the sample and

to the unequal distribution of potentially important factois., Por

example, it is advantageous in a population 'study to have approximately

equal numbers of men and women and equal representation of different

- age groups. This desiderata was not achieved due to the empirical

exigencies of studying a refugee settlement. It will be seen later

that certain kinds of experiences regarding war ana herbicide spraying were

also unevenly distributed. Thus, a few people who may have had an

experience critical to our interest are compared to a large number who

have not. This creates statistical weakness.

A ,erpite these limitations, it is possible to appraise the results

by several criteria and to offer our best judgment as to what is important

and what not. One criterion is whether or not a finding fits the hypotheses

develope l prior to the field investigation. If it does, 'e hold it to have

a measure of credibility not to be given to those findings encountered

4r examining the data where ex post facto reasoring can occur.

_-(~r-generl--a p2iori hypothesis -is-that people- who-e xperienchig

levels of stress will exhibit a large amount of strain. For this study

two iinis of stress were conceptualized. One concerns experiences specific

to herbicide exposure, and the other concerns war events exclusive of
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herbicides. The occurrences in min" as specific to herbicide exposure

were damage to personal health and various welfare-threatening events

associated with damage or loss of crops and animals. The kinds of experiences

thought of as waz stress exclusive of herbicide exposure are illustrated

in the following: being injured as a result of battle, being captured,

having family members killed in war or taken into military service_ or _

prison, liaving one's fields bombed or home destroyed, being hungry or

poorly shelLred as a result of war, or having one's life threatened by

bombing or gunfire, etc., etc. The amount of-devastation thus implied

by the term war stress is greater than that of herbicide spraying. Because

of this, we developed three specific hypothesis. They flow from the

general hypothesis but they constitute the actual guides to analytic

procedures.

• The three specitic hypotheses are:

A. People who experienced high levels of war stress will exhibit

* higher levels of psychological strain (e.g. igher HOS scores) than those

who experienced less war stress.

B. People who experienced high levels of herbicide stress will

exhibit higher lOS scores than those who have experienced less herbicide

stress, but the difference will not be as great as concerns war generally.

C. People wilo experienced high levels of both kinds of stzess in

conjunction with each other will have higher }IOS scores than those who

experienced little-stress or only one kind of stress.

Another criterion of ;he importance of a result is the level of

significance which can be assigned to it by statistical tests.
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If the 4atat indicate that a finding is sufficiently strong and consistent,

that the chan~ce of its having occurred at random is less than 5 times out

of l0 (p<.05) this fact too will lend credibility to the result. In the

tables to tollow p. values based on t tests are shown when they reach .

this lev l of significance.

Other criteria of the genuineness of a resui have to do with

whether it stems from a measurement that does in fact. measure what it is

supposed to measure and whether or not the measurement has been contamina-ted

by extraneous influences. Comment on these points has and will be given

%here appropriate.

III. Binh Hoa in Comparison to Other Communities

We have describea the Binh Hoa refugees as people who have beer, heavily,

ravaged by war ivcluding exposure to herbicide spraying. Is this a true

generalization and how badly off is Binh Hoa in comparison to other areas?

A source for answering this question is the choice of rungs representing

the ladder of life in the SAS.

In 1972, the Self-Anchoring Scale was administered to a sample of

1800 Americ.ns (Watts and Free. 1973). In 1969, the same questions were . .......

asked of the sample of 200 An Xuyen villagers (Rambo and Jamieson, 1970).

Table III shows the rung of the ladder referring to life situation which

was ciosen, on the average, in these separate studies. Americans view

Table III Life Situation Ratings by SAS
in the United States and Three Vietnamese Communities

United States An Xuyen NLF An Xuyen GVN Binh Hoa

1972 1969 1969 1972
n-1800 n-150 n-150 n-102

Average
Ladder 6.4 4.6 4.6 2.4
Rung
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themselves as being more advantaged in regard to personal life situation

than do the Vietnamese; and among the Vietnamese, the Binh Hoe residents

view themselves as lower on the ladder than the An Xuyen villagers.

In fact the Binh Hoa peopli see themselves as fairly close to the bottom.

We lack measures by which to gauge the actual validity of the differences

- situation-conveyed by the perceptions represented in the ladder

rungs, but the face validity is impressive. Field workers familiar

with all these areas agree that Americans do, on the whole, have a far

better objective life situation -than the Vietnamese that-the-bombing,

herbicide spraying, and evacuation experienced by tlo nh people has

been the major factor in reducing them to the least desirable situation.

It is appropriate to use the, word "reduced" in describing the Binh

Hoa situation because prior to relocation, these people had lived in a

fertile and prosperous area. This change in circumstances is reflected

in the ladder'ratings shown in Table IV where the average rung choseu in

the present is comp-ared with the average selected for the period five

years previous, which in this case would have been prior to relocation.

Before the massive war effort and trailmatic forced relocation associated

with Cedar Falls, the Binh Hoa people saw themselves a position very

similar to that of the An Xuyen villages.

Table IV Life Situation Ratings by SAS in Binh Hoa .- -

Five Years
1972 Before
n-102 n-98

Average
Ladder 2.4 4.9
Rung
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Two questions can be raised aboit our interpretation that this informa-

tion suggests that Binh Hoa was in an unusually disadvantaged position and

that this situation resulted from war. One question concerns whether it

is typical of people generally to paint the past in rosy colors as they

carry it iu their minds as a point of reference for Judg~ng the present.

... .. .lfso,_theBinh Hoa ladder rungs would not be convincing as evidence that

the people were better off before Cedar Falls than the, were s. the time

of this study. The other question concerns whether the comparisons between

the United States and Viatnam are not typical of people generally in

developed and developing countries. If a large series of ladder ratings

frora developed countries r&.g from 6 to 9 and a large series from under-

developed countries ranged from 1 to 4, we would be inclined to say that

Binh Hoa is similar to many tommunities in dev.loping countries and the

ladder ratings of Binh Hoa refugees are not necessarily related to war.

For material on this f -ue, the work carried out by Cantril and his

associates in the late 50's and early 60's was consulted (Cantril, 1965). They

administered the SAS to a sample numbering ave' 23,000 people from both developed

and developing areas. Their findings suggest that, quite unlike Birth

Hoa, the norm is for people to see life getting better rather than worese.

They also indicate that people in the developed countries do tend to see

their life situation as above the 5th ruug and people in under.-developed

areas see their situation as below thxs level. It is to be noted, however,

that Binh Hoa rates itself in the present as lower than any other of the

15 examples given in Table V except the Dominican Republic.
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Table V

Mean Past and Presenl .1tinrs For Personal Life Situation
From Cantril Studies Compared to Binh Hoa*

Country Past Present

Kibbutzim 6.3 7.0
United States 5.9 6.6

SCuba -- 4.1 - - 6.k-----__
Egpt 4.6 5.5
Israel 4.7 5.3
West Germany 4.1 5.3
Japan -4.6 5.2
Yugoslavia 4.3 5.0
Philippines . 4.9 4.9

--- Panama 4.. 4.8
Nigeria 2.8 4.8
Brazil 4.1 4.6
Poland 4.o 4.4
India 3.4 3.7
Dominicah Republic 1.6 1.6
Binh Hoa 4.9 2.4

Aierage(excluding 4.3 5.0
Binh Hoa)

From all these data on ladder ratings, we infer that Binh Hoa is

severely disadvantaged in comparison to many other areas in Vietnam and

most other developing areas, and further that its level 6f distress

represents a genuine deterioration frcm the past and can be accounted

for mainly by the occurrences of war.

What has happened to the mental health of the refugees while these

events were taking place? The Health Opinion Survey (HOs) was not administered

to the Binh Hoa pe-a- swe-t-arlier-s-dy--f1967 Adas far a-rwe

have been able to discover, this and similar questionnaires have also not

been uscd in any other studies of the Vietnamese. This appears to be the

case even thou.gh these types of instruments have been utilized in a

sizeable number of cross-cultural studies elsewhere (Scotch, 1963;

• See Cantril, 1965, page 185.
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Inkeles and Smith, 1970; Chance, 1962; Langner, 1965). The Binh I1oa

findings, however, can be compared to those on over 2500 individuals

representing community groups in the United States, Canada, Nigeria and

Senegal as shown in Table VI.

- Table VI

Mean HOS Scores For Five Samples*

Country IHOS Score

Nigeria 22.8
United States 24.9
Canada 24.8
Senegal 27.4
Vietnam (Binh Hoa) 32.7

All comparisons are significantly different (p(.001)
except for Canada and the United States.

The Binh Hoa sample has the highest mean HOS score in this series

indicating the greatest amount of psychological strai1n of any representa-

tive group in this cross-national sampling. Recallirg the discussion

of the sapacity of the HOS to differentiate between typical community

populations and groups of emotionally disturbed patients, it can further

be noted that 65% of the Binh Hoa people register above the point which

by the clinical standards of North America would be considered an indicator

of need for consultation and very probably for therapeutic aid. Thus,

our interpretation of the HOS results is that the people at Binh Hoa are

suffering and that the degree to which they are laden with symptoms

marks them off as different from most people living in normal communities

and as similar to groups whose need is sufficiently great that they seek

These data derive from the Harvard Program in Social Psychiatry (Beiser,
et al., 1972; Beiser et al., 1 97 3 a; Beiser, et al., 197 3b; Beiser, 1973;
Benfari and Leighton, 1970; Benfari et al., 1973; Benfari et al., 1972;
Leighton, et al., 1963; Leighton and Murphy, 1965; Murphy, 1972; Murphy, 1973)
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out sources of relief.

What caused this burden of symptoms? In all probability there are

multiple causes. It seems very likely, however, that the stress of war

played a major contributing role. None of the groups in North America or

West Africa was undergoing a war in their own territory at the timp of these

investigations. They were, however, experiencing other kinds of stressful

situations. In the Canadian study, for example, some communities were rated

as low stress and others as high stress in terms of poverty, inter-ethnic

relations, secularization, and other factors thought to impoverish the

quality of community life.

As seen in Table VII, the high stress communities in Canada have a

higher rate of psychological strain than the low stress communities but

still not as high as Binh Hoa. The high stress area in Canada exemplifies

stress under peaceful conditions, and the factors of experience which make

Binh Hoe unique in these comparisons are bombing, herbicide spraying,

evacuation, and resettlement.

Table VII
Mean HOS Scores for Low and High Stress

Communities in Canada and Vietnam

Low Stress High Stress

_Canada i . 27.2
Vietnam (Binh Hoa) -- 32.7

.. All comparisons are significantly different (p(.Oil).

A large amount of stress experienced by Binh Hoa rf fgees is conveyea

in the SAS ladder ratings. A large amount of psychological strain is

conveyed in the HOS scores. We infer that the two are relauCd.

What kind of psychological strain do the Binh Hoa exhibit? In an
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,efort to gain insight into this question, e conducted a factor' analysis of

the HOS items utilizing all the groups des ibed in the cross-national

comparisons. Factor analysis is a techniaub for dirc, ;reriag which items

hang together or cohere to form a qualitati e dimension. Factors are

different from the HOS scores which reflect a quantitative summation

of the number of symptoms reported. -Four f ctors emerged -from this

computation as given in Table VIII. Each i em is shown with a "loading"

which is a measure of its inter-correlation with the other .items in that

-------.. .-. factor.

Table VIII

Factors and Loadings Fro Analysis of
2526 Cross-Cultural Sibjects

Factor I

Hands Tremble .640
Arms-Legs Numb .588

Heart Beat Hard .552
Hands-Feet Sweat .451

Factor 11

Headacbes .625
Hair on End .586
Trouble Decisions * .517

I- Dizziness .429

- Factor III

S..-- i Ot-Wor hwhile .. 627 ..
Not in Good Spirits .599
People Quarrel With Me .589

Feel Weak All Over .396

Factor IV"

Memory Not Okay .693
Not Sure of Self .684
Not Like Meet People .496

Not Healthy Enough .405
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It is intriguing to note that the first two factors could be

interpreted as the kinds of response vhich Hians Selye identified in his

pioneering work on the concept of stress (Selye, 1956). The first factor

resembles physiological arousal which is associated with preparing to

fight or to flee when threatened. The second is somewhat similar to the

pattern of fright which tends to paralyze a person in response to danger.

Both factors invoke the image of anxiety. The third factor appears to be a

type of psychological functioning which has often been identified as

depression, and the fourth conveys a pattern of lacking self-confidence.

These factors are drawn from data about men and women of all ages from

several different cultures. They suggest that patterns of anxiety, depres-

widely different social and biological circumstances.

In an effort to discover the patterns which most characterize the

Vietnamese sample, we transformed the factor data into a series of T

scores which show the profile of each sample member in terms of the four

factors. A T score has a range from 1 to 100; 50 is the mean; and each

standard deviation from the mean has the value of 10. A high mean T score

indicates that the group of people represented by it responded to the

questions in a given factor in such a way as to reflect that they have a lot

of--whatever- -that particular --factor mea-sures.- For--example,-a high T sOere -o .

the third factor means that the group of people so measured rarely feel that

life is worthwhile and infrequently feel in good spirits while they often feel

that other people are against them and they have the feeling of being weak.

We can infer *hat such a group of people are probably more depressed than

the other groups to whom they are compared. This factor is, in actuality,
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the one on which the Binh Hoa refugees score the highest as shown in Table

IX. The next highest is the second factor which involves headaches, dizzi-

ness, and trouble making decisions, a type of psychological response

which suggests immobilizing anxiety.

Table rC

Factor T Scores of Vietnamese 3ubjects for Four
Patterns of Psychological Strain

Factor I 56.3
Factor II 61.8
Factor Il .65.7

. .. .-- -Factor IV . 56°7

Are the people at Binh Hoa similar to or different from most other

groups in terms of the number of symptoms expressed by women versus men or

among age groups? There are no universally consistent findings regarding

this topic, but there is a tendency for women to show more strain than men

and older people more than younger.* These common age-sex tendencies

These generalizations are based on a review of epidemiological studies,
some of which utilize the HOS or similar scales, while others utilize more
intensive clinical investigation. In the North American studies utilized
for comparison here women have higher HOS scores than men. This was true
also, for example, in a study of Eskimos (Murphy, 1960), of Mexicans (Langer,
1965), of French Canadians (Denis, et al., 1973 and Prince et al., 1967), of
Swedes (Essen-Moller, 1956 and Hagnei-,1966), of Blacks andThtes in Florida
(Hodges, 1973), as well as in the Senegal example also employed here. An
exception is the Nigerian sample where men showed slightly more psychological
strain than women. Two interpretations have often been given for this trend.
One is that women are constitutionally more emotional than men, and the other
isthhat women experience more stress by virtue of filing a disadvantage and
subservient role in most societies.

The situation with regard to age is less uniform, but in numbers of investi-
gations the older people have been found to have mote psychological strain
than the younger (Srole, et al., 1962; Denis, et al., 1943; Prince, 1967;
Hodges, 1 '3; Leighton, D., et al., 1963; Murph,-1960; Eszen-Moller, 1956;
Hagne2l, 1966; Taylor and Chave, 1964). In other studies, there appears to
be little difference from youth to middle age to aged. In only one study
known to us (Parker and Kleiner, 1966) were people under 40 found to exhibit
a markedly larger number of symptoms than old people. Thus on balance,
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were found generally to characterize the people at Binh Nce F, . shcwn in

Table X. Binh Hoa women have a higher mean HOS than men, anA the effect of

age is generally to increase the number of symptoms reported except among the

very few men under age 39.

Table X

Mean- HOS Scoresby Ae and Sex of

Binh Hoa Resporldents

Males Females t-al

-Under 39 32.0 (4) 31.8 (29) 31.8 (33)- --- --59 -.. -30.9 13 34.5(26) 33.3 3
60 and Over 31.7 14) 36.3 (6) 3.:1(0Total 31.4 (31) 33.4 (61) 32.7 (92)

No significant differences.

Despite the problems posed by unequal representation, these findings

suggest that Binh Hoa people show the trends regarding age and sex which are

found to exist in most other societies. Also this evidence demonstrates

that the high HOS mean which represents Binh Hoa is not brought about by

an excessive amount of strain evidenced in just one sex or in one age-sex

group. Those factors which account for the high HOS appear to have had wide

impact. If stress is a factor, these findings suggest that it has had influ-

ence on the young and the old, the men and the women.

To sum up the results of comparing the Binh Hoa refugees to other

- groups, five- points- canf-be made: 1) Bin Hoa-i s7a-ere) --disadvantaged -...

population, 2) This position of disadvantage results from circumstances of

--lse cross-uMtural comparisons suggest a tendency for older people to
usually bc .-croc off in terms of emotional strain and almost never better off
than the younger people. Thin r.may reflect that biological aging is itself
debilitating, that peope .:ave more opportunity to experience stress as they
move along the life ,!rc, or that in most societies older people fill a stress-
ful role of lower social value than people in their prime or in their youth.
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war, 3) Among the scars born by this group is a heavy burden of mental

and emotional strain, 4) The psychological attributes which best represent

their state of mind are the feeling of being depressed and doubting that

life is worthwhile, and 5) Binh Hoa is very similar to many other popula-

tions in terms of the age and sex trends of psychological strain and no

age-sex group has been completely protected against the life stresses of

the war years.

IV. Stress and Strain in Binh Hoa

We know that the war experiences of tho Binh Hoa people were

j homogeneous bo a remarkable extent. All had lived through Operation

Cedar Falls; all had had their homes.destrored; all had been evacuated;

all had shared five years of marginal existence as refugees; most had been

landed farming families and now were either'unemployed or working as farm

laborers. This similarity of stressful experiences has been offered as an

explanation of tht' wide difference between the amount of psychological strain

evident in Binh Hoa and that in other socio-cultural groups.

The questionnaire responses lend considerable support to this picture

of commonly shared experiences. For example, the respondents were asked

to rate house, employment, end community facilities in terms of whether

they were worse, the same, or better in the present as compared to the

pu are that 91% of the respondents believe their employment

..situation to be worse now than before, 85% think their houses are worse,

and 92% belive the community facilities to be better.*

* This set of questions deserve comment in wlother vein. It touches on
the relationship between objective reality and questionnaire data
regarding perceptions and opinions. It seems to us that these responses
correspond well to objective reality. Where they do not correspond, it is
due to the interpretation of reality which exists in the emotionally
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On the other hand, there is also evidence that everyone did not

have exactly identical experiences. For example, in the last chapter

where health hazards were discussed we pointed out that 52% of the Binh

Hoa refhgees indicated that they had sustained one or more symptoms at

the time of herbicide spraying while the others did not. In this section

we will look at differences in experience and relate them to differences

in psychological responses among the Binh Hoa people themselves. If the

stress-strain model is correct, those individuals in Binh Hoa who have

borne the largest number of the hard knocks of war should 'be the ones who

show the highest levels of strain. If exposure to herbicides can be

isolated as a separate and specific hard knock, we can perhaps weigh the

relative influences of herbicide stresses and other war stresses.

invested beliefs of the individual. It is the view of our field team
that the employment situation had, indeed, deteriorated markedly since
Cedar Falls The housing and community facilities are a different matter.
As part of the SVN's effort to improve refugee camps, Binh Hoa has a
school, a health station, and an adequate water supply. Thus, the
community facilities probably are better in an objective sense. To the
outside observer, housing may also appear adequate, consisting of row houses
made of cement blocks. These are not, however, in keeping with the life
style of the Vietnamese villager and, in all probability,' do genuinely seem
worse to Binh Hoa people than their former homes.'

Regarding survey methodology, the four questions are an exmple of
the situation where a distortion might occur due to response set. We
mean by this that the questions were asked one after the. other, they had
the same format and required the respondent to answer in terms of pre-
determined categories. Under these circumstances, especially with a long
list of similar items, it sometimes happens that the subject begins to
respond in a "set" fashion and he does not change when change of response,
is actually what best conveys his opinion. It is clear that in this short
series, response set did not interfere since community facilities were rated
opposite to the rest. We can conclude that the responses are an adequate
reflection of the real world as it is seen by these people and also that
they underscore the point about homogeneity of experience.
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In order to locate those factors which might differentite the

• Binh Hoa group in terms of stress, we decided, as a rule of thumb,

* to ignore any experience which applied commonly to 50% or more of the

sample. We also decided to adopt an additive model of stress. The additive

model stems from the logic that experiencing two hard knocks is worse than

one, and three is worse than two. This model has proved useful in another

study of life stress (Langner and Michael, 1S63). It also has the analytic

advantage of spreading subjects out over a continuum of multifaceted stress

-- rather than dichotomizing them by one .ariable only-.-----

-The first step in this section will be to describe the measures of

herbicide stress, then war stress, and finally to discuss the relationships

between both kinds of stress and the measures of psychological strain.

IV-A. Herbicide Stress

The parpose of our search for herbicide exposure variables was to

identify the group of Binh Hoa refugees who were at risk and then to

develop a scheme for rating the intensity of stress experienced in

association with the risk factor. Two questionnaire items were utilized:

. .1) Herbicide mention (Herb menticn hereafter)

2) Herbicide illness (Herb illness heeafter).

1) Herb mention refers to volunteered comments given in the SAS

ladder rating questionnaire which was administeied in the first round of

interiewing. These comments were stimulated by the ladder of economic

condition and were given prior to the identification of our interest in

herbicides. Twenty-.six percent of the sample (n=24 ) offered an herb mention,

and we considered this sub-group as composed of people whose economic posi-

tion was at risk due to herbicide spraying. Our next task was to discover
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who amng them had experienced a meaningful degree of stress. The question

became "For whom had herbicide spraying created a significant disadvantage

or tht at?"

he respondents had been asked to rate their economic position as it

was fi e years previously and as it was at the time of the study. Jnst as

the Bi h Hoa people tended to see their personal life situation as getting

........ worse- fter 1967 (page 20), most saw their-economic position as also going

down. It can be seen in Table XI that 49% evaluated themselves as dropping

three r more rungs from their previous position on the economic ladder.

Table-XI

Past and Present Tunsg on the Ladder of Economic Position

Position Percent R& -orted

Decline of 6 or more rungs 9d"
becline of 5 rungs 11%
Decline of 4 rungs 13%
Decline of 3 rungs 16%
Decline of 2 rungs 19%
Decline of 1 rung 8%
No change 15%
Increase of 1 or more rungs

.100/

Taking decline of three rungs as probably reflecting an important amount

of disadvantage, we discovered that this divided the herb mentioners about

equall between those who had experienced such a level of perceived stress

and those who had not, as indicated in Table XII.

Table XII

Economic Disadvantage and Herb Mention

Herb Mention No Herb Mention Total

Economi Disadvantage 15% 349
No Seri us Economic 40%

Disadvantage
Total 26% 74% 100%
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The fourteen people (15% of the samplc) who indicated economic

disadvantage and -volunteered herbicides as a contributing factor are the .. .

group who, ih this analysis, will be rated as having experiencedr economic

stress in association with spraying. In the herbicide stress measure,

they are considered as having had one hard knock.

2) The other component of the herbicide stress meacure is the health

informiation. In keeping with the model outlined above, we conccptua.Lze

the group at risk as those who reported any symptoms at the time of

spraying. Those people who said they had two or more symptoms we considered

to have experienced stress. This definition of health stress in

conjimction with herbicides identified 37% of the sample (n=34) as having

had another kind of hard knock.

An asset of the herbicide stress score is that it deals with two

facets of life, economic position and health status, which are the chief

ways through which herbicidc o could have had a direct effect on humans.

Further, the score has allowed us to identify a minority who were special

in the sense that the impact of herbicide spraying was greater for them

than that which may have applied across the board in this largely homo-

geneous population.

Are there any liabilities regarding the two herbicide stress variables-?

........................... To avoid-spurious-results-itithempotttb- hti -thbs-ess vaib es

to see if they are, by any chance, measuring the-same thing as the strain

variables. If this were the case a correlation between stress and strain

- would be revealed by virtue of the fact that it had L .en built into the

analysis.

The question can be stated in the following terms, "If a person is'
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anxious and depressed as would be conveyed by a high HOS score, does his

psychological state influence his report of stressful experiences vis-o.-vis

-_-herbicides?" Put more concretely, "Is is not the already depressed Binh

Hoa refugees who report that they have be-'- declining in economic position

over the past years?" It is in keeping with the concept of depression as

---sy -psyc-hologi-caL--state- that it inclines -peopleto-perceve-the-orld-

bleak and worsening terms. Perhaps the peoplc who report a drop of three

rungs in economic position are not actually the ones who experienced

stress. Perhaps their perception of economic decline is simply the outcome

of psychological depression, and the state of depression is then presumably

the outcome of some other as yet unknown circumstance. If this were the case

it would mean that we were measuring as stress what. is actually strain. Any

positive correlation we might later find between economic stress of this type

and the HOS 3cores would be t' ,re because we had inadvertently put it there

and not because we discovered it as the "true" relationship between two

genuinely different types of phenomena, one being the stress of experience

and the other being the strain within the person.

.This is clearly an important issue. We will call it the problem of

counterfeit measures. The significance we at ch to it is discl6sed in

the Emphasis placed on selecting study sites 'm a priori knowledge of

different kinds and levels of stress so that ch irformation would not

have to come exclusively from asking the very people whose psychological

state we hoped to measure. ..

Having built an argument against the economic decline variable, we

will now outline why we believe it to be an uqeful indicator of stres8

connected-with herbicide spraying. Our reasons are these:
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a.) No matter how subjects and sites might have been selected,

we would still have asked questions about each respondent's own p~rsonal

experiences regarding war and herbicides. The results of these questions

would have been given considerable weight in determining the impact of

herbicidesonthatsubject as a unique and private human being. The phil-

asophy displayed in this reasoning is that in human research direct

questioning is necessary and valuable even though under idcal conditions it

is used in conjunction with other sources of information

b.) The problem of counterfeit measures has been put forth as though

the strain measure concerned the psychological state of depression ex-

elusively-and the stress variable concerned the perception of economic

decline exclusively. This is, in fact, a false picture. -It was an over-

simplification in order to state the problem.

c.) The HOS as a measure of psychological strain is highly generalized.

It deals with both psychological and psychophysiolagical phenomena and

regarding the latter refers to multiple systems of the body. _ It is not,

therefore, just a measure of anxiety, nor is it just a measure of depression.

One reason it appears to discriminate successfully, between psychologically

well and ill subjects is this non-specificity, probably because a mixture

of psychological features is more common than a single dimension in pure

form. In the light of this, the economic decline information which might

be influenced by depression does not seem to be a counterfeit measure of

general psychological strain, or at least if there were some contamination

from this source it would be weak and dilute.

d.) The stress measure includes not only economic decline but also

the volunteered herbicide mention. It will be recalled from Table XII
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that the perception of a three rung decline in economic position was

characteristic of half the Binh Hoa population and that only 15% mentioned

herbicides in addition. We have been unable to think of any a priori state

of psychological strain that would be a reason for'a perso4 to identify

herbicides as related to economic decline rather-than the other contributing

factors given, such as difficulty in finding employment or the high cost of

living. In other words, there do not appear to be any counterfeit links

betveen the HOS responses and-the herb mention.

e.)-if there were a spurious correlation of the type being discussed

here between a high HOS score and the likelihood of perceiving economic

decline, the weight of it would be thrown against the herbicide stress

hypothesis rather than toward it. This is because most people who reported

a three rung decline will not be classified as having an economic hard

knock in the herbicide stress score (34% of the economically disadvantaged,

did not mention herbicides as compared to 15% who did).

In the light of the points above, we consider the use of the herb

mention indicator as contributing to as rigorous a test of the herbicide

stress hypothesis as we will be able to accomplish.

This point about the questions we asked ourselves regarding the

possibility of counterfeit measures has been spelled out at some length

-- _,__-because-the same exercise-was- carried out-f6r-eac-V~arible. This allowed

us to sort the variables into those we assess as being stronger in these

regards and those which are weaker.

Regarding the herbicide Ltress score, we consider the herb mention

variable (economic stress) to be the stronger and the herb illness variable

(health stress) to be the weaker. The reason for the latter is the

recognition that is is more difficult to distinguish between psyche and
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soma than between economic decline and psychological states.

For example, "Would a person suffering from an organic disease or

from malnutrition answer the questions in such a war as to receive a high

score simply on the basis of the physiological situation and not the

psychological?" This question may com3 to mind because some of the items

refer to physical sensations. This is especially important in a population

from a developing country where the burden of physical illness may be

heavy. In the study of the Serer referred to earlier, HOS-type scores

were compared with the results of testing blood pressure levels and hemo-

globin counts and were found not to be correlated (Beiser, 1973). This

offers considerable support for the view that the HOS does in fact measure

distinctively psychological phenomena and is not simply a reflection of

j organic disorders'. On the other hand it is important to recognize that

physical and psychological factors often combine to form a general state of

well-being or a general state of ill-being and that it is rarely entirely

cleer-cut as whether the organic is antecedent and the psychological

consequent orvice versa (Collis, 1966; Longaker and Godden, 1960).

A conservative position would be to exclude from the indicators of

stress any measures of physical illness. We decided against this because

health is one of only two avenues of direct herbicide effect on humans.

------- -- To leave it out seemed more unwise than to include it in-this qualified-___

way as the weaker variable. Some researchers would be inclined to say that

even this is unnecessarily cautious insofar as evidence exists that the

HOS taps a distinguishable psychological dimension of functioning. To them

illness would appear to fit particularly well the definition of stress as

a threat to human survival and well being. They would argue that the
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condition of being made ill when herbicides were applied is thus an ezcellent
example of the kind of human stress which may have been caused by herbicides
and should therefore be investigated.

In the last section of this chapter where the findings on the rela-
tionship between stress and strain are given, the herbicide stress measure
is used in two ways: first by the single component of economic stress;
and second by the two components in combination. For the latter'we
divided the sample into a low stress group and a high'stress group. The

.. low herbicide-stress group consists-of 49 respondents (53%) who gave no
evidence of health or economic stress as defLred above. The high stress
group consists of 43 respondents (47%), of whom 38 experienced either
a hard knock on economic position or a hard knock on health, and 5 of whom

had both kinds of stress.

Arong the Binh Hoa refugees it was somewhat more common for men
(52%) to indicate herbicde stress than women (44%). This probably
reflects the greater likelihood that men were in the fields when spraying
occurred. It may also mean that men are more sensitive to changes in the
economic position of the family than women. It is clear, however, that no
segment of the population was totally excluded from the impact of herbicides
since about 50% of each age-sex group reported herbicide stress except among
younger women where only 35% indicated-strese u-expeiience * . -.

IV-B. War Stress

The model for designing a war stress score was essentially the same
In order to have as equal numbers as possible for assessing the impactof stfess on the different age groups, the sample was divided into fourunits: 1) men 57 years and older; 2) younger men; 3) women +l years andolder; 4) younger women.
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as that for herbicide stress except that we sought to identify war

experiences in which herbicides did not play a role. The score thereby

designed has four components:

1) War deaths

2)_War separations

3) Life situation decline

* 4) Apprehension about the future.

The first two are considered stronger than the second two, and whenapplied in relation to psychological strain are utilized in the two-stage.

fashion described above for herbicirl. stress.

1) The war death indicator refers to the 21 respondents (23%) who

reported that one or more relative within their households had been killed

as a direct result of war. The relevance of this indicator seems self-

evident. Since there is very little likelihood that the report of such

experience could be distorted as an outcome of perception this variable

is considered strong and constitutes one hard knock of war.

2) War separation refers to the 16 respondents (17%),who reported

that husband, son, or daughter was currently in military service, in

priso or missing in action. Our evaluation of this variable is the

same a for war death.

)-Ifie-life situation decline indicator refers to the 38 respondents

(41%) who reported that they had gone down three or more rungs on the ladder

of life between 1967 and the present.

4) The indicator of apprehension about the future refers to the

42 subjects (46%) who identified two or more fears for the future in

regard to the ladder of life. The most commonly identified fear concerned

lack of food and clothing, and the next was difficulty in finding work.
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The indicators regarding life situation decline and future apprehen-

sion are thought to be wtaker variables than war deathi and separation

because there is a possibility that anxiety and/or depression Ps psycho-

logical states would influence them. They are included because it seems

clear that t .e effect of. war on people was much greater than would be

attested simply by the death and separation of family members. The

information ca decline from the past and fears for the future are general

in orientation--life situation in general and the future in general--

................. ....- and therefore appeared usefullin understanding the complex and overaJl

impact of the war. Further, no one volunteered that they feared the

future use of herbicides and no one saw herbicides as having played a

role in placing them at a particular position on the general ladder of

life situation.

Only a few of the Binh Hoa people (17%) had not been oubjected to

at least one of the four hard knocks oa the iqar stress measure. Grouping

those who repotted none with those who reported one component of the war

stress measure gives 47 subjects (51%). We believe these people can

appropriately be classified as having experienced low war stress relative

to their follow refugees. The remainder (49%) are classified as having had

high war stress, meaning that they reported two or more hard knocks.
There is verylittlc difference-in the proportions-of nen(52%)

b nd women (48%) who sustained high war stress. As in the case of her-

bicide stress none of the age-sex groups was free from hazard although

young women were agai!. ;omevhat protected (42%) while young men were

more vulnerable (57%).
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IV-C. Relationships Between Psychological Strain and Stresses
From War and Herbicide Spraying

In this section the findings are presented. They are represented

in two Tables. The first (Table XIII) utilizes the following classification

of stress types: j) Economic stress from herbicides; 2) Death and separa-

tion stress from 'War, 3) Herbicide economic stress and war deaths/separa-

tions, and 4). None of the above stresses reported. The tabulation is

thus limited to the variables we identify as strong.

The second (Table XIv) involves a broader classification of stress

in which both the type and the degree of stress are taken into account.

The second table employs all the stress indicators discussed in the pre-

vious.pages in an additive model of hard knocks. The categories are:

1) Low herbicide stress and low war stress; 2) Low herbicide stress and

high war stress; 3) High herbicide stress and low war stress; and 4) High

herbicide stress and high war stress.

/I

Table XIII

Herbicide and War as Types of Stress With

Associated Mean HOS Scores

Types of Stress Smple Size Mean HOS Score

None of the specified stresses 47 31.6
War Death / Separations Only 31 33.4
Herb Economic Stress Only 8 33.5
BothWarand-Herb Stress6 3--3

Total 92 32.7

No stress is significantly different from
Both War and Herb Stress (p.(.036)
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Table XIV

Types and Degree of Stress With Associated Mean
HOS Scores

Types and Degree of Stress Sample Size Mean HOS Score

Low Herbicide - Low War 27 30.6Low Herbicide - High War 22 33.0High Herbicide - Low War 20 32.7-_-High Herbicide- High War 2. 23 34.8
Total 92 32.7

Low-Low is significantly different frum
High-High (p.< .011)

The conclusion to be drawn from each of these analyses is that war

and herbicide stress are correlated with high HOS scores. In the first,

the people who indicate none of the specified types of stresses have a

mean HOS score of 31.6. Those who reported both war and herbicide types

of stress have a score of 36.3. The likelihood of this difference

occurring by chan:e is 3 times out of a hundred. In the second, those

people who report a high degree of both war and herbicide stress have a

score of 34.8. Those who reported no ill effects from herbicides and
who exper!:.-iced a low level of war stress have a score of 30.1. The like-

lihood of this difference occurring by chance is one time out of a hundred.

It will be recalled that the hypDthesis that-guided our work was

specified in three ways: 1) People wht experienced war stress will have
..... ..a. higher mean HOS than those who did not; 2) Pec'f_ wh0experienced herbi-

cide stress will have a higher HOS score than those who did not but it

will not be as great a difference as pertains to war, and 3) People who

experienced both kinds of stress in combination will have a higher'HOS

score than do those who experience only one of the two forms of stress.

If the specifications of the hypothesis were to be oupported by statistical
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testing, it would require that each group be signif.icatnly different from

all the others (i.e., within at least 5% confidence limits). This is

not the case in either Table XIII or XIV. It is notable, however, that

when war and herbicides are taken individually as sources of stress

they have similar influence on the level of psychological strain. This

was not expected and it suggests that herbicides in the Binh Hoa popu-

lation have had equal rather than less influence when compared to other

War activities.

---It is now possible to evaluate the credibility of the finding that

there is a positive relationship between psychological strain and a

stress measure that combines herbicides and war. We believe the finding

is genuine because:

1) In both analyses there is a generally good fit between the

a priori hypotheses and the results. The deviation is in the direction

of showing herbicides to have played a greater role as a stress factor than

we originally expected.

2) In both analyses the results of statistical testing of a major

ecrpar-son (i.e., between little stress and stress which combines herbicides

and war) is within the limits generally used by social scientists as an

indication that confidence in the findings is deserved. The fact that the

level of significancefor these-intracommunity-omparisons does-not-support-- -__-

as much confidence as that which pertained when Binh Hoa was compared to

samples from other countries is mainly due to the smallness of the sample

and uneven distributions.

3) The same conclusion derives from two analyses, one considered

a rigorous but narrow test using only the stronger variables, and the
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other considered a broader and more meaningful test which probably is

a better approximation of reality.

A final step is to ask if these findings within the Binh Hoa popu-

lation are clinically meaningful. As background we must recall that

Binh Hoa as aihole is a heavily burdened population with 65% scoring

above the poi.t which clinicians in North America would use as an indicator

... .. ....- ---- that--a perso'n is probably disturbed-emotionally and needs help. Among

those who experienced high stress from war and herbicide spraying 76%

report such a level of strain. Among those .ho experienced low stress

relative to others at Binh Hoa, 52% score at this level.

Equally important to the question of clinical significance is

the range of HOS scores for the two groups. For those who experienced

relatively little stress the range is from 23 to 40; for those who

experienced a high level of stress the range is from 24 to '7. As said

earlier, the HOS seems to function in such away that the higher the

score the more sure the clinical examiner will be that he is dealing with

an instance of unequivocal strain of a psychological type. We infer

therefore that if the group of sibjects at Binh Hoa is like other groups

in which the HOS has been clinically validated, the relationship of the

score to clear-cut clinical evidence of psychological strain is linear.

Among the highly stressed refugeeC there are not only more peole who show

signs-of strain but also more people about whom there is very little doubt

that they are suffering. . . .. . . . .. .

To conclude this section of stress and strain among the Binh Hoa

people themselves, the evidence suggests the following points: 1) Those

refugees who have had the largest number of hard knocks during the war

years show the greatest amount of psychological strain. 2) The stress

related to the spraying of herbicides played a discernible role among
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the correlates of psychological strain, and 3) Herbicide stress in

.onjunction with stress from other sources-of war activity should be

considered as possible causes of the psychological scars sustained by

those who were at Operation Cedar Falls.

. ..... - SUMMARY

This investigation of responses to stress indicates that the

psychological well-being of people at Binh Hoa has been damaged. The

correlation of high levels of psychological strain with the life-threatening

and disadvantageous experiences examined in this study suggests that war

was a major factor. Further, the evidence suggests that the spraying

of herbicides contributed in both a general and a specific way to the

'karden of psychological malfunction.

In the last chapter where herbicide hazards to physical health

were discussed, we pointed out that many people believe their health

to have been affected for a short period of time after spraying occurred.

In this chapter we have pointed to a much longer lasting effect. Five

years after the traumatic upheaval of Cedar Falls, the Binh Hoa

refugees still appear to be suffering a psychological aftermath which

is not only important in the moment but which may continue into the future.
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SECTION IX. VIETNK _SE VIEWS C THE USE OF HEBICIDES

Our purpose in this section- f the report is to discuss Vietnamese

public opinion regarding the use ol herbicides. This means attempting to

assess the effect on attitudes. TM (re are, of course, in Viet-Nam as

elsewhere, not one but many public , and even within each public,

numerous subdivisions reflecting d fferent trends in opinion.

For the purposes of this rep t, we are positing two publics:

1 .) t e _rura-inhabftants- of the pro, inces, and 2) the urban intelligentsia.

With.i .he provinces, we shall distinguish between villagers and officials.

Among villagers, we shall further d stinguish among villagers under Govern-

ment of Viet-Nam control, those und r National Liberation Front control, and

those living in contested areas at he time of spraying. We shall also. dis-

tinguish between officials at the h let and village level and those in the

district of provincial capitals. T e urban intelligentsia will be divided

into two categories, those who in g neral support the government, and those

who are cons!dered to be in upposition to it (but not members or necessarily

supporters of the National Li -eraticn *. ont).

The content of the interviews which have formed the basis of our data

-up to this point, i.e.,.what people said, shall here be called opinions."

We use opinion to indicate what som one has said th5y believe to be true, or. .

said they think is probably true. om here on we shall limit "belief" to

our inferences as to what people believe, based upon observations of their

behavior, what they have said, what they are known to have done, and in some

cases what they have written or told to others. Further, the word "belief"

will also be largely restricted to descriptive, existential beliefs, with
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focus upon the cognitive dimensions of belief systems.

"Attitude" will be used to refer to a relatively enduring affective,

evaluative aimension and its behavioral implications. Also implicated is

the concept of values. This refers to a much higher level of abstraction

than belief or attitude. By "value" we mean preferred modes of action or

states of being. Thus, in this framework, any given individua] may have

. any tens of thousands of beliefs, several thousand attitutes, but no .) re

than a few dozen values.

The View From the Provinces

The Vietnamese peasant, like many other peasants around the world, is

a pragmatist* concerned with physical and economic security for himself and

his family. He is a careful observer of those factors which he perceives

to be relevant to his security and survival. It is understandable, there-

fore, that the use of herbicides is not a matter of grave concern to people

living in areas which are not close to those that have experienced exposure.

Our data suggest that these people have relatively few attitudes about

herbicides. Those they do have appear to be of low intensity.

On the other hand, the rural population living in or quite close to

* . --This view-of -the-peasants as-essentially pragmatic and -non-ideological -. . ..
in their views is supported by the responses of the Binh Hoa refugees
to the SAS question on national well-being. Asked to describe what they
considered to be the best possible future situation for Viet-Nam,
69% stated the hope for peace and happiness as their first choice,
14% wanted a peaceful, rich and strong country, 101 had economic and
security concerns while only 7% expressed concern with the political
issue of reunification. Second order choices were almost exclusively
concerned with the economic situation of the country.
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areas that have been sprayed have detailed, concrete beliefs about herbicide

based upon their experience, and the experience of friends, relatives and

opinion leaders in their communities. They believe that herbicides have

damaged, or in some cases destroyed, a variety of crops ranging from the

primary staple of rice to secondary crops of beans, manioc and fruit.

Respondents in the provinces we studied named over 25 different plants grown

for food which they considered sensitive to herbicides (see Section IV).

They distinguished certain crops and trees as much more susceptible than

others to herbicides and between the effects of direct spraying and the

effects of drift. Many of them also reported differential vulnerability

of certain crops at various stages of plant development. In many cases

they separated intentional crop destruction from accidental damage due

to drift from defoliation missions, but they made no distinction between

agents and think of herbicides as a single chemical agent.

People in the herbicide affected rural areas believed that the main

consequence of herbicides was economic-loss to farmers and friit growers.

Very few thought of damage as permanent in an ecological sense. They

believed that fields' and orchards destroyed by herbicides can be

successfully replanted after a relatively shozt period of time. On the

other hand, they viewed economic loss as something that would not be re-

coYerd ost fothese-people-alao-thought-hathe-rbicides causedloss.

of livestock, especially chickens and pigs, but did not consider this

severe except in rare instances. Many thought that herbicides bring on

coughing, headaches, and other painful symptoms but few believed herb-

icides are hazardous to health in a long term or fatal sense.

It was notable to us that villagers generally did not express values
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regarding the use of herbicides. Their response to questions was to relate

their experience with herbicides, describing in detail the various effects

they or others witnessed. Spraying seemed to be accepted as a fact of life,

one part of a larger situation which defied comprehension. We met few

people in the provinces who spoke in terms of sweeping generalizations or

.... with moralistic-overtones. Yet it was quite obvious that no one was happy

about having his crops destroyed. Destruction of crops was bad, bad no

matter what the cause, but there did not seem to be a singling out of herb-

icides. As one respondent put it, "In this war my crops can be damaged

anytime. If it isn't done by tanks or bombs, it's the chemicals dropped by

planes."

Village and hamlet officials, in addition to citing their own opinions,

gave what they claimed to be the beliefs and attitudes of the people in the

village or hamlet. These showed the people as angry at the time their crops

were damaged by spraying, and as expressing hostility towards those whom they

felt were responsible, namely the United States.

Peasants and hamlet level officials in Long Khanh were explicit about

assigning responsibility to the United States for the use of herbicides.

Village officials, on the other hand, mentioned both the United States and

the Government of Viet-Nam as being responsible.. In Kien Hca, a few people

mentioned the Government of Viet-Nam; it was clearly the consensus of opinion

... ng-oth-lager-and vill1age officials that it was Americans who performed

the spraying, and it was they who must be held responsible.

Among the people from insecure or formerly National Liberation Front

controlled areas, there was more of a tendency to view the use of herbicides

as a harsh and inevitable fact of life--one more thing to be cursed, feared
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and accepted along with drought, flood, pestilence, bombs and battles.

Some officials from such areas described the attitude of the people as a
passive one, with few complaints and acceptance of crop damage as inevitable.

Several village chiefs and farmers, however, said that there were some

scattered protests and that debate over herbicides did arise during village

meetings. Six of fifteen village chiefs interviewed in Kien Hoa, some

military officials at district level, and some farmers-expressed the

opinion that many people had been angered by the use of herbicides beneath

their outer passivity and hated the government for it.

Farmers from Thanh Phong Village in Kien Hoa, who had been living

under National Liberation Front control from 1960 to 1970, reported being

urged by National Liberation Front officials in 1966 to go to the Government

of Viet-Nam district capital and request that spraying be stopped. Such

requests were not, however, entirely.limited to Front controlled'villages.

According to a hamlet officieL of On Cung, Hieu Kinh Village, after the

farmers of the hamlet suffezed crop damages in 1970, eight farmers, acting

on the behalf of all the farmers in the hamlet, sent two protest letters to

him. The letters did not ask for compensation, but asked for an end to
herbicide spraying.

Reactions to the use of herbicides also tended to vary among the rural

people according to sources of income. In general, rice farmers seemed to

--have--little-fear- -Alt-h indbsolute terms there were many reports of damage

to rie, there were also many rice growers so that proportionately, rice

growers made few reports of damage. Coconut growers, on-the other hand, were

fearful of and antagonistic to the use of herbicides because of their well-

founded belief that coconut trees were very susceptible to damage from
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direct spraying and some damage from spray drift. Many village officials,

farmers, and oil mill operators concurred that farmers were reluctant to

plant new coconut trees because such trees would take a long time to reach

the fruit-bearing stage and would be vulnerable to herbicides in the interim.

One case was encountered of requests by a rural population for more

herbcids~7A village official from Tan Thuy Village in Ba Tni District$

Kien Hoa, reported that people had requested more spraying because it opened

up new land for their use in mangrove areas.



Since they believed that the primary effect of herbicide was temporary

economic loss, many people held the attitude that herbicides were less

detrimental than banbing and artillery fire. While some feared the effect

of herbicides upon their health, others said that "bcmbs kill -and herbicides

don't." In areas where fields had sustained B-52 banbing runs, people

tended to rank banb craters as a mre serious and pemanent problem than

herbicides.

Opinion was mixed as to whether herbicides or insects were a greater

problem for crop production. Scme felt that herbicides caused less dwrage

to rice than insects and rats. Others observed that insects were always

harmful, while herbicides were a temporary problem. Sane people believed
that herbicide spray actually reduced the number of insects, thus canpen-

sating sonmhat for the damage caused by the herbicide itself. These

represent a rather mall number of people, hcpver, and even they were not

all convinced as to the importance of this presumed benefit.

Covernment of Viet-Nam. and National Liberation Front

Propganda Absut Herbicides

Peasant beliefs about herbicides Were not formulated entirely fran
experience, but rather in the midst of propaganda cross fire -of- National-

Liberation Front a:-d Gcverrmnt of Viet-Nam claims as to the dangers and

benefits of using herbicides. Such propaganda undoubtedly exerted scme
influence in the opinion formation process, although the marked discrepard:ies

between peasant beliefs and propaganda t es in this regard suggests that
neither Liberation Front nor Governent of Viet-Nam statements had high

credibility in the eyes of che villagers.
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Long Khanh and Kien Hoa seem to have had rather different exposure

o propaganda about herbicides. In fact, the pattern of diffusion for

ach province remarkably parallels its pattern of herbicide spraying

escribed in Section III. In Long Khanh, rural informants reported only

imited direct exposure to either GVN or NLF herbicide propaganda. It

as known that the Liberation Front cpposed the use of herbicides and called

he spray "poison," but few of the specific Front claims about the alleged

ad effects of defoliants were reported.. National Liberation Front

ropaganda operations, like the herbicide spraying runs in this province,

w re carried out primarily deep in the forests, with only a limited quantity

ot"drift" penetrating into settlements. The Government of Viet-Nam

p opaganda appears to have been equally distant. Official policy at Province

H1 adquarzters maintained that herbicide use was a strictly military measure to

d prive the Communist forces of hiding places; that herbicides were not in-

j ious to people or livestock; that wind drift might destroy some crops, but

t~at the people must remember that there was a war on and that they must be

w Iling to make sacrifices for the betterment of the country and not think

o y of themselves. Arguments of this nature were reported as having been

p esented in several villages. Apparently, no sense of obligation on the Part

o the Government of Viet-Nam" to compensate individuals for losses was

e- ressed, and few farmers report having been told of the compensation program

th ough local-information service outlets. This may, in part explain the

ve limited success of the indemnification effort there. People did, h-owever,

ge some information through radio Saigon.

Kien Hoa presents a sharp contrast to Long Ih.anh with a far more vigorous
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propaganda war about herbicides having been waged by both the Niational

Liberation Front and the Government of Viet-Nam. Liberation Front state-

ments empasized the dangerous nature of herbicides, claiming that the

chmicals caused the death of people, livestock and crops, resulted in

_.---_-----increased rrxibers of miscarriages and stillbirths, and caused ntmerous

diseases, especially leprosy and conjunctivitis, while eating spray-

contaninated vegetables was said to bring on stomach aches. It was

claimed that the United States had deliberately introduced "chemical

bacteria" into the spray which could thus penetrate people's bodies and

cause disease. Other charges were that herbicide spraying led to increases

in the insect population (thus threatening the harvest), and that spraying

was part of a deliberate United States and Governrnnt of VietNam campaign

to destroy the crops of the people. Unlike those we interviewed in Lonj

Ifhnh, respondents in Kien Hoa, including persons with strong pro-govern-

rent leanings, were usually familiar in detail with these National Libera-

tion Front claims. On several occasions, villagers held "struggle meetings"

and demonstrated at various government headquarters against the use of

herbicides, basing their protests on the Front endorsed themes.*

Government counter-propaganda eas widely and vigorously disseninated

in Kien Boa, using a varicty of media including motion pictures, posters,

radio broadcasts, aircraft loudspeakers and leaflets, as well as talks and

The Goverrnent of Viet-am officials uniformly stated that these protest
demonstrations were organized by the Front and that once the Goverr.nt
information cadre told the people the "truth" about herbicide effects,
they ceased to believe the National Liberation Front propaganda.
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demnstrations by information cadre and local officials. Acording to

province officials, an information cadre 'was sent to every hamlet* to

-explain to the pecple about the government policy with regard to herbicide

use and to demnstrate that herbicides were harmkcss.. The Govenurent of

Viet44am's line was that the cgerrillas "hid out" in thicly vegetated . .

areas, using these as bases for their terrorist activities against the

people. In order to defeat the guerrillas and thus ensure the people's

security, the Govenurent of Viet-Nam was forod to use herbicides. In

scre cases, people's crops would suffer lirited daage and in these cases

the govenent would provide conpensation.

Specific theres stressed in the Govenument of Viet-Nam propaganda

were that use of herbicides would inprove security and that 1t rbicides

were essentially harmless** and, in fact, were even often beneficial in

that they promoted growth of trees and crops and inproved the quality of

the soil. Prior to spraying an area, the GoverMLent of

Viet-Ian also frequently gave advance warning to the population, promised

caensaticn for crop damag._, and explained the procedures to follow in

claiming c-rpensaticn. 1-ere carpem.: .tion was not paid. (Govnennt of

Viet-Nam policy was not to corpensa I for crop damage in National Liberaticn

Front ;cntrolled zCnes), this was explained by the information cadre

Such visits were frequently reported by rural infornants, but only those
living in relatively secure areas. Thus, a largo part of the population
may not have been ep.Tosed to this source of Governnnt of Viet->lam
propaganda.

** Sevral public den-mstrations w.rn .rsortedly held in the Province to
prove to people that herbicid2es were not poisonous. In 1964, infor-
mation cadre allcmnd theirselves to be sprayed with :-erbici"1 and then
ate bread and banzanas that had been sprayed in order to demonstrate to
3,000 people assenbled at Len Tre that the chemicals were safe.
Such dercnstrations were also reportedly conducted in some villages.
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on tlh (rfrctd Cit tl'h dzrz.a, asz: zrtnt caul- could not go into gur]l,

ontrollcd areas and, thus, the Goverrnmnt of Viet-Zam could not verify

these claims.

• The main focus of ccnplaints and criticisms voiced by the rural

pcpulace was upon the copansation program. Many were distressed, angry

and resentful. Sore felt cheated and scm were indignant at the thought

-that their honesty or integrity had been irpugned. - -

The effectiveness of the claims program seems to hav varied oonsider-

ably frcm province to province and from year to year. There were probably

sore cases of corruption and other cases of administrativ inefficiency

a the part of Govanvent of Viet4ari officers and officials respnsible

for the processing and payent of claims. And there were scre cases

where respansible officials were urab]e or unwilling to undergo the hard-

ship and danger of investigating claims in remote and insecALe areas.

But it would be a, error to take these instances as the main cause of the many

breakdowns in the program. Mhe corplexity and sheer bulk of paperwork

involved in the system taxd the capabilities and resources of many of

the vital links in a lcng administrative chairs. Local officials were

forced to make decisians which they were neither qualified nor prepared

to ma-e. And in sore cases, at the provincial level, claims were denied

in good faith by officials who believed tha alleged damage could not have

been caused by herbicides based upon the infornatin and guidelines which

they had been given. *

GVN hamlet and village officials along with district and prcvince

officials generally share the same basic beliefs, but there is more

diversity and less certainty of opinion among the district and province

officials than among village inabitants. An important distinction

*According to a report .f the U.S. Province Senior Advisor entitled

"Defoliation Impact in Long Khanh Province" (Dec. 11, 1967), the
province chief disallowed clains in cultivated areas because thicse
were not "within tho targut or adjoining areas."
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to be made here is the difference between beliefs based upon direct

observation and what may be tenred "derived beliefs," where the stated

opinions of others who are viewed as authorities are accepted and

incorporated into one's own belief system. Some of these people clung

to official pronouncemnts and documents as the source of their

convctions. Others were influenced, through infonnal personal contacts

and through their reading, by the beliefs and attitudes of the urban

intelligentsia. Most Covermrent of Viet-Nam provincial officials,

of course, have been drawn fron the ranks of the urban middle sector

and many of thn maintain close ties in urban areas.

Pzvriutiona Cadre Vieu; on the Use of Herbicides

The c tdre of the National Liberation Front and the Denucratic

I.-public of Viet-Nam, unlike the GWN officials, share a clearly defined

and largely harogeineous wrld view. To assess Iheir views on herbicides,

haever, was a difficul': task. Our status as eneny nationals precluded

cirect intorviewing ot Lilration Front cadre, while the clandestine

and illegal status of that organization in the Government of Viet-Nam

controlled areas made it impossible to obtain suitable documents for

use in content analysis. We have thus had to base our assessment of

the beliefs of the revolutionary cadre on a limited analysis of newspapers

publisha in Hanoi.

All issues of N'Man Dan, the otricial organ of the North Vietnamese

Workers Party for 1970 and 1971, available in the Asia Library at the

University-of Hawaii, were searched for articles specifically dealing

with herbicides. The sample is snall and clearly inadequate for

statistical purposes, but a number of points emerced fran these articles:
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1) In ontrast to the situation in the Saigon press at this tine,

relatively few articles are devoted to herbicides.
2) z rbicicls are seen as bad and their use is condenned, but they -

were not singled out for any special ccdennation in comparison

to bcrbing, pacification activities, or other war operations of

Amrerican and ,GVN forces. Thus, an article

issued by the Liberation News Service on February 1, 1971 entitled,

"Comittee Investigating Aruarican and Puppet War Crims in the

Southern Region of Viet4lam During Nixon's First Two Zears in Office,"

states that

in Phu-Yen, hianh Boa, Gia Lai, the
Americans utilized extre ely violent means in des-
troying the econcry. During the months of I-larch,
*April, May, and August, 1970, American jets nadine-
gunned and used incendiar y, anti-personnel and
delayed-action bcrbs to prevent the people frcm
rescuing their crops.. Folla.iing that, waves of
planes released herbicides which carpletely ruined
areas to tens of square kiloreters."

3) No special surprise is indicated that the Americans would erploy

herbicides in South VietNam; rather, it is seen as natural that

"American aggresscrs" would- use herbicides, hcwever barbaric in

------- effect, as just one additional weapon in their arsenal in carrying

out their "criminal" intervention policy.
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---4) Ccno-rn with herbicide effects was prkmarily centered an short-term

onsequences, e.g., loss of crops and fruit trees, sickness and

death of people and livestock. Concern over lcng-term ecological

and genetic effects is rarely expressed and then appears to be

based on quotaticns fron Western scientists, as in the folluving

excerpt whid first details loss of food crops and animals, and'

human illnesses caused by herbicide spraying:

"More dangerous still is the possibility of
birth defects (according to the conclusions of
many famous Averican doctors at Yale University).

*Concerning the ecology, the use of a large quantity
of toxic chemicals over a massive area has caused
soil erosion and laterizaticn, transformed rich,
fertile land into a barren region resembling the
face of the moon. The long-range results cf this
crime cannot yet be measured . . .

The Views of the Urban Intelliqcntisia

ITe ideas and feelings of the urban intelligentsia regarding herbicides

contrast sharply witn the provincial view. * A significant minority of

urban middle sector has come to believe that as a direct result of

Vietnamese social structure does not confonn to the conventional western
three class systan as there is no true middle-class in the sense of
a demarcated group of people with a shared and self-conscious ideology.
Rather there is a rather vaguely defined middle-sector composed of
civi-servant,,AMY officers,- students and academics, white-collar -

personnel in Saigon businesses, Catholic and Buddhist clergy, etc.
who while having a middle-econamic status are not clearly distinguished
ideologically from the upper class. Within the middle-sector is a
sWaller, but equally ill-defined group wnich we refer to as the
"intelligentsia"-people ubo are concerned with tne discussion of
ideas on art, literature, and politics. These Vietnavese intelliqentsia,
n contrast to western intellectuals, are neither socially isolated

or politically impotent, but instead are largely the political elite
of the South. Thus, for an army officer or senator to read and even
write poetry is not the remarkable phenamena in Saigon that it is in
Washington.
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herbicides, lasting ecological damage has ben done, the. health of

the rural e-ople has sufferd (including instances of death, paralysis,

birth defects, miscarriages, and a variety of strange diseases), many

refugees have been created, and the national economy has suffered

severe, long-term impairment.

---- T- se- w1io-hld-these belief s, as-may be oxpected --hold strong negative

attitudes toward the use of herbicides and judje those responsible

in harsh terms. Indeed, American motivations for using herbicides

has been strongly questioned, and it -has been asserted that ext ive--

use of herbicides in Viet-Nam may have had an ulterior econcaic I

strategic motivation.

Before elaborating these Inoints, it is appropriate for us to

specify the methodology and sources of data upon which this section

of the report is based.

Nhile t1e report up to this point has been based primarily upon

extensive interviewing of knowledgeable people, personal observation, and

the study of official records and docuTents, our inferences as to the

views of the urban middle sector are based primarily upm newspapers,

magazines, joun-als, and books published in Saigcn. Our study of these

sources was systematically done and yielded a great eal of data, but it

must be noted that we have no systexratic basis for estimating

the extent to whid the attitudes and beliefs uncovered are representativ

of the views of the uzban middle sector as a whole. It is fair to say,

howevr, that the four mermbers of the team with previous e>erience in

Viet-.N n have extensive contacts arng urban middle sector Vietnarse

through acquaintances, friends and relatives by marriaoo. This network

has provided a. certain sense of "ground truth" in the interpretation of

the newspaper findings and in estimating tile degree to which they represent

the views of urban pecple.
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At any givn time ane may find from twenty to thirty-five daily

Vietnamrese langjuage newspapers being published in Saigcn. A survey

conducted in 1967 by one of the authors noted twnty-seven being publisne

at that tine. 7hrae how also been sevral newspapers in French and in

.English, and ov'r half a dozen Chinese language newspapers.

There are in addition ten or so weekly magazines and another ten

to twenty bi--,%eekly cr monthly magazines and journals of various types

being published in Vietnarese. Iewspapers, magazines and journals are

coastantly going out of business .or being closed down either by their

creditors or the govrnment, but new cnes keep springing up to take their

plac3. This process has been going cn for over four cbcaces. V'hile the

addresses, names and fortats of these various publications are continually

changing,. the groups of individuals who are the publishers, editors

and writers remain fairly constant, as do the various special interest

groups or particular viewpoints which they represent.

According to the only available estimates, there were nearly

700,OuO copies of Vietnamese language newspapers prixted daily in 1967.

O these, slightly more than one third (250,UOO-275,000) were reportedly

sold in Saigon and its suburbs, and the rest were distributed throughout

the country. Vbile it is reasonable to assume that these figures are

~~ 1.nflated~~~~~~~circulation is tl uficntoaow esper

to exert sane influence on public opinion, toth in the cities and in

the rural areas. Previous research by twe of the autiors has indicatWd

that fran ten to twenty percent of the rural adult population of the

Mekong Delta reads a newspaper at least once a week. and about one half
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of the rural adult population has some exposure to newspapers.*

The word "newspaper" may be misleading to an American reader. These

newspapers normally consist of either four or eight pages, although in

recent years the manimum size has grown to sixteen pages. In a standard four-

- liaper', all news articles begin on the first page and longer

articles are continued on the last page, which they share with a

variety of advertisements and classified notices. The middle two pages

usually consist of poems, short stories, installments of novels, a human

interest item or two, and more advertisements.

Our approach to the assessment of the media was primarily through

content analysis of selected newspapers that represented contrasting_

political viewpoints. In addition, a less systematic survey was made

of books, journals, and magazines covering the period 1963 through the

sumer of 1972.

Content analysis was performed on two basic newspapers: Chinh Luan

whole pro-establishment Saigon daily paper. Issues of this paper were

coded for the period April, 1964, to July, 1972.

*Unpublished survey data for three villages in Dinh Tuong Province
(Jamieson, 1967) and two villages in An Xuyen Province (Rambo and
Jamieson, 1969). It should be noted that these surveys show that both
literacy rates and exposure to newspapers vary considerably by age and
sex cohorts. Men have a higher rate of literacy and read newspapers

-with greater frequency than do omen.-Yunger-peop _have a-higher-rate
of literacy and read newspapers with greater frequency than older people.
Thus, young men read niewspapers with a relatively high degree of frequency,
and newspapers are seldom read by older women. This means that the
percentage of households containing at least one member who reads a
newspaper would be considerably higher than the above averages for the
total adult population would seem to indicate.
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In contrast to Chinh Luan, we selected Tin Sa (Morning News).

This paper was known to be outspokenly critical of the governmen1% and

of American policy in Viet-Nam and has been closed from time to time

by the government. Because of this we had to substitute in our samples

issues from several other papers in order to provide continuity for

the opposition press. Constraint of time also limited our study of

this press to the period from mid-1967 to mid-1972.

Chinh Luan has a reputation among Saigon injtellectuals and. the

* general reading public for its objectivity and overall seriousness.

It also carries more news than any other paper, and is the largest of

the Saigon dailies with a current total of sixteen pages. To the

extent that Viet-Nam has a newspaper of record, Chinh Luan has filled

this role. The editorial viewpoint has been firmly and consistently

anti-Communist since its founding in April of 1964. As such, it is

regarded in some quarters as pro-government and pro-American, despite

the fact that it has on occasion been editorially critical of specific

policies an& actions and has, on a few occasions, had issues confiscated

by the government. In our view Ch:-nh Luan can be regarded more as a

paper with pro-establishment leanings than one supporting a particular

regime.* During 1967 (the only year for which this information is available),

it ranked third or fourth in total sales among the newspapers of South Viet-Nam

having an estimated daily circulation of 35,000-40,000. The papers which.....

surpassed it, however, were those featuring humor and light fiction as

opposed to news 2overage. The major opposition paper is Tin Sang which

*We use the word "establishment" here in the sense attributed to it in tha
late '60's and early '70's in the United States., We mean, therefore, to point
to "established society" irrespe .ive of political persuasion - those people
and institutions who are currencly in control and who resist change, believing
that they represent the important values and traditions of society.
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began publication in December of 1963 and was suspended in 1964.

Publication was resumed in the summer of 1967, was shut down shortly thereafter,

and resumed again late in the summer of 1968 and then continued with
r

several brief but no extensive interruptions until it closed down in April

of 1972.

As already noted, for those periods of time during which Tin Sang

was not published, several other opposition newspapers were substituted.

One of these was Chanh Dao (The Right Path), a semi-official publication

of the Institute for Dharma Propagation of the United Buddhist Church of

I Viet-Nam. This newspaper was generally believed to be representative of

the militant attitude of the An Quang faction within the Institute.

Other opposition papers utilized were Hoa Binh (Peace), a Catholic-oriented

daily often associated with the Diem regime and with bitterness over that

regime's replacement by various successors; Dien Tin (The Telegraph), a

paper which was published from 1943 until it was suspended in 1965 and

then reappeared in 1969; and Song Than (Hollowed Waves), a recent

addition to the journalistic scene which began publication in September,

1971, a satirical paper with a major theme of anti-corruption and an above

average amount of news from the provixices, especially from central Viet-Nam.
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The first procedure carried out, in order to analyze these rxwmpapers,

was to develop a coding systemi which aotprises 39 categories grouped under

four headings of: 1) military activity, 2) political issues, 3) social

issues and, 4) ecooric issues. Herbicides are coded under military activity.
I

With this format, it was possible to assign each line c print (excluding ad-

vertisements, stories, poetry, etc.) to one of the 39 categories. -The total .
/

mmter of rawsprint lines involved in this analysis is approximately 200,000.

The coding categories are shown in Table X-9, along with the results of

omparing the pro-s tablishnent and anti-ge t papers in terms of these

categories. The questions we had in mind in conducting this comparison were:

"Are the two types of papers 'on the same wave length' in terms of picking tip

topics to report?" "Are events likely to be reported in both presses at

about the same tire?" If the. answer is yes, this gives evidence that the

tw papers are sensitive to essentially the same stimili, even if the slant

of reporting or the amnt of reporting is directly opposite in each paper.

In order to make this comparison, correlations were cmiputed using the

Pearson technique for corparing the citations in each category by imoh over

the five-year period from.nd-1967 through mid-1972. This gave 60 time units

for each topical comparison. The results indicate that 15 of the topics were

highly correlated in these terms. These topics are identified by an asterisk

in the Table. The topics with the highest correlations, for example, are

political activities (.914), ground combat (.794), and air bombing (.783). These are

also the topics which osistently receivea large at nt of. space in the nes

media (as will be seen later in Table IX-2). Thus, in evaluating the results

of the Pearson correlations, it must be borne in mind that topics of high fre-

quency of appearance have a greater probability of being correlated in tire

than do those topics which infrequently occur. On the whole, the corrclational

analysis indicates that there was fairly good synchronization between the two

presses in terms of what they were reporting.
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Table IX-1

ORI-LATIQJ Or iUS M POrrG
Correlation (Pearson r) of news reporting by month over five years (mid 1967 through
mid 1972) on 39 news topics by pro-establishment and anti-government position newspaperi

Category Correlatin coefficient

I. litary Actizs

1. Military casualties (included: Army of .728*
the Republic of Viet-J am, Natinal Liberation
Fr-ont, orth% Viet-N am. my, Unitec Statesand 10.lied troops)

2. Artillery shelling (in South Viet-Nen, •.685*.. ..... North Viet-.4a and fran -cni: ..t ships----
on the sea)

3. Grond crtat (in Laos, Canbodia uien .599*Azmy of the Republic of Viet-Nanm and/or
United States troops ame invol~ed)

4. Ground ombat (in South Viet-a4am) .794*

S. Air brrbing (in South Viet-Nin, Laos .357
and Camodia by Army of the Republic
of Viet-4am and/or United States
Air Force)

6. Air badbing (in iorth Vietnam) .783*

7. Terrorist actions (limited to South .564*
VietVam)

8. Chemical warfare .149

- 9. lHerbicides .148

10. United States build-up in -South Viet-Nam -.080

ll11. Allied troops build-up in South Viet-iam -.082

12. North Viet-Oarn Army build-up in South Viet-am -.094

13. Pacificaticn (pre 1968) -.039

14. Pacification (after 1968) .173

15. Vietnamization .507*

16. United States withdrawal .612*
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Table IX-1 (c tinued)

CategoryCorrelation Coefficient

17. Allied troops withdrawal . 00

18. Civilian casualties -..357

19. Damags caused by war (in South .754*
Viet-{4an and North Viet-OIar

---------.------- 20. Loss of Any of the FL-pblic of .03

Viet-Nam and/or United States,
allied weapons

21. War spoils (confiscated by Ary of *35*

the Pppublic of Viet-i1an and/or
United States troops in South__

viet-'Jqam, Laos and a

n. Politicak Factors 1i

22. Paris talks .24*-

23. Political activities .14*

24. People 's anti- Iaticna1 Liberation *47

Frcnt actions

25. Peace s rm~es *52

III. Social Factors

26. Population row..cnt *39

27. Social disrt' ticn *35

28. Antisoci-". behavior .0

29. IllSral use or holdil n of m~apais -76

30. Anti-United States sentirnt * 3*

31. Anti-foruigner sentizent *19

32. Social relief A35
33. Draft dodging 7

IV. Econortic ractors

35. Cost of livinig.
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Tz-blc nc-i (ccntintxd)

Caitegory Correlatizm Coefficient--

36. Labor .390

37. Miad. rLizet .063

38. 'Foxoirn aid .322'

39. National1 budgat .498*
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The next step was to detewdiix the nutber of lines devoted to

herbicides and to plot the frequncy of herbicides apearing in the press

over time in relation tc the other topics. In Chinh Dian, news reporting

of herbicide usage ranked twenty-ninth out of the 39 topics (average 4.4

lines per nvrnth), and in editorial coverage it ranked twenty-sixth (average

2.9 lines per month). -eporti on hrbici e in Tin Sam ranked twanty-

third out of the 39 topics (average 7.9 lines per month), while editorial

coverage ranked twanty-ninth (average 1.3 lines per month). Thus, herbi-

cide spraying held about the sae positin in the reporting and editorial-

izing of both presses, but it ranked low vis-a-vis many other topics.

A carposite overview of the quantitative saliency of the topic: of

herbicides compared with a selection of the other codied topics is shan

in Table IX-2. It can be seen that military casualties and ground € wbat

were reported and discussed continuously through the seven years analyzed,

and that they form a larger portion of the news coverage than do any of the

o&.hr selected thes. Numerous trends'are discernible in these data, but

to point them out or discuss them is beyond the scope of this report. it

Sshould be noted, howver, that the peak of reporting about herbicides as

measured in this way occurred in 1969, and that the rates for 1970 and 1971

were higher than those for any year between 1965 and 1968. When herbicides

peaked in 1969, the reporting of anti-U.S. sentirent was at its nadir, but .. .

thereafter rose rapidly and was at its height for these years in 1971.
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/ IX-20a

News Reporting: An Enumeration of Lines About Herbicides
in Comparison to Selected Other Topics

_

Topic 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 19"0 1971

.03 .- D1 .19 -. 07- 78 .38 .43

Xilita. Casalties 11.8 10.2 11.3 12.3 10.7 9.0 9.3

Gh (-n ;) 16.8 13.7 15.1 19.6 15.2 9.4 9.8

Terrorist Acticn 8.6 10.1 7.8 6.4 6.3 3.1 2.1

Loss of Weatcns .17. .09 .231 .09 .06 .03 .02
U.S. u!Cp1.1 .541 .901 .121 .371 .01, .06

Vi e t-ina-d z tiIn 0 0. 0 08 .57 .36 .71

ftl...... .Mcve-n t .62j .36 .77, 1.5 .24 .61 .06

nti-U. S. Senti.-.ent .23, .83, .16 .02 0 -u97 2.58

Cost of Livin; .23 ..66' 1 1 .49' 1.1 .88 1.9

Blaca=ket .53 2.7 .291 .771 .59; .56- .36

" Peace ..:es 5.6 6.1 8.3 5.8 4.5 3.1 3.1
27 Other Topics 54.29 54.71 53.85 52.75 59.59 71.60 69.58
T AL LI:=S cz-D 17389 1955F 16407 413544 38819 ;28185 128674

The namerical value in each oell is'the percentage for a given topic of the total
.... lines coded for a given year. Thus, herbicides ac=Mted for about 3/4ths of one

percent (.78%) of the total output of oded rs lines in 1969. The columns for
1965-1967 refer to the pro-establishment press only. The anti-government paper
was Coded for only a portion of 1967 and is not included for that year. .rhe
columns for 1968-71 c bine data fran both presses. Since only a portion of the
1972 papers fiam both pro-establisbment and anti-governrent was analyzed, that
year is also not inlu-led in this tabulation.
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In addition to the line enumeration of the newspapers, we directed

attention to articles about herbicides which appeared in these papers.

In Chinh Luan 58 such articles wore published between April, 1964, and

July, 1972, totally approximately 1446 lines of print. Identified in

TinSang were 132 articles (5182 printed lines) from the period June,

1967, through July, 1972. As seen in Table IX-3 the combined number of

topically relevant articles increased markedly in 1969, fell back

somewhat in 1970, and rose again in 1971. The greatest increase was

in the opposition press, but it is noteworthy that in 1970 there were

twice Rs many articles about herbicides in Chin Luan than there had been

in 1968 or 1969. The figures for 1967 are similar to those for 1968 but

the quantitative presentation given in Table IX-3 is limited to the

four years for which we have year-long coverage in each paper.

Table IX-3 News Reporting:
Enumeracion of Articles About Herbicides

Pro-Establishment Anti-Government
Year Press Press Total

1968 6 (4%) 6 ( 4%) 12 (8%)
1969 6 (4%) 43 (28%) 49 (32%)
1970 12 (8%) 25 (17%) 37 (25%)
1971 8 (5%) 45 (30%) 53 (35%)

32 (21%) 119 (792) 151 (100%)

-_____The point from both the line and article enumeration- is that.

herbicides occupied more space in the press after the period when the

greatest amount of herbicides were sprayed than during that period.

Regarding the articles, moreover, it was possible to carry out a qual-

itative evaluation by means of content analysis regarding the attitudes

conveyed. For this purpose, 14 coding categories were developed. Each
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- article was read nte~r nal Vietniamfese language version b

Vietnamese assistant. For each of the 14 categories, the assistant

made a .dichotomous judgment as to whether the attitude was present or

[_'Cb:::cinz -that particular article. The results are given in Table IX-4

; ,weethe number of articles reflecting each attitude in the pro-establi .sh -

ment.press is shown in the upper. left band corner of the cells and

the number of articles showing each attitude in the anti-government

press is in the lower right hand corner of the cells.



Table lX -4

Attitudes About Herbicides in the Pro-Establishment and. Anti-Government Press

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

1. Objective Reporting of 1 0 0 5 2 1
Effectiveness of Herbicides -0 0 3 0 1

2. objective R~eporting of 2 2 1 3 3 4 2
Statements P.tjout Herbicides X - 2 1 8 1 8

3. Call for Study of Herbicide 0 0 0 0 0 1 0tEffects .- 0 0 0 0 0

4. Herbicides will Achicve 0 0 0 1 0

5. Alarm at Large-scale Us of 0 10 z o2 0

Herbicides X_ 0 X1 1 8

6. concern re Herbicide Effect 0 0 1 0 1 3
on Humans - - 0 0 6 3 6

7. Concerned but Resigned to 0 0 3 2 1 2 2
Military Use - 1 0 0 0 0

8. Doubt Advantages Compared to 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
Economic & Health Disadvantages - - 0 0 0 0 0

9Doubt Military Effectiveness 0 0 X7'10 0 0
- -y1 0 1 X1 6

10. Doubt Advantages Compared to 0 0 0 0 0 5 3
other Disa dvantages X- I 0 3 4 6

11. Critical of RVN Handling of 00 0 0 0 0 0
Herbicides, e.g., Compensation X_ 1 4 ;24 5 11
Program
12. Critical of U.S. Because07 0 0 0 0 0 1
Herbicides May Harm Crops, People , 0 12 23 31
Environment 

-13. Doubt U.S. Motives re Using 0 0 0 00
Herbicides - -*" 0 1 1 9 1

~~~~ Codc1
'dat - 1Ee5 1032

3 4 676 6 1
Total Number of Articles -3- 6 3 25

Pro- Anti-
establishment: government: L
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The 14 attitude categories were not conceived as being mutually

exclusive. An article might begin with objective reporting and then

shift to attitudinal comment of one or more kinds. In order to present

these data more simply and with the benefit of. proportions, Table IX-5

gives a selection of attitudes for the years 1968 through 1971 where

we have comparable coverage for each press showing the percentage of

articles from a given paper in which the selected attitude was displayed.
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Table IX - 5

Selected Attitudes About ierbicides.
in the Pro-Lscablishment and Anti-Government Press

1968 1969 1970 1971
Objective reporting of statementr 50%. s 50Z 3 25rsA --% -
about herbicides without editorial
comment 7

.oubtis -the advancages -f herbi- 0: .j o0Zi 421. 37%A
cides as compared to disadvantages4 .# /J/ I/ J
etc. 16%

Critical of RVN because of herbi- 0 , 0 0
cides, failures of compensation

_program, -etc. . . . . .--- 5 67 /6 20 2 ------..

Critical of U.S. because of0% 0%harmful effects of herbicides on

crops, humans, environment, etc. L . 1 ' n282. 927 , 9 2

Total number of articles

The percentage of articles from the pro-establishment press which display a given
attitude appears in the upper left hand corner of each cell:

The anti-goverument percentages are in the lower right:

The pro-establishment articles in 1965, 1966, and 1967 were similar to what is
shown for 1968. The anti-government articles reviewed for half of the year 1967
vere similar in number and attitudes to 1968.

IllMustrative of the interpretation of this table is the pro-establishment =ess in
1971: eight articles on herbicides appear in this pa,,r during the year. T -O of then

.(25%) reported statents about good or bad effects of herbicides, but without editorial
_ al ient. Three of the eight (37%) raised doubts about the advantages of herbicides in
the light of pesible disadvantages of a general kind. None of the eight cnveyed
criticism of the PN regarding the use of herbicides, but one (12%) expressed criticism
of the U.S. for using herbicides which may be harmful to people, crops, or the
environment.
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This analysis suggests that objective reporting about herbicides,

without editorial appraisal, was more characteristic of the pro-establishment

press than the anti-government paper. In the instances where articles

in the pro-establishment paper convey attitudes it is more likely to be

a matter of raising doubts than expressing criticism. It is to

be noted, however, that the emergence of pro-establishment doubt occurred-

in 1970 and 1971 after the cessation of the massive use of herbicides

and was coincident in time with a decline in objective reporting. It

. appears, thus, that the conservative press was sensitive to questions

being raised about herbicides, and that it participated, albeit not

strongly, in the criticism of the United States which is associated with

herbicides.

Doubt and especially criticism are consistently found in the anti-

government paper, and it is not surprising that targets of criticism are

the governments of South Vietnam and the United States. Insofar as

herbicides provide a focus for negative evaluation of a government, it

can be pointed out that RVN declined while criticism of the U.S. increased.

The auove paragraph concludes the tabular presentation of the news-

paper study. In what follows we will review and quote from the press

on herbicides in order to describe the content of reporting and

editorial commentary.



While there had been general agreement in the Saigcn press during
1967 and 1968 that hetbicide use was causing serious eccnonic problems
for many farmers and that the Ccupansaticn program was not working in a
satisfactory manner, official assurances that herbicides were not harmful
to humans or animals had been accepted with little question. Sud assur-
ancs were rep3rted objectively and without editorial cururent.

In the spring of 1969, however, a marked diange occurred. Articles
appeared in the cppcsition press that were subjectiv in nature, sensational,
and often based more'cn rumor and conjecture than fact. This sharp shift
in Omtent and tone was marked by a series of .articles in Tin Sang alleging
that Vietnamese waren were giving birth to "eggs" as a result of herbicide
use. Other articles lircing birth defects and miscarriages to herbicide
exposure followed. Some examples are as follows:

From Tin S (Octcber 5, 1969)

"Three Main Reasons 11,y Vietnamse Wcen Giv Birth
to Eggs

1) The widespread movement of sexual license.2) Me extensive use of aphrodisiacs by allied
tzoups and call girls.3) The change of weather and envircnmt due toradiaticn and heriicides.,

Fran Tin Sa (ecember 5, 1969)
"Dr. Ma Xai Confirmed Rumrs of Vietnanese Wamn

Giving Birth to Eggs
Defoliaticn sprays caused birth defects (egg)in Tan loi. VL- have witnessed a scene where hundredsof peope, mstly hildren and worn, surrouncd peoplewith authority requesting sme ccncrte assistanca:give them scie money so they could get a4ay fran thesickness and misery caused by lerbicides.,,
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Fccm Tin Sang (April 4, 1970)

"False Reports: Listen But Do Not Pay Attention
7b Them. There Are Rxiors That:

There are a number of foreign reporters who
have such good ears and sud good noses that they
have been running around looking for old issues of
Tin Sang published over a year ago. One after
Zro-tr seeks old issues of Tin Sang for his col-
lecticn, and such enthusiasm-surpis our editorial
st-ff. Finally, we learn that these reporters are
l,.xking for an article an "giving birth to an egg"
due to the effect of defoliation sprays.

During that period Tin Sang was ordered to close
do*M because of some artIles written cn the possible
effect of defoliation sprays upon birth defects. The
truth is that Tin Sang does not have a laboratory to
prove such occurancs scientifically. Tin Sang only
reports what it has heard through the pe's ccml-
,plaints. And yet things did happen as Tin Sang has
reported.

Recently, scrze U.S. scientists conducted an
e-xperirent with saTe rats by letting them live in
a place saturated with defoliation chemicals. They
found that these rats gave birth to many de-formed
rats (and eggs). They sent a petition to Prince
Nixcn requ3sting his leniency, an order to put a
stcp to the use of Csfoliaticn sprays until they
could conduct nore studies to determine the effects
more fully.

May it please God that thesc scientists will
prome it to the ccntrary, that is, they will prove
that it is thanks to being sprayed with herbicides
that the people of South Viet-Nam have been able to
last so long, that they can fight for so lang with-_out feeling-tirod--that _tney caY keep their mSuths
shut, can live without food and without housing.

I prey to God that the results will be as I
have wished. Otherwise, if the results prove that
what happened to the rats is true, I Woill feel very
badly inded, for t -e people, then, are worth less
than ratq."

/
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Frm Tin Sang (June 6, 1970)

"False TReports: Listen But Dcn't ITerrber

Tin Sang was mnsured once before because it
dared -to cirEicize the use of defoliation sprays.
Now people talk about it everywhere. Japanese
newspapers write about it; U.S. newspapers criticize
its use. So it has beome a fact.

Birth defects, egg-earing, and malfunction
of genital glands are menticned in conectin with
defoliaticn sprays. The President, in building up
a gove nment party, is also affected by defoliatin
sprays.

Socn articles were appearing which attributed many health prcblems

to herbicides. Other articles relating herbicides and health problens

appeared during 1970, 1971 and 1972 (Tin Sang, April 17, 19, 1970;

January 19, July 15, 16, 23, 31, 1971; Dien Tin, February 19, 1972).

An example of te way various health problems became associated with

herbicides in a sensaticnal way occurred in July of 1971 uhen an infectious

eye disease that swept Viet-Max was linked to herbipides.

From Tin Sang (July 23, 1971)

"The Eye Disease Is Still Spreading-%he Chemical
Causing the Disease Is Ten Tires I-lore Poiscnous
71 an the Pegular Herbicides. It Takes Crcps at

least Five Years to Fecover.

The eye disease is still spreading incredibly
in near-by provinces and in the suburbs of the
caital city. At least eighty percent of the pop-
ulaticn has caught the disease.

People who are knowledgeable about redicine-
hawe said that this disease has been caused by
herbicides used by Americans to clear forests, brush,
and especially marijuana in Viet- nam. To them, this
disease is not very dangerous if people know how to
treat it, but the most threatning thing is the
effect of herbicides upn crops in South Viet-a4am.
The chemical the Americans used this tire is ten
times more poiscnous than the nes they used before.
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It will take the crops at least five years to recover
because of the after-effect, and the situatim will
be very threatening when the Armricans pull out of
Viet-Na."

Fran Tin S (July 31, 1971)

"Tall Story Colmn

......- It is noticeable that a lot of people are
wearing dark glasses these days. W en the reasr.
for this is asked, it is said that these people
haw caught an eye disease, a very fashicnable
disease.

- he other side has taken advantage of this - .
cpportunity to make anti-Amrican propaganda,
saying the disease was caused by herbicides sprayed
by the Amricans. They changed the old slogan
'fight the Amrericans to save your country' into
'fight the Americans to save your . . . eyes,' to
make it up-to-date. Eo czn believe in their way
of treating illnesses?"

As for belief in the effects of herbicides upon animals, during a

period of scarcely more than two years, Tin Sang roved fran an objective

reporting of United States Departent of 1Wfense assurances that herbicides

were not harmful to animal life to the following statement: "In the de-

foliated areas of South Viet-Nam most farm animls are dead. Pigs,

chickens, ducks, bees, frogs, fish, and snakes--all have disappeared.

7hcse that are still alive are weak and unable to reproduce."

Herbicides have also been nentioned as a contributing factor to the

ekaicnof-efugees.- early as April of 1967, -Ioa Binh had presented

an emotional example of a link betaeen herbicides and refugee roverent in

a small vignette. "u1 felt moved by the desolate landscape before us:

barren and defoliated orchards. Ub thought of the sirple people with sad

faces who had lived here and abandcned these orchards which had beccre

barren and defoliated by herbicide sprays. They no lcnger live here."
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An ;articL:! )I x. arinij in Tin Sng un (. f2Iptudlr 29, 1968, xuifted

that "n t pxople w ru unablL to wiU -ctand the destructive pacmr of |jcsas,

shxlls ald herbiicidas, so thxcy luft Utvir hlcsies, land, ordivirds and

W10'stiral taiis to move to Saiga and l]ad lives of miscry." Olher

articks a.ssociatingJ horbiciL's and rufugeos also a j .nd, aid by qril

of 1971 the tone had risen to the follwing le.l of criticism:
"Nemr in the history of makind has one found

sud a friditening quantity of Ucnbs and dchmicals
falling on sud a tiny piua2 of land. Ovr fifty

" million kilxjrans of herbicides have ben sprayed
an South Viet-4am. Over t vo hundrud and fifty
thousand hectarus of ria. fields have been destroyed ......

- an(d-tens of thousands of families have had to no1%e
away as a xesult. Alrot one third of thx3 Vietnm2se
and Laotian prpulaticns are victins of forced evacu-
aticns caired by Allied troops, tle intensity of

* bcnbing, and the destruction of horbicides."*

By mid 1970 concom was being shavn for rore general ecological

effects. At the cnclu-sion of a lavj and objective article on herbicihe

use in Viet4am, Cinh Luan said:

"A large area of land has been sprayed with
defoliants and the long-term effects have not been
cefinitely assessed. Nevertheless, the excessive
spreading of a nulter of strange chemdcal substances
into ' .e botanical envircrmant will certainly affect
the ecology, and chain reacticns could cause a
dpleticn of t nation's natural resources." **

Not cnly-was there belief by som that the soil may have been

permanently affected an uzres and plants destroyed in some areas or

irer diably-altered, -bu even floods were blamed on herbicides.

"It is due to the effects of herbicides which
defoliate the jungles that water pours frain tlie
mountains daczm to the plain and Central Viet-i4am
is flooded." ***

Eventually, it was alleged by some that herbicides evn affected the

climate,

• Tin Sang, April 6, 1971.
•** fui-uan, August 25, 1970.

• * in Sang, Novnrixer 12, 1971 (See also Tin S , July 16, 1971).
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" * . cue to this exoassive dcfoliaticn, the
weatler dianges suddenly from day to day, frcn cold
to hot."

The following excerpts illustrate the feeling that damage to the

nation was severe and lasting possibly to the point of ruin.

From Tin Sang (October 24, 1969)

"A Look at the M J mg Delta Afte r U.S. Toops Withdraw

The U.S. cam to this area with banbs, shells
and modern weapons, with plans to clear and defoliate
the land. Therefore, when they leave, they will leave.
behind them desolate fields, defoliated hamlets. The
people will have to rebuild from scratch."

Fram Tin Sang (August 15, 1971)

"Mhat is Left in Viet-Nam?

Recently a report from U.S. scientists indicated
that at least one fifth of all the ct Iltivated area in
South Viet-Nam . . . is no longer good for cultivatici.
The defoliaticn ope-:atin started in 1961, but its
effect might last for many years . . . In addition
to the use of a great quantity of defoliation sprays,to destroy gradually the regenerative pa,;er of trees,
the U.S. has set fire to entire areas of jungle."

Fran Tin Sang (January 11, 1972)

"Now there is not enough bawboo to rcpair houses, .
where could we then find any for a paper industry?"

Fron M inh Luan (January 31, 1972)

"Defoliation Sprays Used in South Viet-.a Are More
Destructive Than Banbs Dropped Over North Viet4lam

-- hen the War Is Over North Viet-Nam Will FLcover

. . .... .... . .... .. . ..-- Faster Than South Viet-Nam" .

From Dien Tin (March 23, 1972)

"Sae day, when the war is over, who will gather
all the broken arms and legs from all over the country
and join them togetier; who will plow the land, dig
the ditdes so that all the poiscnous gas fron bacrbs,
shells, grenades . . . and herbicicbs will fade aqay.

- Take a look and see what is left of our country'

The rice basket in the South of the f.bkong Delta
can no longer provide enough rice, fruit, fish and
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shrinp, not to mention the possibility of export as

in pre-war times: "

Intrsporsod with statements of the above type, there came a growing

disenchantrent with American acticns in Viet4-am, often linked to a

perception of Arerican attitudes tcward Vietaam and the Vietnamese pecple

as cruel and heartless.

Frm TiSang (September 1, 1970)

"The U.S. has often proclaimed that U.S. trocps
are sent to Viet-Nan to help the Vietnamese people,
to protect their, liberty and fight oaunnism. But
the U.S. also interferes in Vietnamese affairs like
a master, and acts cruelly as exeplified by the
likes of t.e My Lai massacre, the assassinaticn of
Nguyen Miao Oiuyen, the indiscriminate bombing of

- - B-52's, 3nd the -oraying of heAbicides. These
devastate cur country.'

Fr= Tin Sanq (September 12, 1970)

" . . . But the destructive pamer of the Frend
ic1nialists was limited. The French militarists

uere no able to discover herbicides with their
dreadful killing capacity. Furherore, French sol-"
diers %ere still somewhat restrained by their hunane-
ness, which they had inherited as a national tradition.
So they would not resort to just any mean policy in
order to win."

From Tin San (January 2, 1971)

"The Venerable Thich Thien Hoa complained that
%#tile the U.S. govenent has used cunning tactics
to calm the Americm pecple, its actions have been
most cruel and atrocious, shcwing no respect for
human lives or international law. For example, they
dropped banbs and sprayed defoliants cn Vietnamese
villages, fields and ordiards, causing great havoc
to the ecnczmy of this contry and strange diseases
amng the pncple."

Fran Dien Tin O(Nrd1 8, 1972)

"The Americans have been many tires more crul
-than- the -French; - Deside te destructih-f tie-
countryside, spraying herbicides over fields and
orchards, they blatantly baited the cities during
the Tet Mau Than (1)68) en the pretext of driving
out the V.C."

Charges that the Uited States was iitentionally destroying the

Vietnamese y-nc,:- and sapping the strength and diluting the cultural
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'7-V vitality of the Vietnamse people were increasingly frequwnt in 1970.

Cnly t sud articles appeared during the three year period of 1967

to 1969. But there were n.ne in 1970 and tan in 1971. Examples follcw:

Fran ChmnhDao (August 13, 1968)

"Before the war South Viet-Vam produced not only .... ___-

-enough rice for local/consumptin but also exported
millicns of tais anually

.. Sir- the war broke out, they have to import
fran the United States six or sevn hundred thousand
tmns of rice 'eac year to feed their people.. Naturally,
this war has brought a sizable amount of income to
farming states in t:e U.S. sud as Arkansas, Louisiana,
Missippi, f lissouri and 2xas."

Fram Tin Sang (Mard 21, 1970)

"Vietnamizaticn--Putting the Cart Before the. Ox

Consequently, the rice our people eat ha becom
. Americanized; this mans that we no laiger have the
rim t1at our oin rice fields produce, but hav to
eat the rice produced by rice fields in California."

Fran Tin S (July 25, 1970)

"Interests of U.S. Businessren-Are Ao e .All

Now the aim is to assist farmers to raise their
production to conpensate for the deficit caused by
the naticnal policy of 'free defoliaticn.' Therefore,
the govennnt has given them special assistance by
allowinc them to be 'sole' importers of solely U.S.
fertilizers." -

Fran Tin Sang (Novmber 19, 1971)

"Surplus Agricultural Products As Aid (for the
United States it-is called Foco for Peace)

'this program will bring about the devastaticn and
ruin of the Vietnamse couitryside. The U.S. destroys

r rurl areas of Viet-Nam with bcrbs and herbicides
so that Viet4Jam is forced to import U.S. surplus
agricultural products."
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Thus we see that until 1968 the use of herbicides in South Viet-Nam

was an i3ue of extrely low saliency in the press. Except for a few

mplaints aboit the effectiveness of the. compensation program, reporting

of the use of herbicides was objective and non-evaluative. Throughout

1968 the paynent of claims for cmpensation cotinued to be the only aspect

of the program to receive any significant degree of critical attention.

And, this was despite the fact that 1967 and 1968 account for a very ligh

proportion of the total amount of herbicides used in Viet-Nam. Beginning

in the Spring of 1969, however, many more articles about the use of herbi-

. . .cides began to apear, and the greatest increase tock place in the opposition

press. Not only did the number of articles inrease, but quite sudenly a

* number of attitudes appeared which were exceedingly critical, and there was

a spurt of reporting of alleged adverse effects from herbicides. This

process continued through 1970 and 1971, spreading fran the anti-govermnent

newspapers to scholarly journals (as will be seen in the next section) and

finally the pro-establisment press. This shift in attitude and content,

which manifested itself in the Spring of 1969, increased in 1970 and reached

its peak in 1971, long after herbicides had ceased to be used to any signifi-

cant extent. Thus there is no direct relationship between the intensity and

extent of spraying actually occurring at any given time period and the a==ut

of attention devted to the issue by the press of either side, even allowing

f " a tire lag of one to six mnnths for feedback from the provinces to reach

Saigon.

Conclusion

This chapter has concerned public opinion, and our analysis has led us

to conclude that there is a major dichotomy between the views of the rural
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population and those of the urban middle-sector regarding the use of

herbicides in Vietnam. Contrary to what might be expected, the spraying

of herbicides is a much less emotional issue among the peasants, who

bore the brunt of spray effects, tb.n it is among urban intellectuals.

The critical attitudes which came to characterize the middle-sector

were largely after the fact. Most of the spraying had been terminated

by the time the negative views were discernible. Our interpretation of

why this occurred ia that herbicides became a symbol in the eyes of the

urban intellectuals. Symbols are often more powerful in

motivating human behavior and shaping humkn responses. T s in the next

section we take up the issue of how and why herbicides came to be a

symbol and wh.t meaning this may have for the future.
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Section X. Herbicides As A Syi.bol

It was said at the conclusion of the last chapter that herbicides

seem to have become a symbol to the urban intellectuals in South Vietnam.

In this section we will take up the questions, '"hat is a symbol?"t ,

-"Herbicides are a symbol of what?", and "How and why did it happen that

herbicides came to play such a role?".

A symbol, as we use it here, is a word or an emblem which stands for

something other than itself and which evokes feelings and emotions that

are only related to that thing itself by loose assmciation and sometimes

simply by imagination and hearsay. In the actions and beliefs of humans,

a symbol is often far more influential than a fact. This is because a

symbol represents the meaning given the fact. Another characteristic of

a symbol is that it often binds a group together. The feelings and

meanings are shared. Language, patriotic emblems and family portraits

" illustrate the point. Thus, a symbol of en rallies the sentiments of a

. group, while at the same time arousing emotion in a private individual.

When we say that herbicides became a symbol among the middle sector

people of urban South Vietnam, we mean that the word herbicides appears to

arouse strong feelings in them, that the thoughts invoked, by the word

cover a wide range of circumstances, many of them not related directly to

herbicides at all. Our interpretation is that herbicides came to symbolize

certain undesirable aspects of American actions generally in South Vietnam,

and that the emotions represented in the symbol are feelings of disenchantment

with Americans, critici.i of their actions, and suspicion about their motives.

In other words, a subtle but pervasive negative evaluation of U.S. involvement.
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Why had the voices of the middle sector of urban Vietnam suddenly

become s3o critical of American actions in Vietnam? Why had ei .n

staunch friends of long-standing joined in this criticism? Why did

. they focus upon herbicides? The Vietnamese pcasants were not-as

outraged as these city people, many of whom had never even seen a

single fallen leaf which they could blame upon herbicides. And why did

this happen in 1969, 1970, and 1971,.when herbicide use was decreased,---.-

and then discontinued? And while U. S. soldiers were dying by the

tens of thousands, while billions of dollars worth of U. S. aid was

pouring into the country, and U. S. negotiators were sitting at the Paris

peace tables?

Were they correct in their assessments of the actual damage?

Did they really know better than the peasants what the true effects

had been? Or were they foolish, malicious or misled? Had they been

victimized by Communist propaganda? We do not believe that any of

those factors are adequate explanations to the questions of why this

happened and why it happened when it did. We have no final or unequivo-

cal answers to these questions, but we believe it is possible to

identify some factors which were significant in producing this delayed

but affect-laden response to herbicide use.

It is necessary to Du aside for a moment this specific topic

of herbicide use ane pause to consider the troader social context in

which the military use of herbicides by Americans in Vietnam occurred.

Only in this way can the deeper meaning and significance of this program

for the urban middle-sector, and especially the intellectuals be made

clear.
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I. Historical Background

The political unrest and social malaise which characterizes much

of South Vietnamese society today has its roots in more basic social

. and psychological changes that were well underway in the nineteenth -

century. By 1885 all of Vietnam was under French control and for all

practical purposes Vietnamese sovereignty had simply ceased to exist.

A proud and independent people suffered the humiliation .of being r~led

by a foreign nation. A number of mandarin scholars, elite products of

traditional Vietnam, led armed revolts which quickly proved to be exercises

in futility. No matter how noble their motives nor how great their

courage, it was made painfully evident that traditional Vietnam was

impotent in the face of Western power.

But in 1905 Japan's victory over Russia gave the frustrated and

desperate Vietnamese revolutionary leaders a new perspective. Following

the MeJi Reformation (a more apt term than "restoration") in 1876,

the Japanese had in less than thirty years attained demonstrable military

superiority over a major Western power, and the obvious keystone to

their success had been modernization through mastery of Western tech-

nology. Meanwhile, small but growing numbers of Vietnamese intellectuals

were for the first time gaining an awareness of the best of Western

thought and cultur_!, partly through those few Vietnamese who had mas-

tered French and received some French education, and partly through

Chinese translations of European books which were being published in

Shanghai.
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A revolutionary organization dedicated to the modernization of

Vietnam as an instrument of nationalist revolutionary strength, the

Viet Nam Duy Tan Hoi was organized in 1906. In 1907, Vietnamese nation-

lists organized and supported a national system of prive.te schools,

the Dong Kinh HNgia Thuc, to popularize Western thought and modern

skills. The French saw this movement as a threat and quickly surpressed

it. In the years which followed revolutionary hopes in Vietnam were kept

alive by the inspiration of events in China, where Sun Yat Sen was

enjoying considerable success with his enlightened revolutionary doctrine.

His headquarters at Canton were not far from the Vietnamese border. In

1917 the University of Hanoi was established as the capstone of a

standardized French educational system, and 1918 marked the end of the

traditional mandarinate examinations in Vietnam. There was no longer

any practical incentive to pursue the arduous path of traditional studies.

By World War I the stage had been set for the final demise of

* tradition as a dominant and cohesive force in Vietnamese society.

Almost 100,000 Vietnamese were sent to France during World War I to

serve as soldiers and workers and were exposed to new ideas in the process.

* And after the war, in the general prosperity of the 1920's, French capital

rushed into Vietnam at an unprecedented rate, dwarfing the total investment

of-the previous sixty years of-colonial -rule- The-predominant-thru:t-f

this capital, however, was directed toward quick profits through exploita-

tion of Vietnam's agricultural and mineral resources. This' activity made

little direct contribution to the land and the people of Vietnam.

Educational facilities, which had become equated in the Vietnamese

mind with progress, strength and independence, remained grossly
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inadequate and totally unsuited to the real needs of the nation.

Meanwhile, the number of French bureaucrats in Vietnam more than

doubled during the 1920's, with the lowest-ranking and least competent

of them earning far more than the best-educated, most competent and

hardest working of the Vietnamese.

The cumulative effect of such policies had a great impact upon

Vietnamese society. A wage-earner cass many times larger than ever'

before in Vietnpmese history had been created. A few wealthy Vietnamese

businessmen -ad landowners, comprising less than one-tenth of one percent

of the population, had prospered along with the French, but even many

of them felt frustrated because rigid French controls denied them the

*influence to which their wealth and position would normally have entitled

them. A middle-class had begun to emerge, only to have its aspirations

for further upward mobility blocked by an arrogant French colonial

bureaucracy jealous of itj prequisites. And the bulk of the peasants,

eighty-five per cent of the population, had an even more difficult life

in many ways than they had known before the coming of the French.

Then came the world-wide Depression. Because of French economic

-- dominance, Vietnam was struck rapidly and hard. Meanwhile, in the

political realm, the years of 1930 and 1931 were bloody years of

terror and counter-terror, revolts in the countryside, assassinations,

executions, and mass arrests. And these were bleak times not only

economically and politically, but intellectually and spiritually as

well. Tran Trong Kim, one of the most renowned scholars of the time,

who was later to lead a short-lived Vietnamese government under the

Japanese, wrote in his three-volume work on Confucianism (1930-1933):
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Upon careful consideration, it cannot be said that our current
abandonment of the old to follow the new is zot necessary. But
because we are rash and do not let our thoughts mature, we are . .... . ... - achieving nothing less than total destruction. As a result ofsuch shortcomings, our faults have not necessarily been abandoned,while we have lost the essence of our society which has kept it
stable for thousands of years. Whenever- people wish to discardsomething old and damaged, they must have something better, some-thing more attractive, to take its place. We now do not yet have
the new and yet have hastily abandoned the old; as a result, we.. have lost everything and have nothing with which to replace it.That is the situation of our country today, no different than aship which has gone into the middle of the ocean and lost itscompass. It does not know which direction to take to keep on
course and just keeps drifting on,_in danger of being dashed
upon the rocks by the wind and waves and shattered.

During the second and third decades of the twentieth century,

journals and newspapers came into being and grew in readership and in-

fluence. A common goal shared by most of these early publications was

the expansion of intellectual horizons to Western ideas. In the early

1930's the number and significance of newspapers and journals increased,

accompanied by a dramtic change in the nature and scope of literary

activity.

The most important facet of the new literature is that it was

preponderantly and emphatically personal. The focus of literature

shifted from the general to the specific, from the objective to the

subjective, from reason and ethics to emotions, and -- and this is the

most important shift of all -- from society to the individual. What men

in general should think or do was- suddenly much less important than

what "I feel". All social institutions and ethical and oral conven-

tions. not to mention literary ones, were subject to review, were open

to question in light of the individual human being's right to the pursuit
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of happiness. The quest for personal salvation -as seriously challen-

ging the Confucian priorities of loyaltyto stat and family -- i.e.,

the established social order. Othkr contrasts i both form and content

between the traditional and the new poetry all d rived from this one

crucial point. What was new, was, in a word, in ividualism.

Individualism ia at the heart of what we ha e come to think of

as modernity, whether the setting be East or Wes . The very word "indi-

..-- vidualin" first pears-in-the English language as a translation of a

word coined by Al is de Tocquevill in his clas ic study of Democracy in

America (1835) to describe what he perceived to e a novel state of

affairs. But the concept of individualism is on of universal significance,

and in little more than a century it had circled the globe to have a

powerful impact upon the entire fabric of Vietn nese society, not strictly

as a foreign import, but perhaps more as an inev table response to an

altered world. Novels flourished in Vietnam as literary form for the

first time, and traditional poetic forms were ab doned in search of

greater freedom and diversity. Significantly, t e Vietnamese themselves

called this poetr$ literally the "new poetry".

With the coming of the Second World War, Vi tnam, and expecially

the Southern half of the country, was embarking ,pon what was to be

thirty years of war and conflict. Saigon grew f om about half a million

people at the outset of the resistance war again t the French in 1945

to about two million by 1954. The population th:n fell back to little

more than a million in the few years of relative peace which followed.

But by 1965, the population of Saigon and its environs was again growing
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by leaps and bounds, and was soon to approach the level of three million

inhabitants.

II. American Build-Up

Into this turbulent scene came half a million Americans. In 1963

there were 16,000 Americans in South Vietnam. By.late 1965 the number .

neared 200,000. And by mid-1968 there were more than half a million U. S.

soldiers in South Vietnam with close to 200,000 of them in the Saigon

area alone, or one American soldier for every fifteen Vietnamese in the

capital.

And the U. S. civilian presence also grew rapidly as USAID poured

funds and technicians into the area to participate in "the struggle for

the hearts and the minds of the people." Roads and bridges, air fields

and bus depots were built. Parents who had never-ridden in an automobile

watched their children board modern airplanes. Transportation and communi-

cation in South Vietnam expanded at a rate probably unequaled in world

history. The number of radio sets in Vietnam, which had just doubled,

quickly doubled again, and urban voices reached into the remote rural

areas. Television w- introduced with communication sets distributed throughout

the countryside. For the benefi LX tiic many Americans, a U. S. channel was

put on the air.

.. . . Mst of the Americans in Vietnam worked hard and fought hard,

and, when they had the time, they played hard as well. They even relaxed

hard. The young GI who had just spent six weeks in the jungle or tied

to a desk would arriVe in Saigon with a month's pay and a three-day pass

in his pocket, determined to make the most of them. Having been paid in
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milita~y scrip*. he converted this "funny money" into huge amounts of

local cu:'rency. And the month's pay which he was eager to spend on a

three-day srIurge Pxceeded a year's wages for most of the Vietnamese

* peopl uhi Jostle! m in the crowded streets.

tromr :ting w3t'i Vietnamese housewives and students from the middle-

sector fcr tne sca- .e taxi cabs in Saigon, he might eagerly thrust

out severa .illar, for what was a 20 or 30 ride- to them. And he

would be Jo d anc. :cnlaced at the street corner by dozens of his comrades,

while the women and-,oung people waved to one driver after another, all

of whom avoided looking at them while racing to pick up another group

of Americans.

And these men came with unquenchable thirsts for beer and souvenirs

and female companionship. So it became increasingly profitable for the

many shops and restaurants along the nicer avenues of downtown Saigon

to be converted to bars, designed and priced for American patronage.

For many poor people this situation was a source of income too great to

be spurned -- and those who served the Americans as companions or

bartenders, hostesses, waiters, waitresses, those who cleaned their rooms,

made their beds and shined their shoes, those who washed, pressed and

mended their clothes) who gav them hair-cuts, manicures and massages,

who _sldthem chewing-gmnand-paanuta-and-candy-bar -and--eigarettes- and ..... ..

dirty post cards and gaudy paintings on velvet, custom-made suits and
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shirts and shoes, wallets and briefcases, those who drove and washed

their vehicles -- most of these people prospered, or at least survived

in a situation where the alternative was severe deprivation. The rich

men and women who already owned businesses, shops, bars, hotels and fleets

of:taxis also profited; many grew wealthy beyond their dreams.

But for many of the urban middle sector this massive American

presence was a social and economic disaster. The doctors and nurses,

school teachers, accountants, civil servants, journalists, scholars,

army officers, writers, poets, lawyers, dentists, scientists, laboratory

technicians, pharmacists -- in other words, those who served their own

people but not the Americans -- these people tended to suffer a severe

loss in relative economic well-being and hence in social status and

influence. Their favorite shops and coffee houses closed down or changed

drastically. They came to feel like strangers in the streets they had

strolled for many years. Nor were things much better for them at home.

Bar girls outbid their wives for the better materials in the dress shops,

and the family next door whose daughter was a secretary for a U. S.

agency out-bid them for the better cuts of meat in the market. Their

nephew, perhaps, just nineteen years old, was making more money as an

interpreter for an American engineer than his father or his uncles who

had gone to college and held the same jobs for years.

........ The influx of money from American-spending combined with the-------

n-.-al inflation of war. Th general consumer price index for middle

class families doubled between 1965 and 1967, and by the end of 1969

it was double again. A kilogram of shrimp which had cost fifty piastres

in 1964 cost 224 piastres in 1969. C egg, which had cost three

piastres in Saigon in 1964 cost fourteen piastres in 1969 and twenty-

two piastres in 1970. For tile urban middle sector, wages lagged far

a . V..* 7 1
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behind unlep! one found a way to be useful to Americans. At one point

almost al). of the city garbagemen and street department employees upon

whum the city depended quit their Jobs to go to work for American

construction firms. Garbage rotted in the city streets while sturdy

and freshly painted buildings sprang up. at the U. S. bases in the

S--suburbs.

Nor was the rapidly accelerating rate of social and economic

disl.ocation the only stress of these years from 1965 until 1969. The

direct effects of war continued to mount and press upon the Vietnamese

people.

During six years of war from 1960 through 1965, the armed forces

of the Republic of Vietnam had suffered about 11,000 dead and 23,000

seriously wounded. In the two-year period of 1966 and 1967, over 24,000

died and more than 50,000 were seriously wounded. Then, in 1968 alone,.

almost 30,000 were killed and another 70,000 were wounded. By the

end of 1968 combat losses of the government forces exceeded 63,000

dead and 144,000 wounded. Thus, in a period of nine years, about one

of every five soldie--s, or one of every twenty adlt males, was killed

or seriously wounded while fighting for the government. And losses in

the insurgent side, also Vietnamese, were even higher.

Virtually every soldier who was killed or wounded had a wife,

parents, children, brothers and sisters and friends who were affected.

And civilian casualties themselves, although difficult to estimate,

increased in approximate terms from about 100,000 in 1965 to about

175,000 for the year 1967 and 300,000 for 1968. By the end of 1968

civilian war casualties were approaching the level of one million

people, including perhaps 300,000 deaths. By late 1969, some 80,000
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'ivililn amputees a d paralyzees and another 25,000 blinM )r deaf civilian

victims of the war ere officially registered with the government. There

woro an estimated 5 ,000 widows and several hundreds of thousands of

orphans (by late 1 1 official U. S. estimates ran as high as 700,0OO).

And by .he end of 1 8 the number of refugees had grown to well ove

three million, representing about 201 of the population.

Meanwhile, O course, mpssive U. S. programs continued to change

South Vietnamese soc ety though not always in the way intended. It

. is dificult to desc ibe the nation or society which emerged in South

Vietnam as a result f these historical and contemproary forces. It

was neither develope not undeveloped, neither traditional nor modern.

None of these labels fits. Some parts of the system had grown strong

while other parts ha withered. Balance and equiblibrium was lacking,

and the normal patte of development had been badly distorted.

The traditional value which had bound the society together, albeit

tenuously, were furth4 r weakened, while no new or more encompassing values

and loyalties were em rging for the society as a whole. A society whose

basic organization hal assumed some degree of uniformity and consensus,

consisted of people w o now displayed widely divergent patterns of

attitudes, values and behavior.

And it was int this situation,- already exacerbated by the steady

intensification of fig ting, that half a million Amer-.can troops and

tens of thousands of erican civilians came in 1965 through 1968.
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Most of the urban middl.e-sector were, we bel, ve, glad to see the

Americans come and glad for their assistance. And the gradual

impingements upon their life style seemed insignificant compared to the

blood and sweat and dollars the Americans wert, giving. A large-scale

ufpublished public opinion survey conducted in 1966 showed that

Saigonese felt little or no hostility at that time towards. the AmeriLan

presence, despite the petty annoyance, the occasional ugly incident,

or the already worrisome problem of inflation.

- III. Vietnamese Responses ...

What converted these minor irritants into moral issues was the,

perception on the part of many urban Vi<itnamese, and espezially of the

intelligentsia, that Americans did not view them as equal partners in

a common struggle but rather as incompetent, inferior and untrustworthy

subordinates. Whether this was in fact an accurate perception of American

attitudes is irrelevant for the purpose of this analysis because the

behavior of American forces in Vietnam was often such that it could

easily be interpreted so as to fit the Vietnamese viewpoint.

How such resentments grew is exemplified by an occasion when

..a number of Vietnamese university students complained to cne of the

authors that the American flag at the entrance to a U. S. base was

much larger than the Vietnamese flag_flown next o it. They were .
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indignant, seeing this as a deliberate act of disrespect for Vietnamese

sovereignty. On checking with the base commander it was learned that

the Vietnamese and American flags had originally been the same size

but that the U. S. flag had becc~ne worn and had been unthinkingly re-

placed with a larger flag sent to one of the GI's from home. No slight --

had b enintended buth-Vtssdidinotknow-thl.

Symbolic incidents of thissort multiplied providing the

Vietnamese with further evidence that Americans held them in contempt.

Then came the trauma of Tet Mau Than and the battle of Saigon of

May 1968. Many urban Vietnamese saw the war close-up for the first

time and became convinced that American fire power was being used to

save American lives, but with no regard for Vietnamese lives or property.

Trinh Cong Son, a folksinger from Hue whose popularity has

soared among young Vietnamese over the past seven or eight years,

and who is seen by many and to some extent sees himself as the Bob

Dylan or Joan Baez of Vietnam, was in Hue during the Tet 1968 offen-

sive. He spent a month hiding in a library. Among the many vivid

memories he has of Hue at that time, he recalls:

"I will never forget a mother running after a truck carrying
corpses, which bore the body of her son. And as she ran
she clapped her hands and laughed hysterically all the way
down the muddy, -red-dirt road.

Nor will I ever be able to forget the American troops
.stretched out by the side of the road who looked at her
and laughed arrogantly." (in Ta Ty, 1970, p.

Several major factors - the, passing of time, the Tet 1968

fighting, and a general mobilization policy - combined to hurl many

people from the middle sector into direct contact with the realitie's
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of war. Many of these people, and perhaps especially the intellectuals,

had felt themselves to be aloof from the war. During the late fif-

ties and early 1960's introspective individualism had been the

dominant intellectual theme. Then as the war escalated, the reaction

was a mixture of shock, guilt, a sense of impotence, and a growing

feeling of resentment of the American presence.

Some examples from the writings of contemporary poets illustrate

the change in thinking of many of the intelligentsia in Saigon and Hue

during the four years from 1964 to 1968. .....

Nguyen Sa, one of the most distinguished uid popular poets of

the late fifties and during the sixties among students and intellectuals

in Vietnam, was noted for his lighthearted treatment of life and love.

Carpe diem was his favorite theme. In August of 1967 he wrote a poem of

a very different character entitled: "Forgive Me for Past Mistakes."

Now I carry a Garand rifle upon my back
Now I carry a BAR on my shoulder
Only now do I know how heavy these murderous sticks can be

Only now do I know what a stupid fool I was during my life as a teacher

wart'to shout out what a stupid fool I've been

Forgive me
Forgive me
MY brothers who have died
Brothers a thousand times more worthy of life than I, who
Have died

.. .. . ...... . . . .. . .-- ---------- - A r e d i g
Will die

Forgive me

The sense of guilt expressed here, of having awakened to a new dimension

of national existence, is to be found elsewhere in the literature of these years.

We believe this change in the literature to be representative and illustrative of

a broader social phenomenon, especially among the urban middle sector. At the front

of her best-seller novel Put on the Mourning Cloth for Hue which is about the
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Tet 1968 offensive, Nha Ca placed "A Brief Pre2ace: Written to Accept Guilt."

Nh, Ca is d widely respected, relatively young, novelist, short story writer

and poet.7 She is also a Catholic, a-ad-her book is basically non-political

and certainly non-communist. Thera are no anti-American sentiments in this

book, indeed, there is little zention of Americans and her treatment of

thei~r -i-s~ketchyf--T zHeUtral in affe.7 But-he theme of guilt and

impotence is revealed in a vignette contained ii her preface.

a small dog caught in a crossfire ran off,
barking, fleeing wildly a)onr tbc bank of the Ben Ngu

... River. And it became a humorcus target for tht ready-
guns on the opposite bank. They fired until the
wretched craature leaped into the river from fur.
And then they fired at any spot on the bank wh(jrf the
small dog attempted to scramble ashore. Those shots
were fired in jest with no intention of killing the
small dog, only of teasing it, keeping it precariously
stranded in midstream, in order to have an amusing story
to go along with the blood and flames. How different
is the city of Hue, and perhaps even our entire miser-
able homeland, as well, from the plight of that srall
dog precariously stranded in midstream? Our generation,.
this generation so very fond of showing off by usLig
the prettiest of phrases--not orly must we tie cloth
of mourning for Hue, for our ravished homeland, but
we must accept our guilt for Hue and for our nation
as well.

Another prominent poet, To Thuy Yen, who was born near Saigon in

1938, also expresses the sense of disillusionment, guilt, and impotence.

Like Nguyen Sa, he too had entered the Army of the Republic :f Viet-Nam.

Here is an exce-pt from the poem, "On the Battlefield."

On the Battlefield

d.dicated to Thanh Tam Thuyen
Dans l'attente de la mort, on retrouve

la vie et sa vie.

Ky secret is that I have lived
On earth covered with a scum cf sombre shadows
Where the rays of the sun were a sentence of arrows, knives and axes.
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They said that the night was ebany light
Only a black sun was a true sun
W had to puncture the blindness of good visicn.

They asked what good was intellect
Each person must grow pale like any other
And the soul of ead must dn the same garb.

Saying the dead corpses would fertilize for peace
They slew the people in the house down the lane
They slay people as if clearing a wilderness.

Reject with am word both capitalism and ommunism
No one stands out hertin this war of vengeancoe
Vidi mashes my body on the edge of the scimitar formd by the two facticns.

. I fall to the ground with clean hands.

Another young poet, Nguyen Quoc Thai, has effectively captured the mood

of the year 1969, the year in which we have noted such a grave shift in

the ton and content of the newspapers and journals. In his poem "liF-ms

Upon the Sea at light" he calls to his friends, and to the youtn of the

natict, to rouse ther-elves, to speak out their resentments and hcpes,

to make theii desires a reality.

Let's begin stand up
hold hands and form a circle
in the night shadows on the coast of the eastern sea
from the smallest of you
with heads raised like the sun
tell each other about
shareful indignities
strange mw marks of the whip
pouring t-rrentially over life
tell each other about
loved ones who have died
orchards where leaves have fallen
fields which are black and dry

___ --- ...........--- ---- rivers canals lakes- ponds
oil spreading to dai':2n the surface of thea water
ragged kindergard"s of grass and herp
scorched streets marked by hatred

Elsewhere in the poem, Nguyer Quoc Thai remarks that the climate

has changed. There "zas, we believe, a marked shift in the "climate of

values". A reassessment of the American use of herbicides in Vietnam
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was part of this new attitude, and the vigorous pretest against itIwas as weil.

Part of the ne., heellng was a sense of needing to look the war in

the face, nd look the ZAnmricans in the faee and pa u.Iw on

who illustrates this, is not an accaTrplished poet in the sense that

Nguyer. Sa, To Thuy Yen, iNha Ca, or even, Ng an Quoc, Thai have denznstrateu

themse lve s to be, but he gained a follcwing because he spoke so openly,

with so much feeling and sinccerity. Thei follaoiing lines by him uere

arne inan T.hology edited by-Cbo Te-DL~ji, and piis dinsgc_

in 199. 'lpe ste,"etter to the People of the tbiitd States

Thvury you, V vfietn ,d osh a~st th wod gials ofe uhkabel

Though you, rny friends, have enthusiastically driven veilsat top

711ughyou myfrinds h mebehavud in ar uncivilized manner,
lcigpoliteness

Behaved in a way which is n i)t huxron
T~ arm prepared to uiderstand
Prepared to forgIve
You ame soldiers far from hcrn
S-Udiers not fighting for your amn coun try
Eoldiers gme to, cbfend a fnmec in which there is no profit.
We have had to think of this
Have had to undeirstand this for a lcong tiae nowq
r~ want to fid sarm words of Drai so for you, ny friends
Tbwant to find a qestun3 which will demotnstrate our gratituxe.

hythen do you keep on fighting
And at th-e sam. tine bam Leqtn, stunt, and cbstrcy these organismns

created by I-navenDon't think t'at you havu stood with us in -d. sane line of defense
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I Though we ham lain side by side in the battle front qposing ccrmmnis
And we have sweat togryther, and shed blood tog~ether
And sacrificed toedgthc"
For the flesh and blood you have budgeted for my nation
is not enough to prove that you are sincerely for freed=m
That you are sinoerely helping a weak nation without profit
Ah, it is extremely fortunate
That my pe-cple do not bear grudges

. Oh, my U.S. soldier friends . .. .
Have you ever asked yourselves
With all the corpses of your comrades
With all the walth of your. nation N

With all the mod--m weapons yau use
Why you have not yet ad-ieved victory
If e do not wish to say
If we do not wish to accept
That you axe about to yield, about to retreat, about to be defeate-d

So long as %e hae breath
I W3 shall have the strength to fight

In search of freedon and in defensa of peace
Go ahead and leave Viet-am, my friends,
If you are exhausted
If you are ashared
For not being hcnest with yourselves before you cam
And take our thanks with you
To serve as a bit of victory
To inscribe upcn the pages of your history
V, pray that those pages do not make you troubled and bitter.

9
I . . . .
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Statements by American scientists, echoed byAmerican politicians

and reported in the-American press were in part responsible for calling

the attention to the real potential danger of herbicides, especially

as being used by the U. S. in Vietnam. Given the new climate of values

-we have just illustrated, this gave power to herbicides as a symbol.

It is a fact that the abrupt outbreak of criticism regarding herbicides

and increased attention to it as a topic in the Vietnamese press followed

- close in time the decision by the New York Times to take an editorial

stand against the U. S. use of herbicides in Vietnam (NIT, April 23,

1969, p. 15, col. i). A cursory review of articles published in the

N' Yor Times ant in Vietnamese papers snd magazines suggests to us

that increaring coverage of the herbicide issue from 1969 through 1971

Fnay to A large extent be attributable to statements of concern made 'by

. 'ern (principally American) scientists and politicians about possible

long. -term health and ecological effccts of herbicides. In these reports

many Vietnamese of the urban middle sector found confirmation of their

already heq,.:teai - slspicions of U. S. motives and intentions.

An exampi-e of the way zrecific attitudes and opinions regarding

herbicid .q -re derived from and documented by American sources is an

article by nr. "- Cao Duong entitled "Ten Years of Ecological Warfare in South

Vietnam" which appeared in the October 22, 1971 issue of Trinh Bay, a popular

Saigon journal of intellectual protest. This article also illustrates the way certain
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derived attitudes regarding herbicides interacted with existing,

independently formulated attitudes toward the American efforts generally
i tO produce a poweri and symbolic issue. The mijor emphasis of this

article can be seen in the following excerpts:

1 "Now ecological warfara, or warfare to destroy the

means of subsistence, has taken place in Viet-Nam for
exactly ten years. Beginning ten years ago with the
experimental spraying of herbicides to the east of
Saigon by American advisors, this war has continued strongly
with all sorts of blue, white, red, and orange chemical

;agents.
The application of these poisonous chemicals upon

peopl, animals, crops, forest products, soil and
* !climate, as well as the effects of the program called

- i'defoliation,' has been described in great detail in
...... the pages of this journal.

While another kind of warfare, according to some
people, is gradually receding (?), the war of
ecological destruction in South Viet-Nam, after ten
long years, still is of a terrifying nature...The American
authorities...still refuse actually to accept the

* barbaric and inhumane nature of ecological warfare.
They stubbornly deny that th& chemicals used in Viet-Nam
are a form of chemical warfare...Is it that they are
afraid of losing face?...Or is it that they subscribe toi and are pursuing the principle that 'if you wish to
break the fighting spirit of a people, you muat destroy
the subsistence base of those people?'
Ecological warfare continues, in one guise or another,

with one type of weapon or another. For the past ten

years, the American authorities have n~ver had any intention
. . . . . - of abandoning their war to exterminate the means of

subsistence of the Vietnamese people.

On April 19, 1972, Trinh Bay published a special issue on "The

American Destruction in Indochina." The issue contains translations of

statements from the Congressional Record regarding a bill calling for

an assessment of the effects of the war in Vietnam, translations of
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articles by American scientists on herbicide damages as well as

several by Vietnames-e- authors.

If Trl Bay were an obscure and seldom read journal published by

insign -ficant or unknown malcontents it would not be worth citing. But

Trinh Bay is published by a distinguished editorial board1 and is one

of the most widely read and influential journals in South Vietnam.

Nor was Trinh Bay the only magazine that'became concerned about

the use of herbicides in this ra-iod after actual spraying had ceased.
_-_ 2 --------In January, 1972 the Saigon journal Doi Dien 2 (No. 31) featured an

article by Hr .:g Huu entitled "A Strategic Goal of the Americans in their
* Rural Pacification Policy: To Exterminate the Means of Subsistence, the

Sentiments and the Traditionat Lor.t of Country of the Vietnamese Peasantry"
(pp. 1-19). His major proposition is: "The basic principle in a people's

war is to take the rural areas in order to encircle the cities, actually,

to encircle the economy. The Americans, with economic goals, have

destroyed crops and used the urban economy to encircle the countryside"
* (pp. 9-10). The Americans deny the Viet Cong their hiding places and

source of strength--the rural population--by "forcing the rural people

to leave their normal spheres of activity and placing them in refugee

camps, regroupment camps, etc." (p. 11). The author feels that the

'The editorial board of Trinh Bay includes non-communist intellectualsof some prominence: Thanh Lang, a distinguished literary critic andhistorical scholar; Pham Cau Duong, social historian; Nguyen Sa, oneof the foremost modern poete of South Vietnam, more recently an ARVNofficer; Du Tu Le, one of the most promising and popular poets topublish in Saigon in the past ten years; and many other names familiarto the reading public and in Saigon intellectual and scholarly circles.

2Doi Di en is pub iFhed and edited by several Catholic pripits, and hasmany conti1butors and a wide readership among the Catholic population.
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true purpose of the use of herbicides, artillery, air strikes, Rome

plows, and many military operations is to prevent the Vietnamese

peasant in South Vietnam from working his fields in peace and producing

enough to eat. ...

But they still have to live; they still have to eat.
And there is only one path available to them: abanaon
their fields and orchards, change their occupation, take
any _job - all except farming (this is what £he anti-communist
strategists want so much). So the farmers 'voluntarily'
come to the strategic hamlets, the regroupment camps,
the refugee camps, the relocation centers in order to 'be
assisted' and more secure. Through the compulsion of
their will to stay alive, if they don'" use .id commodities
and canned goods and after their assistance has been

--------- .... . prematurely. terminated, the rural peopl must-go-_to-work
doing other things, begging, stealing, Jimping and vUoring
in 'the citiei or around the allied base
Because of their agrfcultural life, t4 great mass of

Vietnamese people have had a sentiment attachment to
the land which is a first step toward love of homeland
and love of nation. Now that the rice fields are devastated,
the homeland of the rice has become a very distant thing.
Furthermore the change in life style and the ease of
earning a living on the part of those 'fortunate' peasants
(having children who have American husbands, boyfriends,
American jobs) had led them to no longer miss their rice
fields and orchards. Farming has become something tiresome
and unrewarding, and it provides no TV, refrigerators,
or varieties of canned meat.

The i ind of influence exerted by such journals on the thinking of

the Vietnamese middle sector is exemplified by a young South Vietnamese

army officer interviewed at Mtilitary Headquarterp in a provincial Capital.

After a lengthy discussion about the effects of herbicide, the officer noted

that much of what he knew about such effects had been learned from several

articles in some popular magazines and journals. He proceeded to name

the articles and the issues of the magazines, and they included the articles

in Trinh Bay and Doi Dien which were quoted in this section. This officer

had been indirectly involved in the herbicide program and was greatly

disturbed by what he had read.
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Hc.,,. this complex of feelings been restricted to persons with anti-

gc.ernment sentiments one could argue that this change was an illusion

createi by a few talented but perhaps misguided individuals, who were

me rely giving vent to their personal frustrations. Examination of the

" wata available, however, leads us to conclude that while some student

grou,.s, a few newspe.pers and a minority of writers and poets were ahead

of the bulk of the urban middle sector in the extent and intensity of

their changed attitudes, they were not long alone.

Chinh Luan, as mentioned earlier, is recognized as representing

conservative point of view in Saigon. -- The paper has been in-the- forefront ............. _.

of staunch anti-communist voices, and has often been criticized by

Vetnamese liberals as having a pro-government and pro-American bias.

But Chinh Luan, too, posed a question to the Thieu-Huong ticket in the

1971 elections, raising what they called "the peolle issue." In effect,

Chinh Luan demanded that Thieu and Huong demoinstrate their ability and

willingness to stand up to the Americans and control more strictly

American's actions. Their rationale was said to be based upon the

following statement of their beliefs regarding the effects of the use

of herbicides in Vietnam.

From Chinh Luan (September 29, 1971)

"The U..S. Armed Forces have a low regard for
the lives and procerty of the people of this contry.
As a result much indiscrimate bombing has taken
place, and carcess herbicide spraying has been

--. conducted, a spraying that -is beyond the real- and
reasonable tactical needs., .Indiscriminate defoliation
activities of the U. S. Armed Forces have inflicted great
damage upon trees and crops which are a source of life
to the people."
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IV. The Problem of Identity

Part of the urban middle-sector Vietnamese had long been apprehensive

of American motives and fearful of the outcome of their intrustion into

Vietnamese life. The most thoughtful and persistent anxieties seem to

have lain more in the cultural sphere than in the military, economic,

or political. Ton That Thien, a prominent Vietnamese socialscientist,.........

journalist and editor (Wesley Fischel has called him a "candidly acid

nationalist") has be-en a long-time student of and commentator upon

Vietnamese-American relations. (Ton That Thien, "Psychological Block",

Far Eastern Economic Review, September 30, 1965, p. 600; quoted in Fischel,

1968, pp. 679-680.) As early as 1965 he warned that few Vietnamese

of honesty and intelligence would welcome the massive American presence

with open arms or support a close association between the two countries.

They would "hold back", he felt, in part "because thLey ar , genuinely unsure

about U. S. intentions". They felt that Americans in Sou-V'-letnam

"shun the nationalists (not necessarily anti-American) who hate the

idea of turning their countr into a 'little America'". 'Jhat was

involved here, he perceptively noted, was the "dignity of the citizens

of the Vietnamese sta-e".

A year latex Tin That Thier reported ("In Love and War", Far

Eastern Economii Review, August 25, 1966, pp. 345, 348; quoted in

Fischel, 1968, pp. 677-678) that two important events had recently

occurred in Saigon. A group of intellectuals had held a meeting at the

city hall "to discuss the problem of caultural and mr 91 'depravity' and

measures to check it". At the same time a meeting of Vietnamese students

in Saigon to discuss "current problems" had turned into "an indictment
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of inter-marriage between Vietnamese women and American men, and of the

Government's yielding to American pressure in the economic sphere".

The individuals who attended such meetings felt that war presented

a threat not so much to life as to a way of life. Such meetings, the

shifts we have noted in poetry and novels, the general growth f.

criticism of American actions, the disbelief in officially stated U. S.'

goals, the change in newspaper editorial policies, and the symbolic

value of herbicides are a.i1 intimately related to this very real and

perceived threat to Vietnamese identity.

The Vietnamese identity had, like Vietnamese art, been based

primarily upon a way C life. This way of life involves harmony between

men and nature, balance between complementary forces, and a closeness to

and respect for nature. The Vietnamese were living ecology long before

we had a word for it. Th'cugh the centurie- they had often exploited

the land and each other, but their ideal value system never rationalized

nor glorified suci. actif.. The Vietnamese, at all levels of society and

throughout the centuries, have felt themselves to be an integral part of

the tissue of life which covers the earth. -heir word for the country

of Vietnam can be translated as "waters of Vietnam." And, one of their

words for nation is "rivers and mountains." They have long treasured

the ecological, and social balance of their land. And, this is what, at

the most basic level, we threatened to destroy and what our use of

herbicides came to symbolize: the possible degradation of a way of life.

As a young poet named Do Quy Toan, who would have been thirty years

old in 1969, wrote a few years earlier:
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We still have never seen bhe sea,

Oh, that vast sea, sea which is still so distait.
Though we have wander-d across the desert for a thousand years,
With such great thirsting after goals not yet obtained,
Our eyes are still cast upon the horizon,
Awaiting a beam of light.

The .American use of herbicides in Vietnam seemed to many

Vietnamese to symbolize the way tethnology served to obscure rather than

light the path.

V. Conclusion

In this final section we have looked to Vietnamese history,I literature, and culture for explanations as to why and how herbicides

became a symbol. There are no hard facts to aid us in a task such as

this. There is no way to see a symbol in a test tube, nor to describe it

in weights and measures. The job is mainly one of assembling pieces of

evidence from widespread and diverse sources and then offering an interpre-

tation.I From this endeavor we have come to conclude that the symbol-

making of. herbicides came about because of fear. It was not simply fear

of what herbicides themselves would destroy, but a much deeper fear of

what the Americans and American technology in gtneral might destroy.

What was threatened was not only the physical enviroment but a sense of

identity as Vietnamese people. This identity was threatened by what was

perceived by many Vietnamese people as the American subscription to

technologies that were neither effective nor humane.
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